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mariJFpr in the^b^^ o///le Pr/wcc 7?(Pace cwme i^ “
■Vr/wArt nm big hit at anniwl Sidney Lions Christmas pancake 
breakfast Saturday at Samcha HaU. Ftmr-year-old Jer^^ 
^'fftbp)y:Was::sb spcUhound by old guy he forgot what fie wdntedf 
which drew look of disbelief from young helper on left. Pair of 
unidenrificd youngsters fnuddle photo) whisper what they want in 
Sahfa's earAw^^^ 
niferfLf slwre giggle with Santa.
Murray, Slmrrulvl*hol«s.v
There’s help now
The Rcview-Sldncy Lions campaign for funds by this paper year. More about that next week. Others gave from $5 up . and 
Christmas Fund is up to $9,000 and and Sidney Lions. And we've been For now, we want to pay tribute youngsters raided their piggy banks 
will likely reach the $10,000 target ably helped by the Peninsula to two special people who have and donated jar.s of quarters and
^ ^ Mn.n. hM. ininfdnaU. bcforc wc cloRc dowu fot iho Community Association - an literally worn Ihcmsclvcs out calling pennies. .
Ily CRAISIALnWIN there but also. lot o^ingltjwienis rhristnuis holiday. And this year o Many talented people made
1 he spli K pi C lu istmas came to and yotmg children,” he said. Ho ' ^ 200 ------------------------------------------ ------------------------ heaidiful dolls and clothes for them.
Sidney early this year. 7 he Evans decided to have three “yV ianiiiK-^^^
Arid it caipe iir the fprniipf
' dtdicipus turkey dinner \vtth all ", " •^•^ost i itc .
; trimming^ picsented to abput a ptnity aslast year.
, Teopl^ in the coinmiiniiy who might charity thing,” said Evans, 7hv m ^
j e not otherwise have had one,
®™i«uii»i*''^




'■:^,;vCGcrald,iiand',Jeanette; Evnns::,whd,;:;:;:;;;'io.dqii(luieUy,'*’';/;^:'^^^^^^^^^^ .y';''behold,, as, money,,..Tood^.and-vtoys




Here’s a poem from a very special 
youngster who made a beautiful dol! 
and encloiscd her offering along with
it:
took ovei the lease at the Family Volunteering iheh-services were
'’' .I'lL .,: '..i'' '1 C A A' • '!> .f^r» A^»<* . 1 n r i' > f i ■ *'« m' ,' ' '''^’i ■.'■ ' ;' _::'.; L _ in.. ^ ..i'l' .• ■ x'l ■ ■ j',. '■* L, . ■■ . Il t —j ._ .'
/ am a very special doll that does a 
special thing,
I cannot dance or play guitar or 
be like birds that sing.
or8ani^alionwWcl.,ccm, to become twice daily aj our offlee, plekine op 'i>nim,p,M,miMabou, 
! »mSh no to ue^ wople”.! |“ nuto brvK^mSn locations to the eommuitiiy and for , r ,more dccplyinvolved caeh yeor,is/^^^:^v^
I nirkimas^ I ” ^ the past week the Lions - along Jltc Kiwanis joined with us for and food to deliver elsewhere. And once you get the hang pf it
r “I’wodnd bouu of Jwiikw ,11 will, voltmteers - linve been bttsy the first time this Christmas md ' - T^
I U.,1,^^ :t,v •' -Ik^ tosn m ai hJ^Sin orbwd * '"“W"" “P' » 1"'’ “"" Trlvcll.-deserve a very 1,0 if you over slart to fnt and
I “^tow t^toidai: "Inn decided M^tarnktr tor;™ peptic KlwnnlsJ,avebcen<lolngtheir;thinft,H,,|jy|.,h:^oy distrlbuilon sp«W,hank, fortoird^ ‘'"'CZ)ttmem«oud‘mdkea
' tbetewouidstiilbeioneivpeopieottc , :,to w,m.oys.^^^ bus. be™ sdt^s. «|™ps, ^,el« ,l.KMds^.d_uy,T^,^^_^^^ ^^^u„ soucot. too onoe ond ntdko
I!al^"''';"f''-'''^ nIw'''*’nh^S"'i™lSedV ^ many benutifuf^W mnny haveliclrcd. ■ senctous people wlio linvc given. And I'll try to make U me just
*^cr' thrrk-h.tfi inu.« 111 '1 fill down '‘Timvrf* wnt mi Adridv f»f*ntl<*m!in ehildfcn Will bc happy with thc gifts 'riils campaign is likc meuslcs — Those who could afford It gave huge for you! '
■eSp,Jhey.fcdtyld:,dnsi«tfLa .sik^doWi,;;:,,..i,^nteje,was,,:art,.,ddct,ly.;;:;^pilfd m donations $100,f;$200 and $300 And always rememlmr, you are
,dti:isj:inas,,,,>uinvi ,:im^.,jtmw. y.p,mm.^-....,,kuuug^,by.^hmtsv m 1^,0 it Anch cheducs;: vverc';;,;COmlhgvvdh,';^daiSy,>i-:w..:\V^n«lledpl*iill-fctnnfl«'gi™ em^oLe This has been the fourth anraial people become drawn Into it each eheifucs: tv^c |eWng{, Ip 
tiif.; oAvifd f^'Hiiulinn Lt’iiibri and nnd knpw Yirt ono in town. Ill IV few
^Ae^tffSpecialylool
by Hc Royal Canad a eg on
if■■':''!?commttnliy.a!isoc»ationf''v:,;.,,::;ri;,.,,,";i,v:;v;nt,vminutcr:'ihey»:.were',acting' likc,^:old':;','':v:.:,„
“There were many elderly people friends!”
0!
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Dynatek is seeking a make a $11-million grant “We will be the only reality.
high-profile partner to help fortheplant. large, full line contrM “l am only worried about -|
esmbnsh an electronic Cheney explained the assembly company on the the timmg. I am anxious to j 
components manufacturing Conneticut . company is North American^, con- get out there an evelop a |
plant in Sidney and deciding whether to invest tinent, he explained. , prp uc . _ _ _ r , |
company president Gerald $3 million in the Sidney _ The company is also ^ Chimey saidhe is^peful |
Cheney says a decision will plant — a move which investigating other avenues that the p ant will become |
be made by Jan. 15 on would mean not only their of mvestment and another operational early in the new
whether a multi-billion : financial involvement but deal is “close to becoming a year.
dollar company in Con- the beginning of a research
Murray Sharralt Photo.
neticut will take part. project which would
“We are moving along ‘‘benefit them
well,” said Cheney,” and significantly,” according to 
we had hoped for a decision Cheney, 
by now from the board of ■ “In our case the in- 
directors of this American vestment would be im- 
firm.” portant and so would be the
But he said the decision opportunity to evaluate new 
will have to wait now until material and offer it to the 
the board meets again in industry.” 
mid-January.^^^^^^^ Cheney pointed out the
The Toronto un- U.S. bu,siness is interested 
derwriting firm McLeod in testing new materials 
Young Weir Ltd, won’t which supply raw materials 
market a stock issue until for semi conductors, used 
either a leading Canadian in the electronics industry, 
businessman or Canadian Cheney told The Review 
or U.S. technological firm this week that svhile he is 
invests disappointed the process is
A similar condition is taking so long, he is enc- 
required by the federal couraged by the fact that 
Department of Industry, competition for the kind of 
Trade and Commerce, service Dynatek will offer is 
\vhose £nterprise almost non-existent in this 
Development Program will part of the world.
SIDNEY MEAT flARKET
9736 - 2nd Street 656-7535
ALL OUR MEAT IS AGED. GRAIN-FED, GUARANTEED CANADA "A"
HOR^EI^ADE SAUSAGE 
BEEF, PORK & ENGLISH STYLE 
BANGERS




' ^ There is a garbage war. because Fletcher has a business and I think I can optimistic. ^ \ • ' i ........................ ............................. ....—____ _____ __ ^......... .......... '
•'raging in North and Central monopoly and that will do it — if people call “I made a lot of friends
Saanich-with two disposal change when there is soon.” and gave good service when
- lies squaring off to competition in the Schwab says he will send I worked for CR Disposal,”













I Deposit this coupon in our draw box to be eligible to win 20 pee. 




^ see' who i ^
, Wayne Fletcher of CR up. every other week, and 
^'Disposal; 2057 Mills Road. $81 yearly for weekly 
Hold The Review this week service. There is a $6 
this company has lost only discount for accounts paid 
: about a dozen clients that in advance.
; he is aware of. Ron’s Disposal plans to
; CR Disposal has charge $45 for every other ; 
•operated in here since 1938 week pick-up and $65 for 
[but Fletcher bought the weekly service.
: company four years ago. Both companies otter
: The man who is at- doorstep and curbside 
tempting to give Fletcher service but the figiires 
some stiff competition is quoted arc for curbside 
Ron Schwab who recently only, 
formed Ron’s Disposal Asked if he plans to slash 
Service, at 10466 his rates to meet those of 
IRcsthaven. He claims he Ron’s Disposal, Fletcher 
; ihas taken almost 300 clients stressed he will not.
■ away from CR Disposal so “The same thing hap-
far. peried ionce before,” said;
Schwab is currently Fletchcr.“Someonc >ei up 
operatiitg out of his own a business in Central 
• house, has lived in Sidney Saanich. K
I for two years and customers who paid in 
-prcvlotisly worked for CR advance uttd the fclldw Icfi ;;
.Disposal. He says he can town.
■■undcrctit the other com- “All I can say is 
•pany’s rates because his buyer beware. 1 am offering 
overhead is less. the same service as last year
”1 want to try and get the with no increase in my 
I -rates down to where they Kites, and am just going to 
‘Should be and gel the watch him (Schwab) go out 
rservicc up to wlierc it of business."
:.shouldbc.” But Schwab has no .such ;
Schwab says CR plans: “1 need about 700 









: Deadline for The 












light trucks \tsing a 
durable polyester 
'carcass; and; steel 
'.belts'io, deliver;:;;':;:"';, 
smooth; iquiet ride 
and'-m aximu m';'c'.
A sturdy, economy 
'priced [belted [^ tire''" ■ ■*[;; 
'"[With^a-deep,'.
;■ aggressive; wi,nter = [ 
;:tread 'coihbined ■; [;;[■■; 
[,witli'';t,he added;;;;:::;:;:' 





[radial tire-has :;h;,; ';'''■ 
:;:rugged;„4-ply;[[;'[i[,; 
polyester 
ephstructidh a ri d
‘22, for dlsplny advertising 
.and clisdllcd. Please
nil .ediiotiul copy in
'p.mli Friday, ____ ___’v't' I*/.;!) ■';i -W'-' ^ '-'.v-H't:■ ■ i|ill.'r; 'i‘' ''V'M-iNi'..-'I
Clirlstmjii ts thB sound of bells, the laughlor ot childfon, ibo glow of candles anil lb» scent ot
^plnc.tliditiw;i3;ibKj(it’:d1ainlllc^3nd3ho;,bapplncw,;H,tr,left|l?r,W<i,,,h5{3^
lovi), warnilh and lauglitoi.
:'"'::'::'ARCHER.WEISNER,::T.Vt'SEBWICE:;LTD.:"::i':
7447 pMiititi AvanuB, SWitay 6S6-S114•HMWlltl
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Santa's a
Bay was no exception Saturday when jolly gent 
turned up in boat Tribute, owned by Alex and 
Ruth Chisholm who took him from Angler's An­
chorage Marina to Brentwood wharf. Tractor pull­
ed Santa's sleigh up Verdier and visitor called 
around village before meeting eager youngsters 
(left photos). His visit was arranged by Brentwood 
Merchants' Association.
Murray SharraH Photos.




5425 FOWLER ROAD 658-8278
There has been The areas will be completed project will “fit 
“tremendous interest” developed on varying levels, in with the marine and L 
shown by would-be leasers says Colwell, to reflect the boating- concepts of Sid- b
downtow'n Sidney and due - , ^
to open in May of 1984,
says John Colwell of
Realspan Properties who is 
responsible for lease 
negotiations at the site.
“There has been a lot of 
w' interest and 1 am looking 
for a good mix of tenants,” 
Colwell told The Review
this week;'
i H e added he is cu rren tly
J: i negotiating vvith^ t
major chains and when they 
are confirmed he >yill begin 








shopping mall will be the 
V: largest in cither Sidney or
Brentwood and its design 
includes a 50-f6ot 





















Add up the 
fentures
1
■ w.ihh HaCaiiM" Slop
•'ll;;,Jib 1 liini fsoh rail Ijl.ilf'.i' ■'
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Christmas - the time of year when, through giv­
ing and sharing, we are lifted out of ourselves. For 
most, it is a time of renewal for the human spirit. 
For some, it is a time of more intense loneliness 
and despair.
For all of us, it is a time of recognition that in the 
long run we cannot survive as individuals.
it must be pursued within some kind of communi­
ty. The Christmas season is perhaps the one time in 
the year when we relent, when we treat each other a 
little more civilly and acknowledge that in our 
humanity we share a common destiny.
Individually, we realize that we are here for a 
moment on a tiny planet spinning in the vastness of 
space and, for a moment, it dawns on us that our 
material and social successes aren’t worth anything 
in the timelessness of the universe.
It is a humbling experience; For a day or two we 
are stripped of our vanity and our pretentiousness 
and we can see that the economic and the political 
power that we wield over others does nothing to
But we have to view the Christmas season in the 
contextbftherealityoftheworld.Theideaof ; 
human progress has had a rough time in recent
have been great strides in 
science and technology, in economics -and in 
politics and in morality there is bewilderment, if 
not regression.
In El Salvador and other countries of South 
America we are living with a savage and predatory 
capitalism that is destroying humanity, in the 
Soviet Union, we see a communist political struc-
Review
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60 YEARS AGO' ,v .' f
From the Dec. 20,1923, issue of The Review |
With the traditional pluck of the true Britisher, on j
Saturday morning Mr. and Mrs. Drucquer with their j
three sons and a daughter-in-law, faced disaster and j 
personal loss through their home on Mayne Island being 
completely gutted by fire. ; {
How the fire originated is a mystery and will always 
remain so. The chief was the first to give the alarm at ! 
about 6 a.m. when he was about to start the fire in the g
stove. The basement was completely in flames and in a ; ;
. . . I am the ghost of Christinas presents
apparel. The help of neighbors was of no avail, the wind 
blowing heavy gusts soon wrought havoc. Only the y 
brick chimney is all that is left ofthe hotel.
From the Dec. 20,1933, issue of The Review
members rnet with a proponent of development after the Funeral (service for Mrs. Martha Akerman, second
further quoted as saying, “It is white women to land on Salt Spring Island, was held on
is adjourned that meetings: Monday afternoon at Saint Mary’s Church, Fulford ■
prejudice a decision”. Harbour.
^ Thank you. Mayor Hill. I now publicly put the past^;^^^^^^^
. , , , ju u Sidney couriCil on the stand Tor an in-camera session
: ^stru - ^ t with Kipdt’sXbf Kipot Construction after a public time the district had been transformed to its present
ture that is pathologically fearful of individual former mayor ol North Saanich m describing the hearing cohcefiiing Kipot’k quest for a^ state of excellent farming land.
human expression. reformed council. ^ ____ r_______________j bar at the corner of James White and 7th Avenue. My The late Mrs. Akerman was born in Hinckley, ^
source of information was a member of the past Sidney Leicestershire, England, on Sept. 27, 1837, and was the 
council. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Clay. Accompanied by
' and social and religious values. ‘ “V,*"' 7‘ "r"i ""V'"...............mid-July, residents of the James White area were her two' sisters she left England on the sailing ship ;■
f - council and also to the electorate. invited to a public hearing regarding a proposed gas bar Robert Lowe in September, 1862, arriving in Victoria in
; It IS foolish tp; deny the. power or __ reason m • , D.S. -------
lAkeszeal: 
of:: flew: council
In both these extremes, we see what happens to 
humanity when power is not restrained by moral 1 am sure this is .shared by many of us. 
iiuiiiaiiiy ^ I think an apology from the former mayor IS due, to
and social and rehsious values. _____.i
10 be suittiated at the corner of James White and 7th, January, 1863. In May of the same year she was married 
(Beacon devleopment. There was a to Joseph Akerman in Victoria.
I_____ In /Kwic AtAC Ariri
! human affairs. It is foolish to denigrate the great 340 Moses Pt. Rd. _. J - I - pdri Ol sine ivi|JUL o
benefits to humanity of science and technology. It , turnniiT at the^ Icli^C s tUiliUULi: dl tll^
is more foolish to nourish- the notion of human
t ’ -v, % ? ■v'- - I k , •*' f V .-i >•
self-sufficiency. ... .. '
' In .some, sense, we are all believers. We can J ® ® ^
• recognize the insufficiency of ' ^CIMIOU OVertUmea . gome time after the public hearing, 1 had occasion to heard from their childhood the story of the birthday of ■
nouns.-r^ome 1 ® ,„z.^Qrp arSveTirirm May 1 refer to your Dec. 14 issue in which you report discuss the Kipot development with one ofthe members the Babe of Bethlehem cannot but feel the incongruity
justice towards which we are advancing. Saanich’s newly elected council is of council. This alderman staled that there would be no of human slaughter on this sacred day.
e of the mipiTtinninp the behavior of the oast two councils in gas bar, that the people had expressed their disapproval a * ♦
rireT nublic to council at the public hearing. Word has been received; herexby MrX and Mrs. D.
The Christmas message stands out as on questio g p  
■ suoreme statements of human dignity. mepting with the Cloake Hill develooer before a p li t  il t t  li  ri .
I The star of Bethlehem lights UD the world and meeting.' in the same issue there’s an article noting that A number of days later I met the same alderman but Jackson, of The Orchard, of the death ojTheir son L.-
I - 1 ne star oi.Deinienem g P . .., t .l.„. .u„. ko o r,oc Kor Gpl. Stephen Jackson,who was reported killed in ac-i' nrnHaims the birth of Jesus as the son of God Mayor Loyd Burdon of Sidney and Mayor Dave Hill of this time 1 was informed that there would be a ps bar,|, proclaims the bir . ’ Central Saanich back the behavior of the past councils that there had been an in-camera session between
|l ' The event is £in. <iffirmntipn: of the; rcBlity of believirm there was no impropriety. members of council snd;Kipot, thut Kipot, hsd refuted
God’s presence in human affairs.
It is, moreover, a declaration that egoism and 
cynicism are anathema to the human spirit.
We are all caught in the dilemma of at once liv­
ing in a world of frustration and bitterness and try- 
(: ihgitb transcend the lirhitatiohs of oiir individual 
lives. To escape this dilemma, we have no choice 
but to find a place for ourselves in some communi-
('::Ty;'br'^shared'values.-/'Xx(V(;:'^^^
In the normal cpurse oreveniSy the human spirit 
is sustained by the heroic achievements and 
sacrifices of individuals.
Self-sacrifice, not self-indulgence, is what sus­
tains humanity and serves human dignity.
tion; Dec. 6,
believing there was no impropriety. r t iL a  i t, tnai iS-ipoi naa r iLu u ^^tephen was
With respect to the above, you quoted Mayor Hill as each expression of disapproval voiced at the public the district, having attended Sidney school. He was 24
saying, “the real impropriety would arise if council ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ yenrsoiage.
30 YEARS AGO
From the Dec. 23,1953, issue of The Review
; ; T; took
more enjoyable, they could take along some readingv the aspects of a Christmas tree Sunday evening when
f ' ''* a .M /'■ ''Y''' ^
^:At;tisiexlegislcstiirej
Terry Fox has done it for us. 1 n recent times ihe 
]■ ordinary citizens of F'oland have been showing
the power ot the human spirit. ^ j^j jjsyonncctioiv^x
In whatever circumsiancc.s, the world is made a cheerful Merry Cliristmas, rifiance
^ n^leriaLXl suggest a^^^^ staff of the department of transport from Patricia Bay
1 <* ' ' I Hueh Curtis svould love .1 hill banning ferry strikes ^
, and an antographed recipe from Margaret Thatcher : ,
Teepnig the lid on pubhe spendnig by lel^ Ave.The tvork was carried out at this lime in order to
wlicrc,to:go.,;;'X.„.v;,\::; ;";;X";\, x,:xX'XXXX'n''.;,.X " (XX'^."XX':..;vx: X
X X For Tony BrummctT(Suggest a life-iime ski pass for ;
.Whistler and aXform letter diplomatically rejecting:
: applienttonsi fiPm smalTskTareas asking to be hailoT
::X'XT„tveySehroederls.a,lit.etllfficnh,:hmi.oWahpn,a:^,^
l■XuMl.nlnl■l■.■i■m'tllllXn;nX(—iWacation'""witliT'icvcrybodyt'^who'TiatcsXilie'';X" v ■. ^ ■,'‘X, i - - < , ; . • ^ V iigliway. Tliis IS tlic scctioii from thc westerly border of, lt;s,ihal.tnnc pl ycaptigainwlieii lovets 10 conquer . ^Ain-ien in aU-andReservcT ^ . ^
I'rank Howt.rd may lliink lie's pot cverylhing a man JL„ “ '' ......
n notices with a can possibly want, but I know he could use and would v ^ A 
: companies inrorm probably enjoy a gilt ccttificate for a course at Die vl” T* r 
ey yoii want because ehann school olXhis choicccsvtlh special eniphusis on i x,r"
Issue ofThc RcvIcw-TXX XiT';::X;' 
Christhiasx traditidhk^:;b^
• bettcrxplace: by; human jactionxihatxt the you that you can have all thc money you ant because ehann school f liis choice, >T.M. ,v,tv,v.». v,.. , in thX dinX nnu bm ihi. nr-ietiXe nf ex-
ordinary and that docs not count the personal cost. you’re such n good credit risk, Joe’s Diner down the politeness and diplomacy in human interaction. X . .V.X
. . , n .11 I 1-1.. « lUz, non block serves borscht tm:holiday placehtats aud Premiers^
As the star ot Uclhlehcin hghts 'VI'X
(Judcfti'merit
I’vc got Something very ' ^
^ . In 1H84 WillianiMiiwFgley.astarvingyoungnnglislt
:i, a peace settles over the earth. For a mo- (TM983 anclthCihopes'und aspiralions'bf the with the caption: "Sure beats wiirkitig in the mines.” X
XilxIsTepeatcdcVcrjtVt'^^^^^ . How can 1 in good conscience heap abuse on our Tlie grandmoihcrly Barbara Wallace would go ape card and teproduemg it on pieces ot pasteboard for thc
rl tind politicians at a time like this? How, 1 ask you, can 1 over a iccoiding of a brief offering site once gave during '’"p r...„au ainn,>r
tefiise to join in the chorus of goodwill and happiness? question pciiod. There would bo an audible bLv-rs in iiu* ' -Hey . card liowc d a lamtly C hristmas dinner, .
)dox It is with a glad heart, therefore, that 1 submit for the recording. That's when she said Tlu
tmne approval of the reader a list of useful ihihgsT consider kidding. It’s a zoo in there.
.I    ' i In 1^1 n • ■,,
Whether or not we arc believers in any orthodox
'^niat^ Word!''No formal dance, skating carolers, ahvis-givinj?,; a iHiju
and Judy sliow and other aspccMs of a cclcbratipn x
XXtXX X ibSgnilitiiVo the niie in TMirtrles I5iekens’ :T/|T (XVimbji//? Xsense, we can appreciate that the Chrisitnas appropriate as Christmas presents for the people wlio For Dave Stupich I have a new red suit in minti, resembling t on i Charl Pic ch f Vie C^^
But it's G/m/published a lew years previously.^ - -
Wni tn bo iiist ns anwdnTvtTl X - ::y::::y:{:^[The^‘daddy^^ holiday cards was designed and
message ofthe birth of Jesus PerMsts as aTnessage
ol hope and rcconcihation m a tormented world, William Richards Bennett.Xpremier of this got obcjustasg w awfu x x^^ x^^^^ , , • . » . i • i
It is, moreover, a message that has inspired 
of thc most prolbund human creations in
™rt nnd ntm-fitiirX X G stuffcr, I suggcst a dartboiird withxLarry Kuchn’s; upgraded Island Vlighway. ‘ 'y V-i ' < i « X1 and aft and jiteiature.^.^^ - Frank Mitchclf could use ti copy of a book which, x
'‘Her Majesty’s l.oyal unroriupately, hasii’i been AyriHenyct.Fhave, hovyever* i TH is one of thc great sorrows of the world that For David Barrett, leader of T
human beings, even in thc most democniiic of Opposition, a course in self-defence would come in very the title. “What The Hcck^ pping On And Flow Did I »''* .,rTi«t»...w,
.sodcllcs. can fiml Ihcniwlvcs governed by despots, |,m,dy, p,mlc.ii..rly if It eonccmraied on bow lo deal Gel Here?" 1™' '
::Who:liavc ,'no:nbtibn’6f:siieh; noblc Itumon aspir- wiih ejcailonsTrom llic leBlsIoiure. And an assonmera Jack KempI shoiild fcl a siullod wnll and a inapol b&tipHj i n, iii.yo 
,i„„, , of lone red undeiwcnr for ihosc cold nishis in: the ilie cabinckrooin wiMi a big Slop sign aiThc door. Thettons. ioag !
Christmas
I miliiicni erav'f^vhrd he’s ahdm^^^^ caption couldgdsomething like this:‘T'll never get past . , . , ,
Alllioughlhesltiigglefoi i.owci and wenlib goev Ales FtasX I'm surd woiildfbe delighted: wiib a : : thlsdoorif I keeptWAup,’': .̂ r-l'"' i;
on in tlio world, and greed seems to win out cvei comnuterbed miniature bulldozer, programmed to Joint Reynolds could do vvijh a copy of the poodle^
concern for thc needs of others, wc retain the liopc activate auiorhaticaUv a day after the ne^ Manifesto with wliieh to bait the reds in the ilcX X i fhink she looks perlCctly sv/elT you um^rsiand, but
*hi^cial touch (he bUlhiozef whUld have I egislatiircL And thai, Iri John’s leviconxis evcrvhodvjn a younger or more iiewlV'-marricd man inighi be unable ^ 
ah’oicc box nrodaimihttr A’A iiew hhthWav fof every to resist the temptationjor somesort of .little joke,
losvri X haPlWeconomfc^^ For all others who haven’t been mentioned here, a riiorc's a carton ol dog biscuits in the cupboard, tor
concern for thc needs 
[ of a brighter future, and for a week 




In u world iiuU w« have iu lecciii UcvuJes luiucd lablciwitkTD Tabor Code ambtdnicnts;and a‘big dub: : copy pt the poster showing aboiilcoj Foully Fuisse and - X olwious piank,^ Bui tlieTeiuxip^
into an armed camp,, it is n hope that can be sus- to enforce them. a pig wallowing up to the piililic trough, depending on me wisdom,
tained only by grenter trust and a clearer sense of Nothing could be mote appropriate for 'tom theit political allegiance. 1 am a cownrdXbuFa wise cowards
■■ A Uiwn .'III,lITlJy.VVUIllTIlUV TL V V!Vk;i J . .v 'i'» T':, A';,, ...w.., ............. "'/'‘i,:T'.i.i - ."i"'
XX t : Xf,,,. Bob MdXletlahd Fkhow just tile right gift; hstone XX piipcrhack edition of (‘Michael Walker’s Dreanis,'^
mined only by grenter trust ana a clearer sense ot Nothing, con 
human Hmitations. ....•:'AX
H '
apprOpriaViC'-, ,, .......... ,, , ^ ,
■" """' “''livyA"'":("Arid; of murseXnAery Merry rhfistfnBsXtiomr'riiid 'X"'-
strwiirt \UvUtii boss Jack lyfunfot TO Jhake their joint vaculiori a little all-
Besides; it: iV wonderful for: her mortik and women i x
'X":::XX'
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more letters
meeting, apparently to the satisfaction of council.
A meeting with the developers after a public hearing, 
according to Mayor Hill a real impropriety, one that 
could and apparently did prejudice a council decision.
At a subsequent meeting of Sidney’s council, Kipot 
construction was given carte blanche by council in order 
to avoid a further public hearing on the matter of a gas 
bar.
1 claim that in the above instance, council’s behavior 
was not only improper but unethical and possibly 
illegal. I suggest that reparation is in order. Four 
members of the newly elected council were members of 
the past council that so favored Mr. Kipot of Kipot 
Construction.
Work has not yet begun on the gas bar. Surely this 
council should now reconsider a decision which, at best, 
was unfairto the residents of the James White area.
Helen Porter 





All day Peggy and 1 sit at the dining room table, a 
great pile of letters between us. We address these letters 
to our members of Parliament. We sign them and we 
seal them and carry them to our local post office in net 
bundlesofSO.
1 look across the table and see this woman bent upon 
her labour and my mind goes back to a time when she 
was involved in a labour of a quite different sort, the 
labour of bringing her babies into this world. It was a 
world we believed in then. It was a world of hope and 
faith and we held these tiny infants, each in their turn, 
close to our breats and our tears Of joy fell upon their 
innocent; upturned faces. We held new life in our arms 
and it was a miracle that we shall never forget.
Now, with all life on this earth threateried, 1 see her 
writing. Her brow is furrovyed and she writes with a 
kind of quiet desperation for she is deeply troubled. The
VI
i i Yes, Pierre, 1 hear you. ! will fight to defend the principles of medicare.
are so
.'close now'.:';;';'::'.;; :i"j.
All the beauty and hope for the future that was once 
hers in her young motherhood may soon end in a world 
of searing flesh, bulging sightless eyes and the screaming 
agony of untold rnilliohs trapped in a fissioned hell that 
was never of their making.
The stacks of letters are piled around us in this special 
efforts of ours. This is something that we can do in this 
isolated little valley. We can bring our fears to the at­
tention of those we have elected to positions of trust.
I reach across 1'
Robert Bushby was 
confirmedWas chief of ,the 
North Saanich wplunteer 
^Tire, departrnent by ;N 
Sidney council Monday
iShe looks up and smiles. “Thank you Peggy,” 1 say to 
her. “Thank you for these beautiful children and 
grandchildren anS' great grand children that .you have 
given to .this world. Thank you for your understanding 
and for seeing the danger clearly. Thank you for the
1-i;: i-, « rWn : K 0^70 'cVvV>\t/irt . f VH Cif
Other officers elected by
the volunteers and ; con-\ 
lirmed by ^Mayoi : Harold' 
Parrott " and aldermen,: 
were: Terry T 
fire chief; Bryan Bushby, 
Wayne Jordan, Denis 
^ .Keeleir and:hes LePbideVah;?
Her face brightens in a smile. “Really dear, you give 
me too much credit,” she says. “Any mother who has 
raised a:cliild must feel as I dq^ I’ye had rny tirne bn this 
beautiful earth; I just want to insure that the children of 
itbmorrdw will have the;sbrrie oppbrtunity.’TAnd with: 





•Carl Nielson, President ot ! ' 
- Block Bros. Realty Ltd ./-and |l 
’the Victoria Management take 
pride, in congratulating ANNE 
DALGLIESH for her sales 





:The;Gouncil Of the Town of Sidney will;host an 
"Open HoLise" on January i st. 1984, from 2 p;rn. 
to 4 pirn,' in. the Council Chambers Town Hall, 
2440 Sidney Avenue:
May your holidays be merry and bnqlii, 
youf New: Year filled with;,good tdriune.ivj ,
Holiday Fashions for the 
Peninsula Woman.
The^ Public is cordially invited to attend and meet^ 
the ::members: of : Counci! To:rinfprmally d^ 







please drop your toy 
donations off at the 
Fire Hall on Tues Si 
Thurs. 7 p

























454g (1 tb.) Package 
Limit of 3
per customer order ..
^ A^brted^ Fiavoursyi:
750 mL Bottle
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Sole Bonne Femme 
TRonsi TTnTccy tfe Ghcslnut StufTing 
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All fhe Staff nt Snfew.'sy'' I I ^ 'i '
In Your FHenrlly '
Wo Rosorve the Hglit
L'Uifl. ii.'i.Ti'■''‘.'''..■'V.L; If iPi■p''r i I’ 'LTYTi.'iiVTbiY '4':’ ■■ ' J- pi'br '^>h‘V,.*u .v,*' j/..1 W:'ii t'iitV'j
Youngsters from Sidneyyreen Activity Group (STAG) wait on tables as volunteers meet at special tea arranged by Peninsula Community Association Dec. 12. The tea honored 
provide so much help in community year-round.
Sidney RCMP were kept could find no sign of forced and two Delco batteries 
busy last week with a entry. ^ ^ ^
noticeable increase Hn Vandalism was targeted A key or other similar
vandalism, thefts and at motor vehicles with the object was used to gouge 
/motor vehicle accidents. exception of $1,000 worth scrape marks the full length 
Three locab^^^^^^^^-^ of damage done to windows of a Vancouver resident’s 
juveniles are being on a house under con- vehicle while parked at 
questioned in connection struction on the 9600 blockj Cedarwood Motel, 5th St. 
with purse snatching at Barnes PI., and another Dec. 15 and windshield 
Resthaven i Lodge. Two house window on the 9200 wipers and antenna were 
; residents from the lodge block East Saanich Rd- damaged Dec. 17 on a
• reported purses containing Police said a rock had been vehicle parked on Polard
■ personal effects and money thrown through it; Rd., Sidney. • / ^
stolen from their rooms The sunroof on a lower RGMP inve.stigated five
• around 2 p:m. Dec. 11. mainland resident’s car was motor vehicle accidents
in- broken while parked over over the past week, all
• vestigating ' two juveniles night Dec. 14 on Birch Rd., resulting in charges being 
- with regards to a rash of North Saanich. A tapedeck laid.
■ boat break-ins in the 
Brentwood Bay area Dec.
Central Saanich police 
chief Bob Miles said the 
main target of thieves was 
gasoline and liquor, 
although a $700 pair of 
binoculars had also been 
stolen. Five boats-- in all 
were entered.
Miles said boat owners 
^ often make the mistake of 
' leaving their crafts un- 
''checked for long periods of 
time during the winter 
months.
A house on Barrett Dr., 
North Saanich, presently 
. under. construction, was 
illegally entered Dec. 11 and 
a considerable sum in 
building materials taken. 
Police are urging residents 
who see suspicious persons 
or vehicles in their neigh­
borhoods to contact them 
immediately.
Several flags from the 
Town of Sidney complex
QIRL GUIDES @F CAMADA 
PATHFINDERS
Pathfinders wili babysit whilst you do 
your Christmas Shopping!
Weds8sd3» 21 December
S a.m. - 4 p.m.
■'i' $1 iOO ■ per^ hour perxhiid';-/ ■
ADULT SUPERViSlON!;
and Superior Collision on 
M Ave were.  
reported stolen some time 
over night Dec. 14. Missing 
from the tow'n hall are 
Canadian and British 
Columbia flags while; 
Superior Collision reported 
American and Canadian 
flags Stolen';'''-'"■
A Panasonic tape 
recorder went missing from 
the Agricult\tre Canada 
complex on East Sanitich 
Rd. Dec. 13, but police \
Courses taken include: Baby-sitting St. 
John Anibulance - First Aid - C 
For information and liodkings call Mrs. 
Letson; 656-2201.
At the Scout s Guide Hall, Beyan^







Home of SUPES^ savings!
In Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel
STORE HOURS: 
DAILY 8:30- 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
Prices Effective 
Wed. Bee. 21 to
Sat. Dec. 24,1983 __ _
rnirnmiiessiammiexaisimamassmimm^sBmsKsmfmsm^t^aismassmBm^EiBmmBmsasesm
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST
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SPAGHETTI SAUCE gg C
ISLAND FARM FRESH
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Sidney council — sitting as committee of the whole other issues —-“leadership, management, the break-
Monday night — will instruct staff to prepare a borrowing water.” And that’s Why I want a clear expression of
bylaw for construction of the one-way couplet which will opinion, he added.
then be put to residents in the form of a referendum for Impetus to the discussion was a letter from Royal Trust 
approval. giving council until Dec. 21 to settle Sanscha land ex-
The inspector of municipalities must approve the bylaw propriation costs — $464,597 plus $74,995 interest,
after it has passed third reading. Interest accrues at a daily rate of $76.37.
Mayor Loyd Burdon said that although he was opposed Council would like to hold off payment to Royal Trust 
to the one-way traffic plan “if the people want it. . .’’ If until a referendum is held — perhaps in February, 
the referendum passes then council has to proceed with the 
couplet, he added.
Town administrator Geoff Logan pointed out there was 
a contradiction between what most council members 
wanted and a borrowing bylaw for the couplet carried to 
third reading. “If you take it to third reading it is the intent 
of council and the only thing that can stop it is for the 
inspector to say‘no’”, Logan said.
He pointed out that because the action by council was a 
contradiction the inspector of municipalities will be asking 
“several questions.”
Aid .lim Lang asked Logan what alternatives council 
haclf —- “You say if wc hold a money bylaw it is not in our 
interest to pass it.”
Logan said council had two other alternatives. It could 
Sidney lawyer Jim Robertson, make a settlement with Royal Trust over the expropriation 
North Saanich Mayor Harold of Sanscha property and proceed with the couplet or it 
Parrott (centre) and Peninsula ^.Quld cancel the project and return the land.
Community Association hoard Burdon said he thought there was a third alternative. “If 
chairman Joan Beattie get inspector turns down the vote on the bylaw then we
''P"; “ have one of (hose uvo choices.--
fnrfor. Sye 7S^people Jmm ^ When Calder pointed out Burdon would be voting in
met PCA Staff and enjoyed he was actually opposed, the
punch and smoked salmon mayor replied many people would have interpreted the 
while they found out more result of the muntcipal election in November as public 
about organization. Bottom opposition to the couplet but he noted there were also '* 
left, PCA executive director ' ' - '' '
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400g.......................... . ................. . . . . . . . . ..
CO-OP NATURAL
POPPING CORN









STICK OR TUB 250g ............
DAIRVLAND FIESTA
ICECKERi





■ 4 ^ '■
"'■S, ^ <-■' •' ’ '■ tflS^ ■ '■
Ready-to-Eat 





^S*-* MARGARINE 'c-i ggI ■y v-g?
, 'CO-OP DESSERT^^
FRESH'! GRADE ‘A’ 
Available Wed. to Sat...









Canada t A* Beef............ m.25gg.
COUNTRY iWORNIHG Ik OLRAPie 
UKRANIAN, HUNTER, BEER, SUWSIWER, 




W/GARLIC 1 litre..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CO-OP
TOMIffO KETCHUP
GLASS llitre^^. .., .^^^^^
GLAD POLY
GARBAGE BAGS
W% : I'. ''...W'..
^ SCOniES WHITE y
FACIAITISSUE x:- ■
'\yvV:''''i'200V.:.:.:vvx:';vx:.'.
Cut from Canada ‘A' Beef Boneless 
Rump or Outside Round..................... '.kgl
f43@,kg
sfr'# K; «s i
-ijp.'K .'.w'.j
COUNTRY 
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FAMILY NAPKINS
(RAINBOW) 180'v. . . . . . . .v.;.
co-op''i';'
STRETCH WRAP
28cmx60m , •■ •■•• V'--••
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•This week’s visit to Japan of Hu 
Yaobang — officially the general 
secretary of the Chinese Communist' 
Party and chairman Deng Xiaping’s 
probable successor, is much more 
than a courtesy call. He is being 
received more than cordially by 
everyone from the Emperor and 
Prime Minister Nakasone on down.
Relations with Japan — China’s 
long time tormentor for decades 
since inflicting a disastrous defeat 
on the Chinese Empire in 1876 — 
are really remarkably good and 
very, very important to both parties 
and to all their neighbours. The 
Japanese do not view China as a 
threat, reserving that fear for the 
Soviet Union.
China has reacted more than 
graciously to recent (late 1960s) 
Japanese overtures, bearing in mind 
the excesses surrounding the in­
vasion of China in 1931 and the 14- 
year war that followed, not to 
mention the occupation of northern 
China and sponsorship of the 
puppet state of Manchunkuo before 
that. (Would that the Americans 
could court China half as ef­
fectively!)
On the other hand, Sino- 
American relations remain dicy and 
the same old bete noire; Tawan is 
the main issue. The discredited 
“two-China” policy keeps raising 
its ugly head and is poisoning the 
carefully nurtured good relations 
started by Richard Nixon and 
carried on by President Carter.
; Ironic : that this old “cold 
warrior” had the brains and the 
grace ,to ; see things in clear pery; ■ 
spective.
The influential U.S. Senate 
Relations Committee 
passed a most questionable bill on 
“Taiwan’s future”. It is damaging 
in the extreme in terms of content 
.J and timing, and on its heels the 
recent U.S. position on the status of 
China in the Asian Development 
Bank rubs salt in the wound. The 
sheer ham-handedness of U.S. 
actions is absolutely incredible and I 
seriously Avondef if the Arnericahs 
place any value whatever on their 
relationship with the Chinese.
The matter of Taiwan as a part of ; r 
China has to be faced up to and they 
cannot afford to fiddle around with ^ 
this central issue. Incidentally, 
neither the Beijing government nor 
the regime in Taibei agrees with 
“two-China policy.” y 
! •The Japanese election is in full 
swing with its customary cacophony ! 
and perpietual, never-ending action.
It is a very tiring (and deafening!) 
thing to watch and listen to. Mr. 
Nakasonc’s future is obviously very 
much at stake and despite my own 
prediction that he will lose seats but 
survive, 1 feel this very astute “stick; 
handler” may be in a spot of 
-Trouble.
Mr. Tanaka’s embarrassing 
presence -still haunts him and , 
; continues to r cast a disturbing 
shadow dyer the whole prdccedihgsv;
I still think he’ll squeak through but 
it will be tougher than 1 thought. 
Bread and butter; issues will carry 
him thrdjigh 111 the eiidrbti
daughter of China
Japan emerged from isolation in 1860s







As advertised, we will embark on 
a fast voyage around the Pacific 
Rim — in four or five installments, 
over the next several issues. Our 
territory includes the areas generally 
described as “The Far East”, 
“Southeast Asia” and two countries 
which belong to “South Asia”. All 
these classifications tend to be 
somewhat elastic, but in the main, 
they hold true and we do need some 
sort of classification.
China is obviously the largest in 
geography and in populace and is 
the only major world power in the 
area, and hereby dominates the 
region. We have dealt so often with 
this huge and intriguing subject in 
the past, that I propose to leave 
China to the end and examine her 
periphery for “starters”.
Lying 500 miles across the China 
Sea — (a very long distance several 
hundred years ago) from China, but 
only 100 miles across the Straits of 
Tsushima (site of the decisive 
Japanese Naval victory over Russia 
in 1905) from the closest point on 
the Asian mainland, namely Korea,
. is Japan.',.:;;,.;,. ■
Like China, this small island 
nation (smaller than, France or Spain 
but larger than the United Kingdom 
or IfalSO has also tended to dominate 
the scene —7 certainly economically 
at present.
A great; deal has been made o f the 
ecq^mical' and industrial miracles 
which are ongoing and have a very 
significant irhpact on us, so I will 
avoid this question for now and 
concentrate on historical, cultural, 
sbcial anid environmenihl matters ; 
which ;are far less discussed;;and 
understood.
cultural daughter of China as thb 
northern European nations are 
daughters of Greece and Rome. 
China became a truly powerful 
world power between 220 BC and 
220 AD when the first Qin Emperor 
succeeded in uniting the country 
into a highly civilized nation of 
prodigious military ; arid 
technological capability.
Interestingly enough, this 
coincides with the rise of the Roman 
Empire. At this point, the influence 
on the primitive, tribal society of 
Japan w'as minimal and did not 
realty affect the Japanese until 
several hundred years later.
; In the 3rd Century A.D., the 
Chinese empire deteriorated into
warring slates besieged by continual 
barbarian threats and invasions for 
about three hundred years. 
Following this, a greater, more 
glorious Chinese Empire emerged 
and China was, without question the 
mightiest nation in the world.
The Tang Dynasty (618-906 A.D.) 
was a time of incredible riches, 
power and scientific achievement. 
Culturally the court of the Tang 
Emperor at Changan (now Xian — 
where the great and celebrated terra 
cotta army was unearthed — more 
on this later) was the centre of 
magnificent and unparalleled 
cultural attainment.
It’s easy to understand how the 
primitive Japanese tribesmen were 
thoroughly awed by the glorious 
nation across the sea and how 
natural it was to be influenced by 
this overwhelming civiliation. In 
addition to the irresistable attraction 
of; Chinese culture, the Buddhist 
religion had made its way across the 
seas to the isolated Japanese islands.
Of the countless significant in­
cidents that occurred in this very 
■ e.xciting time for the newly emerging 
Japanese as well as their Chinese 
mentors I find two to be particularly 
Viriteresting.,,
As the; tribal leaders of Japan 
; gradually moved;;to nationhood in 7 
the colbssalishadoW of Tang China, ; 
they made a characteristically 
brilliant, visionary, decision. They ; 
selected their brightest, upcoming 
young men with potential to join 
their embassies and delegations so 
• theyiccouid; train; :pr6filably;;= at; the;:; 
7 very source ofwvisddiri rind^cultufal 
attainment.
7:This wise riidve \yas to be repeated . 
when Japari emerged from isolatipn 
;jn; the1860s to make its 1 egeridary; 
leap into the 20th century.
is their decision to 
create an imperial capital at Nara in 
, 710 A:D. in the image of the great 
Tang capital of Changan (Xian). 
This city was virtually a centre ofthe 
world and numbered its 
cosmopolitan population close to a 
million.
It must have been the largest city 
in the world. The imitation had to
be scaled down as there were hardly 
any cities at all in the still tribally 
influenced Japanese society.;
Still the great capital of Nara was 
a most impressive testimonial to the 
influence of China on the culture, 
politics and life of thc newly- 
emerging Japanc!5c nation.
Significantly, Nara was not to last as 
a capital as the Japanese, with 
characteristic energy, built a further 
replica of the Changan 30 miles 
away at a place called Heian.
The numerous Buddhist temples 
(some of which stand to this day in 
this interesting and beautiful city) 
which ringed Nara were beginning 
to exert increasing pressure and 
power on the court, so the capital 
was shifted to the new site, leaving 
the priests to their meditation and 
sutras sparing them the burdens of 
governing.
Heian was to eventually become 
Kyoto and remained the Imperial 
Capital until Commodore Perry 
helped open the doors of the hermit 
empire in the 19th century while 
confederation was taking place in 
the wilds of British North America.
For me, this symbolizes the 
importance of the Chinese heritage 
for from this grew the organization 
of Japan into provinces, and 
countries; a tax and land tenure 
system; a civil service; educational 
system and a system of writing and 
above the foundation of all art and 
-/culture.;;'
7 The Japanese are customarily 
accused of being great initators, 
without much capacity for original 
thought. In actual fact, the record 
shows the opposite to be true. While 
they havb indeed/ done some pretty;; 
impressive copying and some stories 
still persist about Japanese-built 
ships turning turtle upon launching, 
etc. — their long term history is that 
of a most innovative and ac­
commodating people.
This isolation has caused them to 
7 learri hoW/ to borrow from;:abr6ad, 7; 
but on the other hand it has 
provided the milieu for developing 7 
; brie of the most unique cultures in 7 
the world.
Japanese life has developed so 
many distinctive 7 and original 
features such as the rice-straw mats 
of considerable . thickness which 
form all domestic floors; the sliding 
wood arid rice paper doors which 
replace walls in houses; the charcoal 
braziers for heating around which 
home life revolves in winter; the 
ever-present baths with self- 
conlairied heating chamber and the 
importance of daily bathing; their 7 
very distinctive cuisine; their 
traditional clothing.
Their culture and even more, 
language, has developed into the 
most dislinetivc for any comparable
Tlte Emperor and Empress. Iri the 57th year of his reign; the I 
Showa Emperor (n^ore appropriate than his given name of 
Hirohito — seldom used in Japan) is popular and respected head 
of state. Now 82, he is eminent marine biologist.
advanced region in the world.
Their language, while using 
Chinese ideographs for the most 
part for writing, and using many 
words of Chinese origin, is as 
di ffererit frbiri Chiriese as if is frbm; 
Arabic or English. Japanese has no 
close linguistic relative and this 
.uniqueriessf/albrig'with;their island; 
isolation^ 7ha;f7,contributed; tc> /the
the Siberian coast to tropical islands: 
in the South China Sea. -• -
The main four islands (north to 
south, Hokkaido, Honshu (the 
largest and main island containing 
the four largest cities), Shikoku, and 
Kyushu (the beautiful island 
“bridge” to Korea and China in 
early days and the entry point for 
Europeans and Christianity in the 16
j {,
‘‘clean government!’ issue will hurt 
him. The ruling Liberal-Demociatic 
Party which has presided at the 
i:|;f;/;‘*Ecoriomie7Mix’!:;;is: com'ijrlscd,;bf7.; 
7'!: 7;;'vcry7;powerful ;;Tactioris;;;^-~;;;U': is';a'';7 
';prbdigious ■' acrbbatic""7'act';;;7ip;;kccp';;' 
:S them all in line and Mr. Nakosoncis/;
ecjual to this task if he gets a decent 
;7:;'7'iimandaie,':7' ;f7;’'.:77l;;;:;;
i and so far popular but
blunt prime minister of Malaysia,
7 Datuk Seri Mahathir Mohhmed, (to 
1 give him his full entitlement) faces a 
;; crisis in liis continuing stalemate 
7^7 with the hereditary t Itans who rule 
most of thtj 13 states. The sultans 
elect one of theif number in rotation 
lb ;act ; as their *'chairrnan” or 
paramounrfulcr, in effect, ithc king, 
Af both levels —. national^ 
state 7— the royal rulers are strongly 
-Tand7;::sp::;;;;,faf7;:'mbsi.;'' effectively), 
resisting the got’crnmeht's efforts to 
reduce their const Itiriional role. 
They arc acting with considerable 
dignity V and extreme ; “hard- 
nbsedricss” in fefusing to agree to 
be; deprived ;qf thejr;^ role tp 
;:gbvernirigw~bvcn;symbollcaIly.'; ';7:,^,; 
The suUaris are popular;
Mt. Fuji at 3776 metres (12^393 ft,) is highest momtalri In Japan.l 
An inactive volcano, (last erupted in S707) locatedjtear Tokyo; 
has long been symbol of Japan and subjectof immmerahle art,, 
works. Air pollution makes it rare sight front
Ccmiltttied on Page 112
The eekhrqted EhlhUamcn^fhtiUei'jrain).flashing'Industrindxed cqipuryside m
Tokyo, ,„/;:'/7:';7f/7;7
highly homogeneous people that 
;, tlicyare.,.
; During this soicailed survey. I 
hadn’t planned on spending an 
inordinate amorini70f time on apy 
one country, find already I've 
tarried tbo long in a favourite land. 
However, 1 was born here and rt 
7little hit of my soul must reside in 
the forests and innumerable strearns; 
;■ of'"these lovely,"; vita!'; and" alv/ayn 
enigmatic islands,';:;";-;'- ■
Besides, their; impact on bur 
ecbntMtiv and trade will rem.ain huge, 
"■7;for our lifetimes. -:/'7;';;';;;7; 7;'' 
As I said, it is a small country; but 
the aTChipelaga strbtchcs from the 
' 'frigid Kuriles (off Pit, ,007'frim'e) off':
Century) superimposed bn a North 
American map fdrctch froiri; 
Montreal to a point where the statesf 
of Georgia^ Alabama and Florida 
converge.
The smaller islands would stretch 
wdfi down into the Caribbean in a 
.southerly direction as the Arocrlcarts 
have returned all thc lands held after
■Japan’s";,', dcfba|.''";;'th''';7'ihe,'''7''ribrt,lv;
; imwb/cT,;,;;the;;,R'ttraiari'';‘b«ar;^;;has'''^
relinquished not an inch of terntory ;
taken and its ominous presence is; 
viffuallv witbiri ”sriit»lng’' distariccs
fibm llokkalda. The very bitter 
question of “The Northern 
; ,Terrli o,ries ’! ;w'Hl ■' f or nt ,thri sub jftri'bf' 
runlhiiicd on Page IJ2
■I iM'iMlIiilMMltNHil
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its own column soon.
The land is covered with rugged 
and scenic mountains cloaked in a 
thick forest leaving precious little 
arable land — around 15 per cent. 
Like British Columbia, agriculture 
is limited to a few valleys. This, 
combined with the lack of mineral 
wealth, has ordained that the 
Japanese take to the seas as traders, 
fishermen and the greatest seafarers 
of Asia.
While introducing Japan, 1 will 
not delve too deeply into historical 
detail, for this will provide for many 
future articles. But it is interesting to 
note yet another contradiction. 
Japan is a land and culture full of 
seeming contradictions and enigmas 
which somehow all fit together in an 
aesthetically pleasing and vital 
whole.
Getting back to the contradiction; 
liaving argued that the Japanese are 
not merely imitators, I cite yet 
another instance of borrowing from 
China. The Chinese have been 
painstakmg chroniclers — their 
successive governments have all 
made history writing an important 
function. The Japanese similarly set 
out to provide themselves with an 
official written history in the 6th 
century which resulted in two 
works.,
Interestingly enough, one was 
written entirely in Chinese and the 
smaller work in both languages. 
They proved to be reasonable and
accurate for the period after about 
400 A.D., but importantly contain 
much mythology and tradition prior 
to that. Here is the basis for the 
Emperor’s divine origin — which 
was subsequently “sorted out’’ in 
1945 as pure mythology. These two 
histories were to form the basis of 
the ultra-nationalism which was to 
prove fatal 12 centuries later. -
Before we leave Japan and 
continue in two weeks with the 
“Chinese territories’’ of Hong 
Kong, Macau, the separated 
province of Taiwan and the People’s 
Republic of Mongolia, I must 
clarify the Chinese connection in 
Japan.
The overwhelming inlluence ol 
the glorious Tang Court of the 
Japanese changed subtly but very 
substantially as this great dynasty 
gradually waned. This change
of the Tang in the lOth century and 
the growing sophistication of the 
former tribal lords who now ruled a 
nation. The clearly-Japanese stamp 
on their own culture began in the 
10th and 11th centuries while 
Chinese prestige and inlluence 
naturally remained.
The Japanese still have a 
tremendous regard for China 
culturally and artistically and view 
it, rightfully, as their cradle in very 
many respects while retaining their 
newly rationalized and mature 
national pride.
Continued from Page B1
especially among women and older 
Malays, and if the current four- 
month crisis is allowed to become a 
confrontation, serious difficulties 
for the governing party can result. 
Mahathir can end the crisis easily by 
withdrawing the bills reducing the 
royal roles, but this would badly 
damage his credibility and ultimate 
survival.
Some sort of compromise would 
be great, but in the meantime the 
stalemate drifts on and the sultans 
are in no hurry as party elections 
take place next year.
»As the ASEAN (Association of 
South East Asian Nation) slates 
continue to wrestle with the 
Kampuchean (Cambodian) crisis, 
talk of reviving the old ICC has 
surfaced. The ICC was of course, 
the peace-keeping commission 
formed in 1954 at Geneva to 
supervise the “peace” in Indochina 
(Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos) and 
included Canada, India and Poland.
The Paris accords of Kissinger 
and Le Due Tho in 1973 replaced the 
Indians with Hungarians and 
Indonesians and kept Poles and 
Canadians involved. Meanwhile in 
order to break the impasse there is 
talk also of “thinking the un­
thinkable” and involving Viet­
namese troops in the peacekeeping.
Something like using Atilla to 
chaperone the Vestal Virgins. Still, 
something needs to happen to clear 
up a potential powder keg.
•Australian PM Bob Hawke 
seems to have eased the very prickly 
relations between his country and 
ASEAN during his fence-mending 
visit to Thailand. The Southeast 
Asian nation, deeply concerned 
about Vietnamese agression in 
Kampuchea, had taken a very dim 
view of Australia’s seeming “soft 
line” in Vietnam. Hawke reassured 
his Thai hosts — up to a point — 
about Thailand’s security concerns 
as neighbour of Vietnamese- 
occupied Kampuchea as well as the 
Hanoi client state of Laos.
Hawke also pleased the Thais 
(and their ASEAN neighbours) by 
condemning Vietnam’s invasion and 
subsequent continuing occupation. 
However, differences, although 
smoothed, remain, and the 
Australians consider that Vietnam 
should not be too isolated lest they 
become too dependant on the 
Soviets. 1 think that weaning the 
Hanoi regime away from Moscow is 
“pie in the sky” but options are 
always desirable in the delicate 
foreign relations of the region.
\ Merry Christmas to every-
\ one who has visited us this
year!
JE¥-¥Ae LTD




r By Geoff ^ only been together since planned that Helen Child”. They were ac- the audience.
I nMore than 300 musicians; September and most had Delacrataz^ a grade eight companied by grade; six , The final presentation of 
dancers, gymnasts, arid riot played a riiusical in- student, dance alone, she student bariyl Allison on the evening was by the
' singers — over half the strument before, they upheld the “show must go the string-bass fiddle and grade eight band. For its
student body, entertained a played well as a unit and on” tradition by per- Jason Bonneau on drums. first selection themusicians
capacitv crowd of family gave: a strong: iridicatioh : W her grade seven band Pey tune
and friends Dec. 6 at North that the band’s musical partner, who had been ill was ne.xt and the extra year
! middle ischool. future will be a good one. ^ of experience Over the grade Here Comes Santa
annual Christmas concert.; v...Six group'was'quiteevident... ....
The grade six band was Musical teacher Sue ^ P
The evening began with a followed by a colourful Reid’s ukulele and choral m haLle^^^^^^ wastheirthird selection -
Claus.’
i rhythmics
C is for the carols sung at Christmas:
H is for the holly on the tree: ; l
R is for the reflections we have about this Holy day. 
j is for the ideals shared by you and me.
S is for the stabie:where Baby Jesus lay.
T is for the glad tidings;of that night.
RS is for the Master sent from heaven.
A is for the annual celebration, and 
S is for the star of Bethlehem that shone so bright:
D is for the dreams of all the world. :;
A is for the attitude and spirit sent your way, and f 
Y : is for the yuletide greetings we all wish you on this day.
Put them air together and they; spell; CHRISTINAS. 
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Police step up patrols
Sidney RCMP arc enforcing a strict holiday traffic 
program whicli includes bolstering the regular force and 
stepping up the counterattack enforcement program of 
traffic patrol and roadblocks.
Upon first conviction for blood alcohol readings ex­
ceeding .08 per eentf drivers will face an automatic six- 
month driving prohibition, a fine and a criminal record.
A police spokesman said there have been a number of 
24-hour suspensions during their nightly roadblocks but 
locals arc appearing to be more conscious of the penalties 
and taking it easier at parties.
“Wc have had a lot of seat-belt infractions and found 
bald tires, and we’ve issued a few warnings,’’ said the 
spokesman who added roadblocks are operating every 
night now.
Beacon Taxi says business has been brisk and a 
spokesman for the Sidney Travelodge says patronage in the 
pub is down “a little’’.
Bringing you every good wish 
for happiness this Christmas 
and in the coming year.
Parkland school band directed by Ed Stables performed Christmas carols 
Friday and were joined vocally by large group of students, capping an en­
joyable afternoon on lost day of school.
Murrav Sharratt Photo.
Tom Sparling, Betty Snobelen, Donald Sparling
2489 BEACON AVE. 656-5511
^'^'yyBy'GRANIAXITWIN':
Now that the holiday season is upon us and fthere are 
delicibus snacks and treats in everyone’s honrie 1 thought I 
might relate a tale for The parents of young children who 
may not have-heard of the dangers of peanuts, 
y Tiyeryone is supposed to know that children under the ' 
age of six should hot ever bey allowed to eat peanuts of ainy 
kind.
I knew that they were reputedly dangerous for children 
to eat, but in my ignorance thought that this was because : 
of the paper-like skins which cause even some adults to 
choke.; So it-caiiie as a compelte surprise to me a few 
Ghristmasses ago when 1 was told, as my son Mark lay in a 
hospital crib, the real story.
It is the size and composition of a peanut which com­
prises its fatal nature.
And I was told that if a panel of the most brilliant minds 
of the day w’ere to try and design a more dangerous oBject- 
for a child to place in its mouth, the task would be virtually 
impossible.
6ur surgeon explained thakpeahutk are arf ideal size and 
shape to become lodged in a bronchial tube, that they are 
rich in oils which cause abcesscs in lung tissue. Once lodged 
they do not dissolve and they can be extremely difficult to 
remove because of their tendency to shatter and splinter 
into rhany tiny fragmentkwhich can then be drawn deeper 
'Tintothe,system.vv;;-
But all this W'as unknown to me on a crisp winter 
morning as 1 tidied the;house after a holiday party the 
■'night'before^;;"'
Mark was playing on the kitchen floor beside a table 
where 1 iiad absently left a bowl of cocktail peanuts. He 
playfully popped one in his mouth and when I asked for it 
he ran away gurgling with laughter.
' Suddenly he was choking horribly.
But in a nioment he was himself again and I counted 
inysclf lucky that it had not stuck in his throat. The 
reamining peanuts were hastily put away.
Mark behaved normally for several days and showed no 
sign of discomfort or difficulty in breathing.
. I \yas busy peeling potatoes a few days later when I 
noticed a slight rattling in his little chest . By afternoon it 
, had developed into a racking coiigh and;his usual 
nnttirc* tooktin abrtipt turn dowmsard,
! Ic had all the signs df brohchitis witii a ra 
Suddenly, - h nagging feeling in ;Uic : bacl(' pik my ntind 
reminded tne of the peanut; Was it stuck somewhere? ■
i d immediately rtishcd to the doctor and Within half- an
hour we knevi' for sure it was. Within two hours an 
emergency brbncoscopy was performed.-
The .x-rays had shbvvn that one lung was dverinflated to 
twice its normal size — indicating that air was being sucked 
painfullyjin but; because of the blockage, could not be 
'exhaled. iNo peanut showed but the diagnosis was swiftly 
evident.
During a broncoscopy a tiny light and probe are fed 
down the trachea anddntQ the bronchial tubesf A surgeon 




Luckily in Mark’s case, the specialist immediately-found 
The peanut wich was half an inch long and intact --- almo.st 
- totally blocking a main tube.
Luckily-the peanut didn’t shatter, and was removed in 
one piece.
Our three year-old stayed in an oxygen tent for two days
In similar cases, where an adult does not see-the child 
Choking on some foreign object a parent may .rnistakenly 
assume the: child hak a cold and wait weeks before having 
jheTungs checked.
Two: Other emergency broncoscopies performed the: 
night of Mark’s had included a little boy who had inhaled a 
penny and another who choked on a tack. Although these 
metal bodies Were easy to dctcct bn x-rays their com-
plicaiions can be severe. , ; w
It seems an impo.ssible task always to be watching a 
small child and removing any tiny objects that might find a 
way into nose or mouth but at Christmas it is especially 
important when dishes of small nibbles arc scattered
■-'around..,, 'k;
Some helpful hints arc to never hand a child anything to 
cat while he or she is walking or playing, said thc docior. 
Ealing should always take: place while seated and, il 
possible, in a calm atmosphere.
Tic went on to say that many chldrcn begin to choke if 
they become excited or are suddenly .startled vvliilc eating.' 
Ciames and tom-foolery at inealiimes arc a set iuu.s hazard 
to young ones, as arc ihose bpwls qf hoiday
i -Vi- aO
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Annual holly sale on Safeway plaza Saturday was big suc­
cess. Harvey Currie, Cancer society projects director 5aj^A’
all 320 hags of holly were sold. Profit of more than $400 
goes to Canadian Cancer Society. Murray Sharratt Photo.
By GRANiA LITWIN
M task according to
local weaver Pat Yelland.
And^sHe should know.;;:;''>'/.f'>
Since July she has produced between 80; a:nd 90 
yards of the high quality fabric from authentic 
Donegal wools imported from Ireland.
And while she has a spanking new Swedish loom to 
make the required tight weave cloth the real effort 
begins hours ahead when the wool must be formed 
into long warps and meticulously threaded onto the
loom.
After being woven the cloth is soaked in a bath of 
soapy water, rinsed and then hung on a roller made of ^ 
sycamore wood. It is then pressed and wrapped 
around cardboard.
Weaving is a new art for Yelland who has been 
tailoring for years and operating a successful pattern 
drafting business.
And she hopes the tweed “cottage industry” she is 
starting in her home at 2812 Island View will be 
successful enough that she can start to weave other 
fabrics as well.
Should the North 
Saanich animal control 
officer be allowed to carry a 
gun while on duty and, if 
so, what kind of a firearm? 
Gouncil decided Monday 
night he should — but legal 
advice will be obtained as to 
the municipality’s liability.
A letter from the Sidney 
detachment of the RCMP 
thought the officer should 
; be permitted ; tO: use a 
firearm, a .22-calibre rifle 
or; a ■.410-cal ibre shotgu n. 
Frequently, the letter ;said, 
the Control officer,is on the; 
scene vdher an ;animal was 
injured;, . qnd^r^
; destroyed to prevent further; 
suffering. This could not; be 
: d^^^ without a gun.
fc;; : t A cTW! nr'iV \/l rQ .ii
of deer and the fact that ban “this cruel sport.” She 
Saanich council recently will be informed discussions 
voted in favour of trying to are underway with Saanich.
:
In a letter to council Mrs. 
Hilary Swinburne discussed 
The bow and arrow hunting
Ourtriendship 
for you keeps r; 
; growing!\W 
; proud to have ; 
:^v served you 
0 through;;the ; ; 
:::;:;years;;^:
Our very best wishes tor a 
warm, happy holiday season.
mohair and 1 intend to start working with these 
materials as well,” said Yelland Monday.
But it is hoped the tweeds will be the mainstay of the 
new business; Rangihg;^ iri color from greys, navys and 
greens to browns and earth tones, Yelland explained’ 
the trademark of the wool is its subtle blending of 
colors, the bright flecks and contrasting combinations.
; “This is what gives the Donegal wool its high-class 
look,tv she said, adding the fabric wears extreihely well 
and can be used;for skirts, jackets and suits. ; ; ;
The cloth is reasonable priced considered its long- 
wcahiig hattire. “As it is worn and gets older the 
fabric tpnds to lose some of its fiirs and begins to look 
newer again with an added sheen.” ;
stretch and suits the most 
' Classic patterns since there is nothing trendy about its 
'characteristics.”,;';
v While Yelland has not yet- advertised her 
business locally site is doing so in riaiional magazines 
and Nvord of her natural fibres and romaniic-sounding 
v cbftagc iiidiistry is sparkihg interest in thg conmtm
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cqinmiitec of the whole 
Monday night— will cost 
Sidney S 1,5(K) it year, 
y^^^ y M I,oyd Burdon said
'"’■vi'hryvy was''' ''excited'' .'by' - lheV:'''v 
‘y".'proposal',;;-“T;;v'mndC:y';si ^ week''v:'';,"';'
y ago by Stumich Mayor MeJ 
Couvelier -- who u»ld 
Sidney council the had ; 
changed from its old
''''"^''"inaciiv'e'TbIeTO''rTneW 'pro-'"
'".'''.i," '''''B,al)y"siiriirip.'Ci;c'kia)i;y,;:'•'.or'lro'ut’Cleopatra
',,y;','yi''.y:;;,',. ".■"yyy''or ' ;.'"yy;;; '■'''y''''^''.Bak'ctl''ftluf(ed'',potato;,
:',,’''''';'y'''l.o!vucr;;lhsque^'';'y'V^''' , ';'cyvulinower'»& 'Cheese
.V Roasr Prime'Ril'v''(hy,Becf,'':'„; y;!y:.;.,';"'Sa'ucey"y.,
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There will be different 
voices in the Lgislative 
Buildings between Dec. 27 
and 31 this year. Alexander 
Forrester, 17, 2437 Amelia 
of Parkland secondary 
school, will be among the 
88 people between the ages 
of 16 and 21 who will be 
attending the 55th .session 
of the British Columbia 
Youth Parliament.
During the session, 
members discuss topics of 
local, national and in­
ternational concern. Issues 
to be debated this year 
include preservation of fine 
arts in British Columbia's 
educational institutions, 
direction of Canadian 
external affairs, con­
demnation of the com­
petitive principle, sup­
porting the Agricultural 
Land Reserve and the 
necessity of a committee 
system in the B.C. 
Legislature.
In previous years, 
Parliamentarians have 
debated, among others, 
nuclear disarmament, 
western Canadian 
separatism and Sunday and 
holiday store opening.
Also in these fiye days, 
members decide on service 
projects to be carried out in 
the next year throughout 
the province. Activities 
proposed at this session will 
include a week-long camp 
for needy children, weekly 
hospital visitations dn 
Victoria and Yancouiver, a 
programme for boys on the 
waiting list for Big Brothers 
in Victoria, and organizing 
pre-teen J programmes iri 
Vancouver; ^Neighbor hood 
H ouses.
The B.C. Youth 
: Parliament is"the only; one 
in Canada to be both a 
.service organization and a 
forum for developing 
debating and public 
speaking skills.




Carol —- Candelight Service 
Sun., Dec. 25tfi 
(IfOO a.m.)
Christmas Day 
Choral Communion Service 
Sun., Jan. 1, 1984 
First Sunday After Christmas 




2295 Weiler Ave., 
Sidney
REV. DENNIS J. PAAP
Office Phone: 656-7484 
Church Phone: 656-2721
... a child is born. And with 
His coming was born a spirit of | 
love and joy which has lived 
lor generations in our hearts.
and to all a 
Good Year!
From tlie staff at
May Peace be with you
and your loved ones 
this special holiday season. Our best 
;areetIndsfot ttief season; tdi eVeVoheL Ltfy
, Volunteers Lloyd Silver, Darby Thompson and Reg 
Muskett were busy last week preparing food hampers for 
needy through Review-Sidney Lions Christmas Fund.
Number of hampers has doubled from last year. Many 
hampers include toys for children and Ron Tidman helped 




The market was under 
selling pressure throughout 
the week. The TSE closed 
d o w n 25 p o i n t s a 12506, a n d 
the Dovy Jones was off 18 
points at 1260, Gold also, 
took a beating closing at 
$372. ail ounce U .S. The: 
Bank Rate continued it’s 
upward trend, through the 
psychologically damaging 
10 per cent barrier to 10.06 
per cent, the highest level ■ 
this year.
GOLD ;has put in any 
abysmal performaiicc over 
the past year. Aiii invcstor 
Mib iRR'Bhi thb nictalc^
carrying a t0 per cent loss ate 
}ihis;;;iime.;:'^There:''are':'intiny};' 
ifiiiulamental factors 
respohsiblc tor the decline 
in gokl :prices, not least ot 
which is the reihafkable:
sti englh of t he U .S, dollar*l : 
GOLD is bought and sold 
in U.S. currency.: and ttie 
dollars st rengih tends to put 
downward pressure on gold 
■ prices,,
A second factor in- 
fluchcing Gold is the in- 
ftatidn r ate, and more 
imporianily, the public’s 
pe r c c p t i 0 ri 0 f i n f I il t i 0 n, rti e 
steady decline in intlatjon, 
tiglnmonciary policy by the 
American; Federal" Reserve 
find high real >nteresi riit es 
work in concert to I'urt her 
depress gold pricesv ;
,■ Nest year, tu.Hvcvcr, its a 
Ahdlc nciv bail gan#. Prirne 
Minister Trudeau and 
;;;‘,Pfcsidc«i;:;ticgah,;,;v.tu' both' 




loosened. This will even- 
lually lead to increased 
inflation and a rekindling 
of the love affair with gold.
tt appears the price of 
gold is going to test the 
$370-$380. U.S. support) 
area again. There are only 
two ■ possible. sccncrios — 
either it will break down, in 
which case Utc investor 
sliotild step aside — or it 
will bounce off this support 
level and begin to move 
higher. For those people 
wishing to buy gold as an 
investment, wait until tire 
■ metal; closes above $440
U.S. before buying. This 
would confirm a ; new 
uptrend has started.
Other vehicles available 
for investors arcmining 
shares and Gold Mutual 
Funds. Unfortunately gold 
shares such as Gampbell 
Red Lake, have made 
tremendous moves since 
their low s in 1982, and wiII 
likelyunderperform the 
mhrkei over the next 12 
months. Gold Mutual 
Funds, l ihowcvcr, are 
trading at a discount to 
their net asset value and 
provide an excellent means
of participating in higher 
gold prices, should a: new 
bull rriarkci develop. ; )
; Three miituai ; funds 
falling into this class are 
Goldcorp ($6 7/8), Central; 
Fund ($6 5/8) and Guar- 
dian/Shuiman ($6 3/4),
The author p/' dus 
column is ah employee of 
Mcicod, Young Weir IMI. \ 
and m(tv; o wn or have been
involved in underwriting of 
securities mentioned in this 
column. Recommendations 
made (tre noia guarantee of 
performance and purchases: 
should Only, be made 
following consuiatation 
with an investment 
exec’ll five. Questions may 
he addressed to \lohn Down 
at Mcleod Young Weir Ltd. 
-38h-932I:
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IRisiy, ill iht’ Victoria Regional Transit 
SysUirn will operate over tlie holiday 
season as follows:
Saturday, December 24 Saturday service
Sunday, Christmas Day |-toliday service
';:y;'''yN4;cm(lay,"j?b|ing,Day;'^
)fiies(la'^ IDece W ||
Saltmlay, Dectrmher l'JT Saturday service ||
Suntlaw New Yt:‘ar's Day j loliday service 
; Monday, lanuary 2 ; Weekday service
/f'l i
■,
Free. Rides;'.'#^;)Ne,w)'Year's, Eve —•
ide the buses forTRHCNew^ Eve 




I il i , ^ 1 I I ^ BC Transit
THE REVIEW
Police study underway
Police service in North Saanich costs a total ot about 
$267,600 of which some $168,000 is paid by the 
municipality, aldermen were told Monday night at a North 
Saanich council meeting.
About six men were used in North Saanich, says Mayor 
Harold Parrott, and were part of the RCMP detachment 
which also served Sidney. Ten men were required for 
policing the town.
In a letter from the provincial attorney general’s 
department, an assistant deputy minister of police services 
said a study was underway to determine the pattern of 
police service required by North Saanich.
Wednesday, December 21, 1983
sMents at Deep Cove khopl have been busy last thr^ modelsjwill he yi display at
two dels of westcpast Indian longhouses as part of history project. Three at Saanich school hoai d office. Murray Shairatt Photo.
■ - ‘ - ... ... The first snowfall of the cites thicker than usual yearly average of about 31
year settled gently on the onion skins as a sign of inches.
Mouse Childrens’ Books . Saanich Peninsula Monday -colder than average weather ‘Mt has been extra wet ^ 
' The Story of the Three Wise Kings by Tonii de Paola, morning and a spokesman ahead. tliis year but hasn’t set a
(Gener'al$6.95)forany age . . . ■ for the Victoria Weather • • 'This ■ judgement is record yet,” the spokesman
He is uses a pallette of colours that glow and vibrate v/ith pass and be replaced by The last lime we had fender benders and a 
life and a drawing style that beggars description. You warmer wet weather by snow tor Christmas was in number of ears which
either love it or you don’t like it at all -1 love it, and have Thursday and through the 1971 when two inches fell, slipped into ditches,
really eriioyed makihg a^^ w^^ weekend. and one of the worst years__________________________
'V-': ■ \ fr.-‘■■■r'tranf’pc vV.-nf'ra'-rr VL/hil'P - .''Tor- tllP-:Whi'te;Ttuff-WaS7iri''-'7 Chances; of a : w^




Anyone who has read that great hook Harriet thk Spy i.s doubtful since the inilder Christmas day. Boxing day
will remember Harriet’s friend Sport (Simon to his mother Pacific front'is due to cross in 1968 was another year 
arid Aunt)V Eleven-year-old Sport lives with his novelist ; the coastbefore then.^r., y when heavy falls blanketed
frither looks after the rrieagre accounts and makes sure the - Forecasts in the l armer’s ihe landscape.
laundry gets done; ^ almanac may not be calling , Total precipitation for
They make a good pair. Sport and his father; and they ^ for snbw at Christmas but the year has been about 40 
both enjoy their rather cliaotic life together; even though ; the quasi scientific journal indies compared wait a
.. ...... ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ —-------------------- ——Ithey can never afford a luxury and their clpthes are rather
The only thorn in their sides is Charlotte Vane, Sport’s 
beautiful and nasty mother; fortunately Charlotte hates ’ 
small boys so site doesn’t bother them very much; that is; 
not untir Sports graridfather dies, and leaves hiin almost 
his entire fortune, $20 million .
Suddenly Charlotte,who has been assiduously avoiding 
her maternal duties, dcvelopes a’ new eagerness to hto'c
Sport living with her, even going as Tar as to kidnap him 
and hold hint prisoner in a hotel rooni^
Funny, fast, cndeaiing and believable, ,S/.>pr/ is indeed a 
..worthy,.f;ucccssor,toT/«rnd.::;'..';.''T..,T,;M
■Bus 'service ’needs/' action
We wish to thank al! our friends and 
heighhdrs"'forAtheir^ 
the:year,'and ntayailthe 
peace ieihe New Year.
OPEN 9:00 a.m. -11:00 p.m. 
HOLIDAY HOURS
December 22nd -9:00 a m.
December 24th - 9:00 a m. to 8:00 p.m.
€L0SED,.
December 26th - 10:00 a.m to 4:00 pirn. 
December 31st - 9:00 a m. to 8:00 p m.
CLOSED NEW YEARS
latlicbnilit
Tfyou just sit 
You won’t (|uit 
Being unfit.
Improved bits service tit there ; was nothing/ hew 
Deep Covei is a ncecssity,T?:abQiit/ the: Nbvilt ; Sahriic 
North Saunieh council request, Council liad been 
agreed Monday night; arid ;
T the B.C; Transportation three years,
Commission will be asked 
to take action -• right in)w.
The improvement is needed 
this winter.
If it is necessary to reduce 
scrvlce on lands End Road ' 
or reduce the Trcquency of 
service elsewhere —- so be it, 
aldermen said. Any tnovc;;
'ivould be accepiajtle
provided ;;th'e;/',Dccii;:l;Cove;;::B:.;; ■,; .■ .ji
.^^7service,:'.,whethcr/by;:bris’br'V
The next, taxi mcahod, was; I 8s00 Anlfl*! " 8S0P r
bettered, i
;;;:;;;'..,Ald.;'BdgapFarihing,,said ;..,.|,
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gain spKt Bowling
The Peninsula Signs Eagles earned a split in a pair ol' 
Bantam Rep hockey games last week, losing 9-7 in Duncan 
against Fuller Lake Capitals and then bouncing back to a 
7-4 victory over visiting Juan de Fuca.
The Eagles led the Capitals most of the game, but 
faltered late in the third period -— surrendering four 
unanswered goals.
Dale Nordstrom gave the Peninsula club a two-goal 
advantage 52 seconds into the third period, but Fuller Lake 
pulled within one goal on a power play effort, then added 
three more markers and never looked back.
The Eagles, who lead 6-5 after two periods, got two
goals from John Hermsen and singles from Blaine Wilson, 
Dean Peard, Tom Bazin and Paul German.
Dean Peard led the onslaught against Juan de Fuca with 
three goals while Paul German chipped in with a goal and 
three assists.
The Eagles, who took just two penalties, had little 
trouble with the visitors and held period leads of 2-1 and 6- 
4. Rodney Nunn, Blaine Wilson and Anthony Everett 
added other markers for the winners.
Thc first annual Peninsula Bantam Rep Christmas 
hockey tournament sponsored by Hotel Sidney will be held 
Dec. 27 - 29 at Panoram Leisure Centre. Some of the top
teams on the Island as well as the Seattle Sno Kings will be 
participating.
The Sno Kings, who draw the best 13 and 14-year-olds 
from the greater Seattle area should prove a tough test for 
the Island teams.
The Eagles open up the seven-team tourney against Juan 
de Fuca at 7:40 a.rn., Dec. 27. They meet Nanaimo later 
that day at 8:40 p.m.; Port Alberni at 9:50 p.m. the 
following day before clashing with Seattle at 10:10 p.m. 
Dec. 29.




Congratulations to Tony 
Seear, Commercial League, 
who bowled 840 triple, 276 
POA to win Mr. Mikes 
steak dinner and to Jean 
Stanners, Mermaid League, 
who had a 286 single, 116 
POA to win a free pizza 
from Pizza Peddler.
Top socres last week 
were, in the mermaid 
League: Joy Scott 675 
(245), Jean Stanners 643 
(286).
Golden Age: Gus
Dumont 661 (253), Enid 
Morgan 585 (239), Betty 
Bradshaw 553 (210).
The YBC Family Two­
some tournament was held
this past week with 32 teams 
participating. 
Congratulations to the 
following winners:
Mother and daughter 
trophy was won by Eanna 
Nunn with 1303, mother 
and son trophy by 
Lawrence Kamikawaji with 
1259, while Tania Pleasance 
at 1308 captured the father 
and daughter trophy and 
Mike Farmer at 1264, the 
father and son trophy.
Trophies for the tour­
nament will be presented at 
the YBC year-end party. 
Bowlers who won in their 
respective divisions will be 
receiving crests.
Defenceman Kriston 
Pawluk banged in the 
winning goal with just four 
minutes remaining to give 
Ellehammer a 5-4 win over 
Harvey’s Sporting Goods in 
Pee-Wee hockey Dec. 10.
Don Blair scored three 
goals in a losing cause, all 
of those coming during a 
wide open third period.
Elle hammer’s Wade 
Johnson scored the lone 
goal in the opening period
and Rob Beyer and 
Pawluck exchanged second 
period markers.
Ellehammer increased 
that lead by three in the 
third period on goals by 
Sam Bailey and Todd 
Bedford only to have 
Harvey’s come storming 
back with three goals by 
Blair including the equalizer 
with six minutes left.
In other Pee-wee action, 
Brent Jaskella scored twice
in leading Sidney Bakery 
past Allbay Marine 5-2.
Warren Smith, Shane 
Dougall and Tyson Davis 
got other goals for the 
winners while Noel Peters 
and Bobby Akerman 
replied for Allbay.
In Bantam house league 
play. Radio Shack scored 
three unanswered goals in 
the first period and then 
glided to an 8-3 triumph 
over Harbour Texaco while
Gordon Hatch pumped 
four goals in leading 
Cornish’s past Sidney 
Movers by a score of 6-3.
Chris Sundher and Vern 
Burden led the Radio Shack 
attack with two goals each. 
Billy Chipper, Julian 
Ridgeway, Gar Purdy and 
Shane Gunster added other 
goals for thc winners, who 
held period leads of 3-0 and 
5-2. Stacy Scott, Paul 
Mcl rity rc and Tommy
Vickers answered for 
Harbour Texaco.
Cornish’s had little 
trouble with the Movers 
thanks to Hatch’s goal 
flurry and singles by Lee 
Plank and Arthur James. 
Ken Hill with two goals and 
Tim Walberg with one 
figured in the scoring 
column for the losers.
Louis Bujdso was out­
standing between the pipes 
for North Saanich 
Volunteer Fire Dept, as 
they blanked Juan de Fuca 
4-0. In other Midget inter­
city match ups, Sidney Tire
handed Racquet Club a 5-1 
thrashing.
Island Furniture defeated 
Esquimalt by default in 
juvenile hockey while 
Central Saanich Volunteer 
Fire Dept, edged Sidney 
Lions 5-4 and Legion 
Branch 37 and Sidney 
Pharmacy played to a 4-4 
tie in Pup A action.
The Peninsula Pup Rep 
team will host a Christmas 
tournament Dec. 29-31 with 
the Racquet Club, 
Nanaimo, Port Alberni, 
Juan de Fuca and Saanich 
attending.





Part of the Community since 1952








Wheelchair athlete Rick 
Hansen, middle distance 
runner ; Brit McRoberts, 
both of Vancouver and 
hockey player r Mark 
Morrison of Victoria have 
been ahribuheed as finalists 
for the 1983 B.C. Senior 
Athlete of the Year.
The winner in this and 
eight other categories will 
bePanriburtced i'atpthe 18thf
annual B.C. Athlete of the 
Year Awards Banquet, Jan; 
28, 1984, at the Hyatt 
Regency Hotel ; in Van- 
couver.
; Orga.nized by Sport B^CP 
the mbther ■ a^ 
amateur sport in the
province, the annual 
awards and dinner have 
been a highlight of the
provincial sports scene since 
'■■■J966..\';':;V;;;."V
V A panel of sports per­
sonal from the media select 
the finalists each year; ;
Hansen, C three-time 
winner of B;G.’s; best 
physically disabled athlete,
: has; m Oved t h is jyea r into t he ; 
open; category:; Hansen set 
world records this year in 
both the 1,500 metres^and 
the marathon and has been 
competing in wlieelchait 
sports since 1977.
McRoberts is the 
Canadian women’s record 
holder in the 800 and 1,500 
’ me:tres and - finis he<3; ei gh tli 
in the latter at the first ever
World Track and Field 
Ghampionships in Helsinki 
■jlast'year.;.
Currently a inember .of 
the Canadian ;plympic 
: hockey team, Morrison 
shattered; ; ; scve:ral ;y club; 
scoring records; last season ; 
with Victoria Cougars of 
the Western Hockey 
League. He also helped 
Canada win thc , bronze 
medal in the World Junior 
Hockey Championships.
Tickets for the awards 
banquet arc available 
through Sport B.C., 1200 
Hornby St.. Vancouver, or 
contact Rcnate Williams at 
687-3333 (loco! 222).
VOICE POCKET PAGERS
BEEPERS from $16.00 per month





JACK, ELSIE & STAFF
Islaod Vie^ Freezer Ltd.
Weigh! loss due lo '' 7005 East Saanich Rd. 652-2411culling and boning wii| ’ 
mcieasc.Uie gtice iici pdund/kgv. 8-5 Wlon.-Thurs. 8-6 FrL
By'WendyXaing
Recreation — an equal parallel could be sports? 
Wrong, the dictionary dekribes this . word as any 
pleasurable interest or amusement. Its prefix, recreate, 
is tb give fresh life to arrd refresh.
Panorama Leisure Centre believes that recreation is 
fitness not only for the physical, but also mental state of 
the body. A human being will enjoy the pleasure of 
health if he/she is fit in both body and mind. Therefore 
exercise is essential within the space bet ween your ears .
In addition to Peninsula Recreation’s physical 
departments: arena, aquatics: and communily
recrcalion, there i^ another highly beneficial area. 
Leisure arts, programmed by Marie Latiirnusp is 
valuable in developing and exercising the crealivily, 
imagination and constructive skills in all of us. ^
With programs for all ages ranging from Bahy 
Beethovens to cartooning en Francais, pre-schoolers 
and youths have a wide selection of activities. Adults 
too may enjoy a great variety of stiinulating programs 
such as: Ms Fix It, saUwatcr .sports fishing, economics, 
dream Intcrprclatlon, cake decorating and art courses.;
: One of those programs is Helen Butler’s, watercolour 
workshop, painting each; Wcdiicsd^ 
ijelen explains the importance of regular auenclancc to 
. bring abbut improvemeht. Butler is a local artist,who 
; has won several art; shows bn The Island,’Jtnd exhibits 
regularly In Gitsfown as a jnembei (if the Fcdcratiott of 
Canadian Artists.
Students work at tlicir own pace during thc 





We arc please to announce
has joinetl the praotice.
;D[ . Breactner will :be avallabie;(ot small animal :oflice;calls at tlio 
clininas wfill as a; mobile lami calKpractice liniilecI to;horses
■ ■ ■,
FITMESS CEirmE
A division of Ventures Inci
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Siipofb seals— a whole stillo In the Cohlury Plazii — Jerry lolls 
,~^lrah8portatlon,;^,'.^:.
Dus Departs ~v9,45 a.lit. hem ViQlOflu 
Relurns -• 1:00 pim, lorry Suntlay 
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Ail cBassified ads must be submit­
ted t® our office before noon on R^on- 
day prior to publication date. We are 




9:00 a.tn. to 5:00 p.m. Monday to Friday 
Closed Saturdays and Sundays
Th6 Review rosetvBS Ihe right lo classlly ads under appioptiato hoadings and to set rates
Iherolote and lo determine page location.
rho Review reserves the right lo revise, edit, classlly or reject any advertisement and to 
retain any answers directed lo Iho Review Box Reply Services, and lo repay the customer the 
sum paid lor the advertisement and box rental.
Box replies on "Hold" Instructions will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are 
received. Those answering Box Numbers are requested not lo send originals ol documents to 
avoid loss.
All claims ol errors In advertising must be received by the publisher wilhin 30 days alter 
Iho lirsi publication.
II Is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability ol The Review in the event 
ol lailure to publish an adverllsomeni or in Iho event ol an error appearing in the advertise­
ment as published shall bo limited lo tho amount paid by Iho advertiser lor only one incorrect 
Insertion lor the portion ol the advertising space occupied by the Incorrect or omitted item on­
ly. and that there shall be no llabillly in any event greater than the amount paid lor such 
advertising.
PENINSULA DIREaORY
of PiOFiSSIOHS, GOODS and SERVICiS . . .
Obituaries ■
Cards of Thanks ...:;... 
Notices . . . . ..... ■ - • ■ ■ 
: Lost . ■ . .
■ Found ' v:: : . .....
/ Personals ...........
Business Personals .....
Business Opportunities.. . 
Help Wanted ... /.....
Work Wanted .. . . ; . ; .
Miscellaneous For Sale l . 
Garage Sales :
Wanted To Buy ...;....
■/'Pets./ .//. ..:>..'■/:.... :
■ Livestock:./. /;:/ ./.: /.... 
Farm Produce:. /. : . /. . 
Gardening /.../.; ....
/Boats & Marine .../..:,
Motorcycles.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Aircraft .......................
Recreation Vehicles 
Snowmobiles /. . : /:../
Cars........................ . - •
Trucks..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '...




Real Estate For Sale.... 





jii? Published on Wednesday ol every.weeka
I , CARIBOO PRESS j19B9) LTD 
I ' 2367 Beacon Ave , Sidney, B C V8L |
CLASSIFIED RATES
-'-'--'Firsl msertionVPO wordS;Or-less:’$2.00. ,| 
, .(prepaypient rale/only) Consecutive f 
"j/'repeat insertions. .$1;00 per.week--Over:,sr 
: 20 words'(Inst,week); each extra word.'!:/ 
//:'lA/peiits/ConseciiliyeJepeaL insertions;,/!
over 20 words,10 cents per each addi- , j 
1 lional word Box numbers $1 00. ! 
//Classilied/display/rate/upon;?request///!
.' Charge classilieds are $3.00 lobthe.lirst/.' 
Iweek.,;VlSArale is aisa$3.od io/liie li(st;;; 
week, ' '
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
>'$15:per year in Canada lor The'Revicw/
'■ $12' per'year ibr.senioriciiizens: .?? /, ■
CORRECTIONS
■' ■Correctioiis should :bp;.made tielore the'
. ' Seobiid insortioh, Ailjowaricecan bo made/ 
lof/ one/incorrect; inserlidn /only,;/. Wo 
;//reserve/the rlght/lo classlly ads under;
./ approprlale headings,'
Bus^
WE HA\rE ALL TYPES OF F'EN- 
CING. Residential — industrial 
— Farm. Pressure treated 
posts & lumber. Supply or in­
stalled, ask about our 
specials.. 652-241 2 -— 
652-1121.' . ■ ■ 331!
IF YOU WOULD LIKE to know 
about the health and beauty 
benefits of Aloe Vera, please call 
652-5654. No obligation. 4c51
PROFESSIONAL WINDOW 
CLEANING ■ reasonable rates. 
Phone 656-3317. 35t
SAWS FILED, tools repaired and
sharpened. Light metal repair 
work. 15 years in Sidney. "Len" 
Cusden, 2440 Malaview. Phone 
656-4068. • 8p51
DEEP COVE MAN with truck.
House, yard, garden main­
tenance, carpentry, haulingaway, 
window cleaning, eavestroughs, 
roofs cleaned, chainsaw work, 
fencing. Reasonable rates 
anywhere on peninsula. Phone 
Malcolm, 656-9312. 4p51
WINDOW WASHING. Best in the
west. 656-6693. 4p51
FULLY EXPERIENCED gardener









Stationery, Coffee Mugs, Pen­
cils, Pins, Earrings, Scarves, 
Noteboards, Socks, Stickers, 
Thelwell Ponies, License Plate 
Frames, Kids Groom Kit & 
Tack Cleaning Kit.
Everythig for the Horse 
Lover
: OPEN UNTIL 9:00 P.M. 
WED., THURS. & FRI.
SHANKS BARN DOOR 
246-2023
FROM GREENHOUSE TO YOU,
Shrubs, Tropicals, Cacti, 
Hyacinth, Amarilys, flowering 
plants, planters and terrariums. 
Direct from local grower. 652- 
9602.  5p52
LARGE OAK DESK, $250. Metal
clothes rack, $25. Closet $15. 
King size custom-made mediaeval 
4-poster waterbed, $350. 656- 
5023. 4p52
SANTA ACRES TREE FARM.
Christmas trees for sale, reduced 
prices, the Church at McDonald 
Park Rd. 3p51
UP TO $100. PAID for your ap­
pliance, working or not. Trade 
yours in for newer or better ap­
pliances. 656;2797. 4p52
CONMAC AUTOWlOTIVE 





















SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD.i 5330 
Imperial, Burnaby, B.C. V5J1E6.
Complete satellite packages from 
$1,995.00. Financing available, 
no down payment O.A.C. $29.00 
per month./Dealer inquiries 
welcome. Phone 112-430-4040.
: y(^future/ LeLs talk! 656-0014?^^ (,j^P,ST-MAS CLE/^ UP
JOUIRNEYMAN CABINETMAKER
will do kitchen, vanities, fur­
niture, antique reproductions, 
repairs, millwork. Handcrafted to 
your specifications. Low rates. 
656-9135. :/// 3nc51
WILL DO / PAINTING, wall
washing. Reasonable. 656-6949. /
■ /3,nc5’'l' ''■///,’ ■■/■’ '■' ■''./'. .’■/■?"









6981 E/ Saanich Rd/
EXPERIENCED MANAGER
REQUIRED fpr an: independent ; 
groce ry/ d ry; / / ’ goods / /sto re; 
/Excellent /opportunity /for/ an 
a^ressive sales oriented person.
; loads to dump/ $20. O.A.P. i0% 
off. 658-5191, after4:00 p.m/
/■2m51'/ /^''■■/'///■//■/'.■■/'■//■■■■/^'■'■■■■'
WHY -PAY / '$250-$306///FOR ; /Excellent ? opportunity / for/" an:? CAPABLE PERSON,^ffitx bai^- 
/‘‘CANNED MUSIC’/when-you can? / /aggressive/sales oriented person, / ground/ very adaptable, /type,?ao^
/"hire ‘‘Eric's Music Machine” (the This / position/ offers/salary,//In-/ / /cash, hpuse-clearvpfficecleamng. 
/:bpdgie-rTiah)/fdr/$T50? I'm new? centive bonuses / arid ///other Do anything, needs toyyorle 6^-/
'here/?but;have a’$5000. sound & benefits; Located in a North 2472.___________________ 3jtc0£
;:ilight/system ; and;/have/10//years/ /:/ yancduyer?lsland community this l1CENSED:GHILDREN'S daycare;
/ experience entertaining at possition offers outstanding jp my home, in Sidney near Pat/i
/hundrds of functions across future opportunities to the right Bay Highway/,Weiler St. exit
/“Canada. 656-2797 . . , 4p52 Derson/Forward/experierice and/?: (GreenKlade//Schc)o!/area).?;656-/
BELLY DANCERS
Dancers - liven up our Christmas 




STICKERS! MAGAZINE For kids 
stuck on stickers! First official 
collectors’ edition, 70 pages stor­
ies/ contests/stickermania! 
$3.50 including postage. Pre-paid 
orders of 24?or more $2.15 each, 
free freight or C.O.D. EARTH- 




FORMATION? Great seelction of 
books and magazines.
Knowledgeable service, software, 
supplies, special orders. MICA? 
/COMPUTER BOOKS, 3727 West 
10th (at Alma), Vancouver, B.C.: 
V6R 205:112-222-2221. IpbSl 
ATARI COMPUTER "AND
COLECOVISION software / and 
cartridges. Excellent selection, 
low prices, same day service., 
/GEMINI SALES/4736 E. Hastings ' 
St reet, B u rna by,; B C. V5 C 2 K7. 
Phone: 112-294-9 717,112-294 - 
,„■ 4214.'/ / : '?/, :/', ?///:lpb51
GEMINI lOX PRINTERS $399.
Tandon 320 KB Drives (IBM- 
/compatible)/ $319/ ; Apple-;
compatible? drives $259. Apple 
Joy Sticks $39.95. Printer paper 
/ $49; a " box. CLOVERCITY 
'COMPUTERS. 112-581-1615'/ / 
,lpb51
Cal! 656-5581
For FREE ESTIMATES ;
















MOBILE AND MARINE DIVISIDN 
/ Free Pickup & Delivery 
• PRESERV-A-SHINE • UNDERCOATING “ SUNROOFS 
• ENGINE SHAMPOO • TAR REMOVAL 
“COMPLETE iMTERlOR ftHD EXTERIOR CLE8HIHG AHD PROTECTION
gOLDEM/'SHIAF BAKERY: (1980)Ud.
'I
, iv • I w vui I Srf ; vi.vwi I n O' • * / , -u • . I II I >f  / r » » v>Mwi . ■^ ,
) . ' , per . Forward experience/and (Greengla  Scho l are ).
nSq I Greek qualifications to Box 133, c/o 5353. 3ncl
District Free Press', Box comMEWCIAL/RESIDENTIAL?
«.-r W*.._ _----------------------------------------------------------------------- - - ...... --.....
- ,/,.-■',■ " RESTAURANT ;with building,/fiv8 / ? p;mfcall W. Gibson at 656-9951;
suites, three commercial spaces, 3 ncl ______________









A UNIOUE CHRISTMAS GIFT! Per- all eiectJ^nics!
/sonalized caricatures by Alan Excellent performance,
“•jrray. Humorous cartoons in $1,695.00. Call 112-273-3416 or
■............... framing. 112/27:3-6(383;:/€/BRiDGEPORT?//;.
2cna51 IMPORTS. 12271 Bridgeport
Road/Richmond' B.C. IpbSl
A^AY: PRODUCTS ,mean;quality
and personal service. 100% 
money back, guarantee. We 
deliver. Over 2,300 products to 
'choose from;' 656-0014/' ///A c52 //
■ '.:/':/2354^BEAC0N AVE. ? ■ „/ 
FRESH, QUALITY BAKERY GOODS
■,'Lou:&'Jdan'Meudecker:/'' /,; ^6S6-3132
any pose, suitable for framing. 
■ 656-9340, 2cna51
‘ 11244 9:8-44 29;/5 Bi 11/ /Guenther,/
TABBY named Fat Cat. Lost Dec 
. 13; Call 656-1554// ?/ ? ? Ip51 /
LOST: 10 month old female
German Shepard X: Answers to 
the name of Sheba. Please call 
/:Marika656-7404. /// 3nc52:
REWARD FOR RETURN OF
PAINT: MARE. Missing August 
/ 1983 from Stirling Ranch Lower 
Nicola B.C.: Phone collect 112- 
378-5788 or contact R.C.M.P. Or 
Brand Inspector. / /IpbSl
PERSONALS
working" young .man seeks em 
- r, v/nu xTn /ployment 35/ driver,/st6reman,
R.R.#3, Oliver, B.C. VOHITO. labourer, preferably permanent,
1 Pb5 1______________________ but casual work also i greatly
GRAVEMARKERS:; granite, aDoreciated Ph, 656-3412. 3nc4
“CREATIVE FRAUDV/ 
BLOCKBUSTER
Moneyspinnors,? ; Towers ", oi ligold- i costly' 
whileWash;;/''Biacklisl8dCREAtiyE/ FRAUD 
lolls much more/'On TV Nows; Pickuji only 




2072 HENRY AVE., SIDNEY





INCINERATOR BARRELS for sale 
/ by / Peninsula; Pee / Wee Rep ,, ^ 
'/::Hbckey "Team;/ Freddelivery- or://;__ 
/ pick up/$8 each/656-56148/656/1 
/;'/4983 01652-4723 3c51
DEAN’. On Dec. 13th, 1983, Mr. 
'Les Dean,: late resident of 
B rent wood a nd Sid ney, B ,C. He 
Jeaves his loving nieces and many 
friends, / Flowers gratefully 
’declined; Arrangements by tho 
Sand's Funeral Chapel of Roses, 
9838 • 4 th St., Sidney, B.C. Ic51,
(SENIORS [60 OR MORE], Now to 
i lSIdnoy? Don't knovi/ anyone? Tho/ 
/Silver /Threads. Centro /offers 
'classo8r:;activltie3 / and/a "Warm 
welcome. Drop/In to 10030;
/ Resthaven or call us at 656*553 7/,
/'ASSOCIATION. 9788 2nd St , Is 
:;tho /Informatibn;/and / Volunteer;/ 
?/ Service (or? the peninsula, If you 
'need assistance or If you wish to 
tvoluntoer a few hours a week to. 
help othbrs/in your/community,” 
'ploaso call 65f)i0134 for further 
Information. ?/? - '“"'Tt.:.
"TAiiiill'^NIS (^InifPong)'at
"Brentwood Elementary School, 
Mondijys 7:30*9:30 p.m, All ages 
welcome, Further info, 652*4580; 
"'652*1531. tin
TRfPMNMrfiiSARwiAMENf
/group meets iregularly. To join us, 
/help U8, or lust for Information, 
'tallC56*4842 afters p.m. ttn 
/'I'YTv'^^VlilAfiNff^''' cr^ng', 
problems In your Ufa? Ovoroaters 
YArionymous can help youl No 
diiw, no weigh'Ins, Mootings arO: 
Mondays, 8 p.m. at 9788 • 2nd 
St.. Sidney, 656*2331. /tfn
ASSAULT Drop In group' meets 
?; eve ry ? Wed nosda y, 7 *9 p. rn, a t 
,lD45UnauilAvo,383-5545,l0 5 
/.p.m, Monday to Friday for more
?linfo;':^ ■■''/'■dn
WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT 
CENTRE, Crisis Line, 383-3232, 
We offer information, supportand 
referrals. 24 hours a day, 7 days a : 
' week, : / tfn, •
COUNSELLING tor families and
individuals of all ages - serving 
the. Peninsula. Community 
Counselling Service, 9788- 
Second si., Sidney, 656*1247. tf
fS OVEREATING creatng
problems in your lite'l Overeaters 
Anonymous can help you I / No 
;/dues,/ho weigh-ins. Meetings are.
/Mondays 8 p.mi at 9751 - 3rd St,,:
Sidney^-2331v.^"^^-
TRAVELLING COMPANIONS.
Would you like someone to share 
fiin? /Food? ?Expenses? ;Wp will;;
bronze,:/ blackstone; Highest 
quality memorials, urns, bells, 
aluminum foundry,, wrought irori ; 
gates, / altars/ By / European 
Craftsman Journeyman. Buy
ENGINEERING, 10355 Jacobsen 
Street, Mission,/B.C. V2V 4H9, 
112-826-9114. / 50%/ /deposit'/ 
required. / /IpbSl
$5,000, FOR 25% INTEREST in
repeat service business; Sidney 
/ area. Look after day to day 
/operations. Ideal for semi-retired 
person. Write P.O. Box 2308 
Sidney, B.C. V8L 3 W6. 2c52
find you a compatible friend for 
: your travels, ’ Writo ;//5 / IW9 
/ Burdott, Victoria) B.C. V8v3G9,
4 05 2
WOOD WINDOWS, DOORS. 
SKYLITES. Largest" solo^ion,/ 
"Lowest Prices. Walker Door, 
Vancouver 112'266 1101, North 
Vancouver 112-985-9714, Rich­
mond 112-273'6829, Kamloops 
112-374-3566, Nanaimo 112* 
758-7375, Winlaw U2-226-7343, 
Lillooot 112'256-7 501,
Whitehorsen2-667-7332, nn*tfn
Santa Surfs foTront, ddoR now,
/'■65e-5541."./'/'::'?/ '■•"SweSL,
AngE^'QRESSNTAKilTdr” Mens,
Ladies,; Children’s,, alterations, 





Tho,Town of Sidney: will nccepl, 
applications lor/a/labCiurlnci lob 
/with/ the: works :::&" Sorvicos 
Departniont,:;:Applicants:j)iusl 
have -'0 ; valid niO." drivor/s, 
/licence; "Applications'.(Tins!; bo; 
in the |iands pi thO’ Undersidn* 
Gd: by/ nociri, 'December,"28ili,' 
1903, F.L.Clark,
Diiector
Works & Sorvicos 
DeparlmenI 




/  pp  . .656-
WILL BABYSIT New Year’s Eve;
and planning a party. My home. 
Call 656-5976 or656-9983. Ip51
BANK LOOKING FOR WORK.
Very danceable; Very reasonable. 
652-3063 or 385-7580. : lnc51
NEW YEARS EVE BABYSITTER •
Single mother will babysit New 
/"Year's Eve until noon Jan. T. : 
Breakfast provided, ? $25 per 
child. Phone 656-6451, 2c52
MATURE MOTHER will babysit, in
your home, Monday to Friday;
? Preferably Dean Park area, Call 
Marg656-7675 or656-4956.
■■''■ 2cS,2"/? '.? '?
LOVING FAMILY DAY CARE in my
homo, Newborn to 5 years, More 
than 25 years experience. Full 
time only. 656-9998., 8p52
CARPENTRY at reasonable rates.
Additions, renovations, sundocks, 
new construction, 656;9886.
'?'.3 nc'l'/
FIREWOOD CUT/TO ORDER." 
Cedar posts and rails. Select tree 
(alling.656-4213/ /" //" 4387-tf
SINGER/ / PORTABLE;/ straight//
'Stitch/sewing/macHine,' with/ at-? 
//tachrrients, good condition, $25///
SATELLITE/SYSTEMSim/5^:^^/
SS e^ateSbe'SSa^esS : pair OF G^
$1,995. Financing available. no /sno^tires, white walls, 4^
down payment O.A.C. $29 per , ,■—~
month. Dealer inquiries welcome; ITS SO EASY to lose weight with 
Phone 112-430-4040, / /tfn ? HerbalUe.Togc^mbetrue^Clall;; 
NEWTEMPERED glass34" x 76", Diane Day 65 
$27; 34"x82", $29, Lots more, BAMBOO LIVING room futniture 
Mifrors and all types o( glass at including couch and matching 
discount :prices, New and old chair. Phone656-9306; 3nc52
wood ; doors /etc. //VISA, ATARI; record player; Fisher ? 
MASTERCARD, ; Clark Enter, " price, misc. toys;; books; skates; 
9750 • 4th St,, Sidney, 656-6656 " soccer boots;/ cub uniforms; 




//I;: Bonded ;&Mnsured '/
Windows-Floors-Carpets 









FIREWOOD FOR SALE, full cords
and up, split and delivered, 
seasoned or not, Hardwoods and 
softwoods, Very reasonably 
priced. Phone 656-9312 dr/656- 
■ "4264." :,::,1/. ‘ '/ :4p51
ONE LARGE MAN'S*' Indian
sweater, worn once. $75. 656-, 
//6949',/'' ■■"":"'/■/■?'?""■ -/"■“??"3nc51.:;
Great selection. 652-3802. 3nc52
ARM CHAIRS, $60; brov/n
brocade 2 pee, chesterfield; 
$250; hostess chair, all like new. 
656-6187; / ' lp51.■
BOY'S BAUER ice skates, size 3,
like iVew, $20. 656 6958. I p51
Corpef ^t Upholstery Cleanifig /i
two" USED 6.50x13" studded
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ SNOW' TIRES. 80% v/ear left.?
WIRELESS TELEPHONE range ? $50? obo. Call 656-4950 before 
300', " excellent cot'\ditio|),"::$ 75 ,noonTriday_; Dec, 23. Ip51
(Liquid Dry)
"Rxport Ciirpot & Upholstory Clonninfj Tho Unique Way ''
rnre ESTiMATrirj ?ooNDro A iNSiinEC*
LIGHTING FIXTURES; Western 
Canada's largest "/ display. 
Wholesale and retail.: Free 
catalogues available; . Norburn 
/LIghting/Contre Inc,, 4600 East 
Hastings St,; Burnaby, B.C. V5C 
' 2K5; Phono U2-299-0G66; ? / tf
: PAULINE'OANblCtfATO-lor
pouory, carvings, ceramics, 
owollery (pewter, rock), knitted 
3aby items, toys; 2424 Beacon, 
/ Vintage Boniloy / cor / for Til re, 
(wed(3lngs, etc,)656-3714 oreBB- 
eGOa. / ? 26p04
obo, FrotKh dool.;:$7;;/catpot,V.-.-, . v r-.... wEi:^f~SETrancf”bonch. Phone
/sunlamp: p.m. 652-9893 or 656
/ $100,obo,652-5653, 2p51/?fi-?7^ ^
?" SANbAl"SHOES “idoa'n^ ------
"Winter holidayi or just,around
2c52
AVON 









teMion will be offered oveiy Wed 
thfougli Nov/ and Dee, Please 
/ register for? the Wed, of,your 
choice by calling Jumping Mouse 
/ChlidrerT$,OMks,S56/TH4:;'/"'//"
rrtsS2' '
COLOUR YOURSELF ------ ---- i Srr rioi*.
beautiful I Feol confident/look
your bcdt In the colour'c of your 
‘ season Draping corisuHation,
Heather Fetherston 656 0014 /
/;/4c6 2/?“''":’'"""'
'to rnnk for'
your Christmas parly? Call 656*
1600 for assorted cold trays.
//(inHer snacks or a cold buffet. Wo —......  .
can also supply your Christman ^ /end aenerM 
cake Tekf* the worry out of your Roasonable rates,
/'c'prty and eriioy yourself,;"':■//'3c5I/?:";Ma!:5^
lp5!






Tho Rovlow offorn 
pRE:E''::;/ci.:AS8.iip,iEb 
AD8 to thoeo porsqna 
who oro oormnlly 
omDloyod but nro ctir* 
rontly out of work. You 
mny odvortlBne for n Job 
or for IhoTaulei of your 
owfi meroliiiridino to 
/'liwiiorolo' f uiiile. :,Tho8o 
ndi must bo ploood In 
iporsoiii (it the Roviow 
ofrieo. Ho ods for this 
elnssifiootlon / will bo 
obdopted by phono. 
Umitt 3 oonseoutive 
Insortlons only/ / i
_ 2 _ _ _
two" SEWiNCrMACldlNfS: twin
, ,'j' lj'.? / t bcd;? fishing rod; skato; board; :2 ?
homo. ■ lndiyk^"salos.;or shoe / p^rs; ibe?skalos;:'hockey sticks;
: parties, 6j2-3038. ........... 10c8 ; ipastor; cooler; Track ball game;,
COMBINATION /WOOD /and /lO/ speed; ?noods :work; Truck"
: 'electric cook .stove, Dry cedar?/inirrors;"upright. Sears Vacuurri; .
kindling, 656^4;U6.^" /^^ Ic51 //iwo hoimots; teak coffee table; / 
'/■MEAjIlAND 'SAWSl'Motal’^'coiv :?;chicken'Teodori; "bead/;/curfain;;"
/ struction/ 4535/ Deluxe model / chORterlleld'arid'Chair and Misc,: :
/ ?$649./ TAYLOR/?: industries ' ilema;652-56l^:^^^ /?/
/■/ LTD,!-' ■/'Bbx/'//997:,/ ;/MolfQi1,
/ Saskatchewan. SOE lAO, Phonoi'
{306) 752-4219: ?' 1 TpbSl
FiREWSSb FOR SALE*by Crick
of Noon .Logging Co, Full cords
(Jolivered, Alder; split $85.00, __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
/ unspllt / $75.00"/ Ma^^ StUDENT needs
$95,00, unsplit $80.00,1 Logging non-working or barely working 
■ ■■ ■ .. .............. . T,V.'S. :Free pickup, Call 384-'
656-3317 ,?SiCi.S..'LTD,
THE COMPLETE HOME &/0FFICE
cleaning:8ervice / /
' wCARPETS
/:'■ :'/■■'/?■'/:./:;/, iNyiiitb:'>;'':BnNp(:i}':/'/: //' '/,/f/'/
■'iT/Tfit'/l'v?
14
truck loads $550,00, Ptione 385- 
2371 orSaltspring653'9384, 8903.
?' I ^ P8./■'■■'-"'■•?/■■/■ ■■";:■■■'"'■ '■■ ?,: ;
OlOS; Two rhiiarbodsloxcoilent ,
mattresses, single size, $60,00 
;each, Vinyl coveredimaHross for 
problem situations, $25,00,; 
Twolvo-bulb ' chandelier,' brass, 
"$250,00. Delivered, 'Sidney area, 
656*2774; lp51
A™ UNlOlB*'^IRrCTMAF'GIFf;
Personal caricatures by: Alan j 
Murray, iHumorous cartoons in 
any pose, suitable for: Iraming.
■^'^®'9440," ■■ ■■■■"■■■■:■..,.■.//■ ■2cn/aSl :■ /
'lulobL'E FAFiS’’*''Th'cr'oriKitTai'Toli '
store. Wholesale and Rulail, Free 
calaiogucs, Ocean Pnofic I'.m 
Gallery Ihc; 4600 East Hastings?
Street, Burnaby, B.C. V5C 2KB.
Phono 112-299-0666. /: na-tf.
■ fjfiffr/WfirSb! iil'rtm'TtWrmr'corri*'' 
split, $75; unsplit. Maple; $95;/ 
split, $80 unsplit. Also logging 
truck loads, 10 cord loads, $550.//
STEWART/CHftMDLER
ESTIMATES ' / / INSPECTIONS / COST CONTROL
SCHEDULING CONTRACTS / PLANNING?
Donald Tliompsori
ALL SPAYED PUSSY-CATS with 
flulfy coats, nice,? gentlef always 
well Ted, "Moving to apt. lTeo to: 
good home. 1 yr. (omalo, brown; 2 




/ ; : 1 ;orsfj • f n) 1 j?" SH! ney j)i I iI clet ■. 
n(i11 o\/a 1 (1 % S.1 V(!f ? f' ItK ’ 1/ST IM AT ES'
/./■'■''■•::T:cair'65649i5//::/.://:':'/
’T'Tiw/spMialI<’Ingin ,
'' Finishing {Tarpehtry,, /; /
' Cabiiielfi'anti Built-Iris,//■ 
Runipiis rooms/ Ropatrs,:/ 
Additions/,Cusiom-ruacle'
■ ?' Vyintlow Snutlei'S;?/f?'i 
LNOIOBTOOSMAUT..
MIST HAVEN RIDING ACADEMY.
Riding lessons (or Christmas 7 ; 
Alco ' 1 'Hay ' 'riding'homr " '"'Ire 
clinic (nr beginnor /andnovice 
riders, pec. 27*30 8:30 «:m. to
u vn, .w v«,,- ,v,.»» T/ I2;noon/ liKloor ar{)ha,?l0 rnin, / 
-■ All cords BuerotUced. lTlipnc l 12", , (rom VictorM. Ciift. coi lificates.













of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES . . .









3 Room 'groups. Bachelor 




O’BRIEN POLY-WOG 8’ dinghy, 
oars and bronze oar locks. 
$325.00. Phone656-4171. Ip51
TEAK AND MAHOGANY lumber, 
tongue and groove V joints. 
Yellow cedar3/8" X 1 3/4". West 
Wind Wood works. 656-3143.
'4cO 1.
9’ KAYAK, quality built, red and 
black paint with paddle for $100. 








COMMERCIAL SPACE FOR 
RENT . . . .1305 sq. ft. of 
prime, retail space i Tacing 






nSII5HiMc, : cAepE-w TRY
P-fllESIN DESIGNERIBUILDER SIDNEY, B.C. 656-1708
SNOWMOBILERS! One of the 
largest inventories of new & used 
snowmobile parts in B.C. We 
wreck machines all makes. 
WILLIAMS OUTDOOR': 
RECREATION, Box 242, Lac La 
Hache, B.C. 112-396-7639. 
Ipb51 ■ A-
DUPLEX — SIDNEY. 3 bdrm. 
fireplace, fenced yard, no pets. 
References. $550 per mo. 656- 
4066or656-4003. 23t
ONE BEDROOM CONDO, stove, 
fridge, dishwasher, fireplace, no 
pets. References. $450 per 
month. 656-4066 or656-4003. 
rts' 7
1974 AUSTIN MARINA, needs 
transmission work, 69,000 miles. 
Offers: 656-6949. 3nc51
75 FORD EXPLORER V8, PS, PB, 
60,000 mi. Needs minor repair. 
$1,200. or best offer. Kerry, 656- 
:2528: V 3nc51
PURCHASE OR LEASE new and 
used cars and trucks from our 
huge stock. Low on-the-spot 
financing O.A.C. Overnight ac­
commodation provided free for 
out of town buyers. Calf collect. 
872-7411. ' ZEPHYR - MERCURY 
SALES LTD., 130 VVest Broadway,/ 
Vancouver, B.C. V5Y1P3. Ipb51
ONE BEDROOM furnished suite 
Brentwood Bay. Linens, utensils 
supplied, weekly room service, 
coloured cable TV. Available Dec. 
1, $450 month. 652-2234.
Bachelor units, furnished with 
kitchenettes, Brentwood Bay, 
linens, utensils supplied, weekly 
room service. Available Dec. 1, ^ 
$295 to $395 per month.: San- 
down Motel. 652-1551. tfn











BEAUTIFUL 3 bdrm home to 
share, with present' tenants in 
basement suite.’ Two full baths, 
living rooni, dining room, ap­
pliances. $595 per mo. 656-5173, 
656-5156.7 ,
BRENTWOOD BAY, 1 bedroom 




PERSON TO SHARE 2 bedroom 
fully':' Afurnished 7 '/ honne,/:: in : 
Saanichton. Phdne/after 5 : p.m. 7 
652-9893 or656-6372.7 / 2c527
AV Al L AB LE 1M M ED I ATE L Y 7
i
T Sidney: one bedroorh heated apt , 7
7 ;water7vievv,' Walking distance do:/- :
shopping, semi-retired block. No 
A/petslb r chiIdreri::$ 3 80 per month.:;: 
7h656-7117.__________________2p52:7:
' R EDUC ED7:;77$:;I5f): 00 v: :;7 :,npw// 
. $500.00. Delux condo, 2 bdrms.,
: wall to wall carpet, range, fridge, 
dishwasher, heat and hot water 






..Beautilul y/ateffront locatibn inSicinev: Water-; 
views Irom.mery, suite:; large'uniis/ Rridge:: 
'.stove,;'dishwasher,i .washer/dr'ver. in;,’most ■ 
.suiles. Coriveeient ground floor mini,shopping; 
iin reinlorced concrete biiildmg'; ::::7
SAANICH PENINSULA
'.■■',.'7'7: REALTY..ltd: .'A.':: 
'.'A:7j'' .;7:;7!,656-013'i:7...7.;'';:
CHKISTMAS SPECIAL!
::Give:yourAspouse or yourselL 
'Title7;to :: this7;very: special.: 
iTreed, orie acre Jct in .the Deep 
Gcve area,: Only $45,000! 7!
MORE FOR LESS!
Almost: 3000 sq. ft. of living 
: area ' is! yours An!;th i s : a 1 most 
new townhouse close to; 
'schools arid marinas. 





BACHELOR - $300. 
ONE BEDROOM. $440 
TWO BEDROOM $640:
CALL; Dob and Pat flicitardson 
7::!656-5251-’
REQUIRED FOR JAN.
Housekeeping room;! dr small 
sujte: maximum :; $225r00 per' 
month. Have a cat. 389-0039.
.4 p5'2!:'7':!,'7''':7'7!'7:;;!!.'!77:;;'":.'"::,
SPACE IN SIDNEY HOME
available for!female, One room, 
$225, Two adjacent rooms $300., 
including laundry and utilities, 
656-5023; : A 7 ! :74p52
BACHELOR SUITE, fridge and 
stove plus utilities, $300, 656- 
5173 or 656-5158: 7 2c51
BACHELOR BASEMENT SUITE - 
private 7entrance, non-smoker, 
available Jan, 1,1984, $300 per 
month includes utilities and: 
laundry facilities, 656:7992, 2c5TA
quiet . private bathroorn 
and entrance, fireplace. Sorry no 





2489 Beacon Ave.' 
A Sidney, B.C. 7
!'!(.;.' 2C5 1
HAVE YOU SEEN .. .
. . . This lovely 3 bedroom 
split level in Saanichton with 
itsigrand: piano size livingroom 
with feature rockw'all 
fireplace?s0nly $119,000 . ,
If not, call now.
KAREL DROST 7 7 
656-0131 656-2427
THREE WISE BUYS OF NORTH
SAANICH AREl^^^^ a:
1.’ Aff.ordable; . subdividable 
; , waterfront! acre,! featuring 
!,; superb! views,; easy; beacli 
: !: access / and two;, bed room 
'ar cottage, !/'!!!!■'!:':.'::/!, :"!,;
:2./Beautiful:/ appointed 
;!!fowrihouse! close AJo/al 
,!: ■ amenities; MUST !SELL 
- /THIS WEEK!!!:;/ /!: ! :
,.l Super family home set on a 
/-lovely country, acre, loads 
/!df room for kids, pets and 
■ parents,
ANNE NORBURY 
656-2376 656-0131 (24 hrs
../f
M:
On at least one day this winter, thousands of motorists 
will get into their cars only to find they won’t start.
You don’t have to be one of them, says the B.C. 
Automobile Association. A little prevention can save you 
frustration as well as possible repair bills.
“If you haven’t taken your car in for a pre-winter tune- 
up, do it as soon as possible,’’ warns Bob Blair, manager 
of BCAA’s emergency road service ileet.
A good tune-up plus other common-sense precautions 
will prevent most of the following wet, wintery problems:
Dead battery: A vveak battery can recharge with normal 
running in warm tempertures, but it won’t recharge with 
normal running in warm temperatures, but it won’t 
recharge when the weather is near freezing. In cold and 
rainy weather you’ll probably be running the heater, 
defroster, rear window defoggar, windshield wipers and 
lights. All of these put an extra drain on the battery.
Have your mechanic check your battery’s specific 
gravity and charging system. Keep the battery terminals 
clean and the battery topped up with water.
Damp ignition: Chances of running into trouble caused 
by moisture in the ignition system increase dramatically if 
the leads running from the distributor cap to the spark 
plugs are old and cracked, or if your spark plugs are worn.
Frozen fuel .lines: When the temperature drops below 
freezing, condensation in the gas line can solidify and 
prevent gas from reaching the engine. This problem can be 
virtually side-stepped by using gas-line antifreeze.
Frozen radiator and engine block: Every year BCAA’s 
! emergency road service drivers find frozen radiators and 
engine blocks in cars that have little or no antifreeze. Make 
/sure you use antifreeze to suit your coldest driving 
destinations.,■'■'!J.' '/'A';!:C'.
A Alsb: and fan belts/for cracks or
. wear and replace them if necessary. ’
A Frpzen doprs/ Spray door locks with an antifreeze and / 






FINISH CARPENTRY • CUSTOM INTERIORS







ELWOdD [. THOMPSON CONTRACTOR LTD.
Concrete Waterprooling:
i Concrete Driveways ' Quarry Tiles - ,! : ' Sidewalks ':
. Fish Ponds Home Renovations











T.R. SKITT ■ 
ELECTRICIAW ,,,/ '




heating repairs, 7 
appliance A /
connections.; 7 ;!!
‘No Job Too/Smair 656-5604
ff
mm ^
7 Tires; Install winter; or all-weather tires on the drive 
7 wheels. Tf studs are used on front-wheel-driye cars, they 
must be on all four tires. RadialS are hot a substitute for
7:te,
Thorne Lennon







“If you have difficulty starting your car, be careful not 
to crank the starter too long,’’ says Bob; Blairy explaining
: vou
“Crank it for 10-15 seconds only, and if it doesn’t start, 
!Tet it Sit ;f6r: atAieast7{w:b :nTihutes!!to.!hllo^The7sta!rterTo!/
cool,’’ he added. ..And don’t, keep, stepping on the gas 
■III because if tiie car is not running, the gasoline is not being
used up and will flood the engine.
With W'inter iust around the corner BCAA reeomme
fit blitz
WATERFRONT LOT on Magic 
Lake, Pender Island. Includes 18 
: ft, trailer. Reduced to $25,500, 
Phone656-G129. 5p01
A A lVi-hbur wb 
social at Victoria/YM- 
Y WGA wi 11 be held bec. 21 
at 6:30 to 9 taught by 
certified instructor.s Gorrine 
Eckert,; Tom Gardinal, 
Marti 7 Harper, Terry and 
Veronica: Izzard. Register 
early af the desk as this 
fitness class has become a 
tradition at the ‘‘Y’’ and 
fills lip fast.
Juice and fruit will be 
provided aftei/ the workout 
Donations for the needy 
this Christmas will be 
t a k en. N b n - pe r i sli a b le fo o d! 
items/ pleasc.Dohation will 
he distribuied by The
Leyiand, Mitsubishi, Ford, Massey Ferguson, 
Kobota, John Deere
“No tractor too small or too large"
M lllropcrttcu, 056-((7p 
* (19H2)?Gth
REAL ESTATE
Tlio flosi bl Soasoii' S OronliiHis lo aH oiii (rlonils’aiui liiiHncIss assoclaioh / 
!yoii finvo mailo ttiis past ynar a vory ialislyiiui orui lor ns.
7Wti would also llkn io (ixtonii warm wisluis lb tho now nnitil'iioufs wOi have!
As you ijalhor with hlends and lainlly reiolcln!i In Iho mBmorlos:and pro­
mises nt this, Iho hnppiosl ol hoHriavs, this Isinir wish lor you; 7 -7'
Yours
Good Fortune In the Corning Year.
FHOM ALi.:or:,fi:V!M7,
si! a It 11 c j;! V f’ it f ri i ett f 1U H } tL t h
, /■: I
own OfriCf' WlLl! BE CLOSfU rOk,!utlBISTMAS HOliitAYS THOM 
nf'fTMBFIt ?4lh l,INTIl .lANllAflY Tnil; 1984: 7 ^ - 7
I.ARftV OLSON 
TEOPHIUIFS

















■ VM liilllii 7 toi^'U»/A!/''7.;A , ..,";TaA''!
I'riicking, Excavating and Racklioc Work. ■■
556 Downey Road




'■ ''’•plowing.'hiiitivatiiig ’■ •' !“' ';!
LmAwCIVIIIIII^/,
’'Tractor •blade woik ,' ", • ■ M W 111# •








656-3683’ BACKHOF. SEWF.n STORM DRAINS .'G9ADING:/!,:l/,7:!!/eWATERLINES
SIDNEY ROTOVATING & 
TRACTOR SERVICE
RrompL Courlooiis Service
:Pldughiiuj, Ewoling. J'OluJi Pcisi PiOfiinrj ^i punchint)://!;:: ■:!/.
!'!::':76564748,:"!A.:A'77'':A:-':''';/7!:7!'!':',.'':’r;
' ii,lr,i,!,V,i h,| jri i,.
AMES REPAIRS & RENTALS
7115 West Slaanicli Ril., Bronwfooil Bay, D,C. 
Ph.652.2.*!12 V081A0
^moll Engine Repairs , - . ,ijoMK owmbb
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GRANTS 
SMALL MOTORS
Repairs to Lawnmowers, 
.Chainsaws, Motorcycles, etc.
Husqvarna Pioneer
10134 McDonald Park Road
CCZC ’7'7-8yfl Ol’E.N .MON.o5d"TY14 to sat.
HOSS COI^TilOL
the ‘Safer’ way




Marine, Auto & Safety Glass' Insurance Claims Promptly Handled
Window Glass — Mirrors G56-1313
. Windshields installed 10114 McDonald Park Rd.
Scene Lpndscapmg
652-3089 “Ideas Through Planting’’^ COMPLETE SERVICE
•Interlocking Stones for 
Patrios, Walks, 
Driveways
•Lawns (Seed or Sod)
•Lawn & Garden 
Maintenance 
•Pruning & Spraying 
•Fencing, Cement Work
Pedrosa Masons Supply ud.
OWfield Rd.,
Keating IndiistriaB Area
Stone, Marble, Masonry & Landscaping 
Supplies, Masons Tools, Cement, D.F.C. 
Decor Stone & Interlocking Products. B.C. 
■Distributor tor: Tweed Steel Fireplace
■Systems: : Phone G52-GS22: ::
iV)
in many parts of peninsula recent snow fall was visual delight such as this view of Pat Bay but for motorist white stuff was anything but apprciated.
;'Murray Sharratt'PhotO';
NONMAILABLE IN STQCH — UPHOLSTERY FABRIC AND
656-1622:i0200 BOWERBANK RD. 'SIDNEY
ilYNOLD’S PAINTING IT DEGOISAtlNG
•k Fully insured -tr Residential/Commercial 
-A^ Quality YYorkmanship -a Free Estimates 
★ Interior/Exterior









Spraying Wall Papering Renovations 













; ;' ‘Big or Small 
: We pp Them:Air:
9810 Fourth St.
Sjcryico Residciitial
'' —'Comniercial'j:: 656-181L 
:or:385.2434::
of;i>iJOFBSiOMS,;:G©ODS;«nd
Bert Morrey Plumbing & Heating:
Ucenieff Plumbor New Consimctlon anti Repairs
...peclalidiliig'.in^HoLWalei'.lleallng:.
1041l!» All 0ay Rd.t Sldnoif Phono 656-1580
SAM For PH your Rooling Needs ’ , Shakes. Shlncilos, Tar
Mornings or Evenings 658“8130 :
y' ji im.;, .T—4i If O I; 5
SoiitBi islands Roofing Ltd.
TAR AND ghavelthew & ne-nooFiNG: :: 
RFPAIRS—EAKS A MAINTENANCE ^ ^ ^
FREE
j| 4 ©11-1/8 H
Arbutus Realty InCv








Itnpalrs to Vents: '
: : Eaves A Chlmnoy
T : DISCOUNTS FOR SENIOR CmZENS^ n ;,,:,Flfl8tling:::,:
1 ywMINl.ewKiWflhW.effl.lil*'.'Vm>'»b*errW'«-OT.f ' i r '






•OVER 80 CHANNELS 
•SUPERIOR DUALITY RECEPTION 
•SYSTEMS FROM $1895.00
FREE SITE INSPECTION 
CALL JANNIE THOMPSON
When yoi.i shop local stores, 
you'll find ht^lp,.. lots of it! Local
.... ■'tstpres:Bke::'pt1de:in;the: factlhat:
l;;iE th0ir|<iTowj0d0eable:staffs:::;;,
■ *’■■ ; provide you:with the kind of
.v,':: ::serv,ice;ypti want and'.’deseiva':
: Great gift siiggestions, help;!
: witli sizes arid lots moreiawait 
; :you when you shop locally. 
Chopping locally saves you; : ' 
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Gouncil wants
The fee SPCA charges 
Sidney council has been 
increased from $1,650 in 
1983 to $1,800 for 1984 and 
before the new contract is 
officially approved council 
wants a full report on last
year’s activities. Town- 
administrator Geoff Logan- 
said since the SPCA took f 
over animal control in < 
Sidney more fines had been ; 
levied and more action : 
taken than in the past.” ^
On a dull, rainy weekend 
it’s hard to think of 
something interesting and 
entertaining to do with the 
kids.
And if you are a single 
parent it is even more 
difficult.
This is one of the 
problems which has 
prompted a group of 12 
local parents lo get together
for mutual support and 
social contact.
Any parents interested in 
joining this non-profit, no- 
fee group will enjoy 10 per 
cent discounts from various 
merchants in the area, 
planned weekend and 
weekly activities, a monthly 
newsletter and more.
Formed in conjunction
with the community 
counseling centre the group 
intends to c.\change ideas, 
services and valuable skills 
with one another.
This will range from such 
obvious necessities as 
babysitting to perhaps 
cooking, auto repairs and 
home maintenance.
Anyone interested 
call Glen at 656-5323.
can
There seemed to be lots of Santas around last week hut not too many for 
these delighted youngsters. The bearded gentleman arrived a( Brentwood 
Bay (see other photos A3) and later dispensed fruit and candy to youngsters 
at church.
Murrav Sharralt Pliolo.
By Angela Isaac 
Claremont’s student 
body were entertained Dec. • 
7 by the Bastion Players. It 
had been many years since 
the troupe visited the 
school. Through songs like 
“Hurray the Automobile”, 
“Speed Demon” and 
“Suicide”, dance, and 
amusing sketches the 
players made us think about 
the dangers of reckless 
driving. The group gave an 
excellent performance and 
we eagerly anticipate their 
/■/return.'"',;-'.
-I’m sure thoughts of 
Christmas are much on 
everyone’s mind.-There are 
many traditions, rituals and 
celebrations :y during this 
: season. V / Each person
was given the tree.
Rivalries have been 
raging these past few days, 
as Block A classes held a 
door-decorating contest. 
Mr. Bryant’s class used 
‘ ‘Garfield’ ’ and
“ G h r istmas-around-the- 
world”/ as themes; : Mr. 
Kubek’s biology 12 class: 
decorated their door with 
their favorite animals — 
pi gs, which sai d, ‘ ‘Make a 
1 ittle pig of yourse!f this 
^''■Ghristmast’;: -
house, Santa himself, and 
boxesWrapped as presents.
Congratulations to all 
who participated in these 
Christmas activities. The 
amount of food collected in 
these hampers was 
phenomenal. They will 
certainly make Christmas 
brighter for needy families.
Karen Rothe 'recently 
returned Crom a week in ; 
Ottawa where she attended 
the Terry Fox Centre. The 
topic for her week was law. 
Although the lectures were 
partly held in Frericlij there 
was always someone near to 
help but. ;One : of /the 
highlights of the various 
‘/ ‘ ou t t r ip s ”t h a I t h e :: 120 
students: participated //in, ;
ListuHis in ihts uueciofyaie provided tree ol charge to Saanich Peninsula Churches as a public 
Review.
ADVENTIST
Sidney Seventh Day Adventist “10*tG9 Resthaven Dr 
' Pastor......... ;. ... . . . . . . .............. .. . . , ,■ /; ;
ALLIANCE
•Sidney Alliance Church — Masonic Hall, Saanictiton , ,
ANGLICAN
•St. Andrew’s — Rev David fuller . V
968?-3rdSI.. Sidney :. /,/ . .::
-SI. David By-lhe-Sea —Rev. A,E. Gales , . ,
5182 Cordova Bay Rd:
-SI. Mary's1934 Cullia Ave., Saanichton 
•St. Michael s All Angel's— Rector: Archdeacon W.J. Hill 
4733 West Saanich. Road, Royal Oak ., ,, .
•St. Stephen's — Rev. Ivan Flitter.
Sti Stephen's Rd, , ........ .. . .
• Brentwood Parish Church — Rev. A. Peine. 792 Sea Drive, Bieniwood Bay ,: ...........
•Holy Trinity — Rev. D. Malins, Mills Rd, and West Saanich Rd • North Saanich ,
BAPTIST
•Bethel Fellowship - P.islorN.I) Harrison 
2269 Mills Rti' Sitiiiey ■■ -
•Friendship Baptist Church ■ -fyaslor Ernie Kralolil, 7820 Central Saanich Hit, ,
•Sluggelt Memorial Chiirch — 7008 W. Saanich Rd:. Breniwood Bay - Pastor V. Norrtslrom
• Elk Lake Baptist Church— Rey. L.M: Funk. 5363 Pat Bay Hway. , / :; ,
•Boyal Oak Baptist Church •— 898 Royal Oak Ave,, Corner ol. Royal Oak Ave. & Royal Oak Dr 
'-.Rev. Reed Filey: , .V: ;.. r..i.-,;___ ■ . 2 .....
/CATHOUC///;;.//:'^.''/:/'.,;f:'cf':'//f:;;:.,■/'/:Vf/''
•Our Lady of the Assumption — 7726 WesI Saanich Rd , ,





















/j though/ has different, very; /
‘ special memories. As Hippodays” greeted those '
/I Christriihs/is drawing near, entering Mr. Giles’s; . , . ^ - v ^
i I asked various Spartans chemistry room. The Ut leai n more about law and
what they enjoy most about winner was Miss Lyne’s to nieet with otTier students
, , . /--o/oorc , -etti Hont c- . AX/t-r as^
trial. Karen decided to take 
Giles’s week;at the centre: I
e
Ghristmak:/ caree s stude ts, who v^aiiaua cuiu
One grade niiie' "student ' created a door-sized Santa accomplished her
feels thelxcitemehTis what‘arid'wrote hi.s‘ own Choices ^^rals and much more, 
she enjovs the most. Tina Profile. ' Karen found that what
Graham,' a grade 10 ' Did you know Santa’s she really learned that week




Spartan, looks forward to CCDO nu ber is 2519-i 10 '‘''tt/
Christmas morning and in the minor subgroup of aren’t that diiterent . . .
i opening the presents. benevolent philanthropy? everyone has something to
“Everyone being together” Special effects were created give.”
j is a special feeling for by artists Lori Waters and To anyone contemplating
; Elizabeth Bowker. Karen Eric Yorath. The class applying to go to the Terry
Henry, who is a grade 11, wishes to thank Mrs. fox Centre for a week, she
; can not wait for . . .“The Rieken our career aide for says,“Go for it.^ It’s an
k -' FOOD. ’ ’ One of this year’s all her help/; ^
1/ graduating students Teels : / Another
\ ! families coming/together is held Dec. 14, was / the these past weeks have been ; ;
Christmas. 105C, care of Mr. boys’ team and the senior
i Our; librarian, Mr, / Lundecn, was the \vinner in girls’ / icam/ played. / out- 
; ;/ Russelup this / departmcn“;^^^^
; i early with his Santa’s sleigh and even . coming year wc 'will^
/ //■ opening the presents they/ 'Ghristmas lights. Othcr bring /you /Claremont’S;^-
have for each/other. His entries included a train, a spot ts scores.
.j;; - fevouritC'tradition,'is.'sitting;.// ■ ■/■/,/;/■:'/:.:;.
i I around the fire after “theP r 
! dinner. Sccing her daughter
! smile so much is Mrs
ANGLICAN
/(Episcopal):
TMills Rd? &;W:: Saanich Rd: 
//T:: T; NORTH/SAANICHt/Ti
CHRISTMAS EVE
8;00p.m. // : . i/,: Christmas Eucharist 





T he R e V, D. M a I i ns, S. S. C v 
Rector / / 656-3223
2295 Weiler Ave.,
9 30 a m Sunday School 
& Bible Class' 
11 00a.m Family Worship ;








•Sitlney Foursquare Church — Pastor Dean Wilson.... . . . . . . . .
9925 - 5th St.. Sidney. , ...............  ................. ....... / . .1
LUTHERAN
•Peace Lutheran Church — Pastor Dennis,!. Paap. 2295 Weiler Ave
NAZARENE
•1st Church ot The Nazarone — Rev. Riley Coulter. 4277 Quadra Street, Victoria...
PENTECOSTAL
.•Oldliold Road Gospel Chapel — Rev. Joel D. Netlleton, 5506 0ldlield Road (P.A.O.C.) 
•Sidney Pentecostal — Rev, Vern Tisdaile, 10364 Mcdonald Park Rd. (P.A.O.C.) ...
PRESBYTERIAN
•St. Andrews — Rev. B.J. Molloy. Masonic Hall. 4lh Ave. & Ml. Baker. : . . .
SAANICHTON BIBLE FELLOWSHIP
Keating School, 6843 Central Saanich Rd...... .:. .
THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST, LATTER DAY SAINTS
2210 Eastleigh Way-. Sidney ... .. .. ....... .;, :,. .,
UNITED CHURCH OF CANADA
•Cordova Bay United — Minister Will Waddell ..... ..
5166 Cordova Bay Rd....... ........
•St. John's — Rev. Hori Pratt,... . .:..........,.; ....,.. :. ,.,.. ....
10990 West Saanich Rd,.. /:.. .. .. . . ... .,. ...,,..
: •SI. Paul's / i;/.:
2410 Malaview — Rev, Hori Pratt.. ,.. ,4 , . ,
•Shady Crook — 7180 East Saanich Rd, Rev.Slephen Swill 
/•Brentwood...: ./.:. j....,
:; 7162 West Saanich Rd. — Rev. Stephen Swill,.... .;./.: ::.://;.:
TmyTriday“30“m 
The Rev. William F. George
St Savior’s Church
Corner of













. 7820 Central Saanich Rd. 
652-2723
to a.m........... Sunday School
11a.m. . ... .WorshipService
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/ Clooney’s rnost treasured 
/■■■'■/meinpry.
. Our Student Couiicil 
/president going To
/ Christmas mass; is ' her 
favourite activity a*
//■■; Christmas.'//■/./■;
Clare niotit’s Christmas 
: dance was held on/Deo 8.
: / The/: donations /reached :
beyond cveryotie’s di'cams/ ^ 
/ Students / brought ricatTy :
I everything iniagiiriit?le^/!“
■ j/://TVbin ■: “'ll p'/t'oc£i k c'/'th i xes ,'■ Tt, 
from Kraft Dinner to 
. oriental noodles to staples 
and candy, riiined foods 
included pea soup, 
alphnbeiti and pears. T he 
evening was filled with the 
Christinas spirit. Red/and 
: green garlands decorat ed 
the rront(ihall. A beautiful 
/ tree stood in the entrimee 
: / : and Merry Christnias signs; ; 
j were to be seen thtoughout 
.the- 'dianways.';/Rven" Isaritri// 
/:F:;-'appcurcd'F'/; to, ./■"; givC;';:';''ouj,'/'/: 
j Candy e a ties.
/; ConBrniiilatioiis to ; the i 
: Student Council for ptmirig 
1 on sueh a terrific evening.:
A irndiiion at C31areiiipnt 
/ not mentioned earlierTs tlie 
V: TThank'Ydu'T'TTee "''ln,_':tiie',;/
/ Hhr!\ry.;'A'sriwH,''living'ttee ■;
has been placed on a taide 
■ in the library/ On it, aiiy
/ ; member may write a iliank':
you tag,;':Thc"'tree/was:.e“:
' treniely full this year wlien 
'?/ 'Mrs;/Hamilton/''onW oT'our''










: Bp.m,,, . ,ChristmasEur.hiiiisi
11 p.m. i: ( thaMidnightdommunion
SUNDAY. DEC, 25th / 
Christmas Day //
' Ba.m. ,,;// : '// :.;; / Eucharist 
.11a .m. ; ,/ : Family Communion
andBaplism
Tho Rev. DAVID FULLER 
656-5322 :Ml\NElC0m
SIDNEY & NORTH SAANICH
REV. R/HORI PRATT 
Off. 656-3213 Res. 656-1930
ST. JOHN'S




'The Church By the Lake
ELK LAKE
BAPTIST










"JESUS CHRIST IS LORO";
Sunday School and Hurtary 
: / EVERY Sunday ai;i0:30 am / ; :
' Colioii Fellowship Z;;.
, ' /Everyone'Welcomo: i:
Hid-wceii 'Studies /;
: : and Fellowship Groups;
WEDNESDAY; DECEMBER 21$l Z/:
: THELINDEN SINGERS ?//::/ 
; IN A CHRISTMAS CONCERT /
7:30 al Iho Chapel. Tlckelssvailablelrom the 
;neclory or Sidney Muilc’;:./,;/ ';/';
/Rriclor,:; Dev, Alistair P, Petrie // 
792 Sea Drive, Brantwnod Ray
(oil Mt. Newton X Rd.) 
CHRISTMAS EVE 






a:,3(la,ni, 4/::': ■/ //' /;(HolyCornniunlon; 
liiiSa in/ ::::// ,:,lii)lvCornniiinioiir
/ WEDNESDAY DEC. 281(1/
.■■:;.4:.;/':;' ,si-'sliiphons' ■/: 
lILOOa ni/ :;;:; ;/ :, .HolyComipiinioii
: We /ny/fe you fn /n(n irs (n worship. :
// : :::nccTnRiREv,i.H. ruTTifi'/ ' ;:/■ 
:/: v/. /OIIIW) Phone 852/4311
Wo invito you to
'"'/"'/' jn)n u'kin'wofship/'/';'’''."'
Rector; Rev; LHliFuttor 




r: Rev/Stephen Swill / 
0«.e52-2713 Res.652-9635
SHADY CREEK
;/ 7l80 East Saanich Rd. ;//
9 4fiiiin I iiinilv Sm Vii.r
''''■4.;'.,;/;' 'I'inil 8iiri(j;iv/Ttinol^
BRENTWOOD
7162 West Saanich Rtl.
■.'1.'1 ;;l'F:ni'iF/:/,TI'/ii),lily:T'''’rvi'i;:(/ 
^,4/ /./,:; T./,.. HI III Buiuitiv “Ulol
OF
ASSUMPTION





/ 10030 Thir(i:si,. Sidnoy :v
Ij;(,1() pm ' Stiiiiidr’iv Mans 



















9925 Fifth Street 
Sidney, D.C. VOL 2X6 
Sunday
10:30 .,, MorningWorshif 
'//■/■and Childrerfs Church/, 
6:00pm ,, TwonlngWorship
Tuesday
7:30 pm .......... BIhIo Study
DEAN WILSON-PASTOR 
::: Church; 666-3544 
/ Rosidenco; 6!3e-305t ; ;
/'.ft'/"'/
ImVb ■''/"■/;■''■■'■













10 .TOu.m//. /:;’.' ChilUmHBayf'amily 
, / Sofvite —f«ni!lvPaiiif,ip«liiin, 
(ridllieqal Dinner C»fiilliing::«piit.|iiln'iuilc.: 
: OiiiiiU Nell A flMtiira Black jipcit 
'/■■ ailNDAY8L.:4;/''".",:':'/4 
■■ r ,f44/nji:f/r t.'IV.
.‘i,oo*n'
/h (id dpi ' yvt)iFiii|i,',i'()iri()Wfilfl
/ uirsnAY
:? Miiim ::/ :,.■: ': '/ :)«(!»Hhii/fimiiv
,, , , .. WlUNLhDAY /;
■■fi:;l(i ti i:i|,ii'ii'i:/,'::;'''' " ' ctimtipi'/













• 3/ CHRISTMAS /
/DOp m 4’ I'eniilyCiimrmiition
■: ,, ■■4:i;:'::i' ,;■ ..wlihCereie
11 (Kip m FMBlSlMASFnMMIINinN 
.,:■■;’■wliitCeceli
,:1D iWk m , ;F*milyi;timmiinie(i
Wednesday /
1() B()a:tii,: , : .il ; Hciyfnnimiinien
RovR. Saneoni ;/ 
e5D-9840 ^
You are assured 
of a welcome
A non-dnnriminallorwti ,
/ /:" iliumh’Tiwfiling fil
KoatiU!) Elonlonlary School 
, 6483 Conira) Saanich Rd, 
9:45 am /Cohirntinion 










7008 W. Saanich Rd; ■4; !■.':/Bay













2260 Mill! nn., tidniy 
IV piioni BJ8'6nt2





/: 3 with Nursery Facilities 
1l;00a;m, V .:/Second Service 
nVENINO FELLOWSHIP ^ 
6:30 p;m. and youth program' 
WEDNESDAY IK; 7^^^^^^ 
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West Coast win bid
Sidney council has awarded its 1984 insurance to West 
Coast Savings. At $7,500, it was the lowest bid. Aid. Jim 
Lang said. In other news, council will advertise for a 
resident to sit on the tamily court committee and to fill 
vacancies on the advisory planning commission.






13 was big success with more 
than 300 students performing for jam-packed audience. Rythmics group
(above) was crowd pleaser as was Sue Reid's ukulele and carol group 
(below). (See story B2). Geoff Armstrong Photos.
rW'y.),.
Carols arc sung. Christmas Candy Canes Calls to Mom because 1 |
Holly wreaths are hung Happy holiday Gifts canU find the Ch^
on doors. Roily POlly Santa Claus tree ^ I ^ ^
Rap all the presents Icicles clear as glass
Snow sparkles in: the Christmas tree.
Icicles fair off people’s moonlightRudolph runs through
I'ear the present to sec the snow.
1^;;, it is
1 cltimncy. Magic Santa delivers thc come
I Trees are decorated. toys Santa knows when your
Merry Christmas And await till Christmas aslccM>^^^^
everyone. day Tomorrow 1 wish to gef a
Are you o,veiled about Send yottr letters to pacman game for
Christmas Santa! Christmas
Sleigh riding is I'un when Hcttllicr r , ) Mistletoe is^^a
it snows. CJi'ccnRltule, Grade 4 our house
Circciifil«Uc,Grnac4 fi'^v a ohm Christmas
"udSls UK loader.
1 like Christmas because It’s lime to open ’' cindyl-nvtirn
, , , presents.
I like hiding behind the Snowmen.
I tree. Toys Joys'toys''
I I like waking my parents., Midnigltt is when Santa
1 like Opening the comes. ,1
I'■■■■■ presenis^''''''’''''''" ■ Always fun'"''
I I like eating turkey, i ' Some thing I had on my
nut most of all, I like list I got, ; ^
1 C:hristmas!! Neylll,
'Ihoinas SuvUlc, GrcertRlailc, Giradc 3
:v-:; .'Grade 1,t»recriKladc.:;;
Greenginde, Grade 4.
Garollers sing in, the
street;,w. 
Humming a Christmas
I like Christmas because
, . . . Rlnging;be^ls:■;^Jr^;;7;-'7;■•;;J":^;■•
JI , 1 like Uecoratitig (lie trecr It’s in December
I like VVaicliiiig l.V, Siais shiiuiigbright ,;
because there are great Turkey srnellityg up the
shows. room.
1 111.,, ri^.uta t '1;U!' . M-u-ry P''op1e enl! around
1 like winninp prizes. Always eggrmg on the
lint most ol all, I like little 
(..InisimasM .Sweet ciunberi^ .sauce
.Vi'-': c(»risiy..WiH>dh»nd»-raul Aluey, 
•ilv J.-';'GiTide,IrGreenRladef,':'; i':rj'''.:'. Gitenglade. Grttdo4
GUIDES & BROWNIES
GRAHAM ROOFI^a
SIX POINT ROOF TUNE UP 
ONE STOREY








To permit as many of our personnel as. 
possible to be with their families durinj 
the Holiday Season, the following 
schedule changes will be in effect:
FULFORD HARBOUFI^SWARTZ B/W
Effective Sunday, December 25,1983 
and Sunday, January 1,1984 only:
'The following two sailings are'cancelled:^
Lv. Fulford: Harbour Lv. SWartz Bay :
'"..6:30:am' Ji':':-5 am J.:..:'J'V:;'.'"
VANCOUVER ISL.-OirrER GULF ISLS.
SWARTZ BAY-
SATURNA, SATURNA ISLAND ^
VILLAGE BAY, MAYNE ISLAND 
MONTAGUE HBR., GALIANO ISLAND 
OTTER BAY, PENDER ISLAND
Effective Sunday, December 25,1983 
and Sunday, January 1,1984 only:
On these two days, the Saturday 
schedule will be in effect, but service 
will commence with the 9:30 a.m. sailing 
from Swartz Bay. : ,. ; : :i
The following sailing.^ are therefore 
.''cancell'0d:''i.,;
" LvZZ.Saturna;'.".: 6:40''am,':;-;:.
Village Bay , 7:20 
Montague Hbr 7:55: : .'[. jy'::
8:35
' ;Notb that f6r::t8a\/yvvasson pasaengofsz 
the first transfer at Village Bay, to or - ; 
: frorn SatUrna. will be at:il,:00;a,m,:;/: Z
Effective Tuesday, December 27( lfe 
only:
zrhe: regular week-day vschedule will be : ^ 
'" revised, for the rnld-day pericid only to Z z
Include an extra call at Saturna;
yiiy. Village Bay. 11:20 0^1*
vSnturnn 12 noorr ;; Z
Otter Bay 12:40 pm
Arr, Syi/aftz Bay z Z;1:10
: *Tsawwa8sen passengers transfer to or 
• from'Saturna,:"'"':'-.'^'': '':'ZZ''"j;:.:''''"'.;z'''’''
ARE AT THE





OTTER BAy, PENDER ISLAND 
VILLAGE BAY, MAYNE ISLANDji 
SATURNAZSATURNA ISLAND ‘
Ellecllvo Mohday, Decombor 26,1903 
Tuesday. December 27,1903 and 
Monday, January 2,1964 only:
There will bo no aupplomdntory sorvico 
■6r\"tho;'fthevn"dntoft,
VVe remind you that the supplementary 
servico does not dperatd on werjkends or 
i siaiutorv holidavs. Zi:::: 7;".:Zi>:-i::Z'.:.z.:Z'.^.;,-::
[l)C\ (edkfs yvZseeryou'i'SeaSQn 's:.Grpciirigs \
. iUici\i!illJhe4ti&sV(n'i9Bf. Z:,;': Z.Z. Z,-''"'
4414.1 4^b4\
Wednesday, Decern her 21. 1983 THE REVIEW Page Cl
Central Saanieli Senior Citizens are liolding cash Bingos 
every Wednesday in their centre next to the Brentwood 
library. Doors open at 1 p.m., bingo at 2 p.rn. Bonanza. 
T.FN'
>!< ><< jK
The Saanich Peninsula Arts and Crafts Society has 
recently changedits art exhibition and sale at the Vaii- 
couver Island Regional Library, Sidney branch, op 
Resthaven Dr. A member of SPACS will be on hand 
Mondays, Wedne.sdays and Fridays from TO a.m. till 2 
p.m., to handle enquiries and sales. TFN
♦ * *
^ dOY
. - ......................................................................................... -r ................................................ mm ------------ ----------------------------------̂
Snowfall Monday left glossy blanket on peninsula and turned this old bam near Parkland school into winter wonderland.
Loads of good luck and good 
cheer to everyone!'
Closed December 26, 27, 28,
29 & Jan. 2nd.
J.C.’s PLAYTIME
By D.L.C. BINGHAM
: One eveningTn December, 1948, I was travelling 
from Toronto to Winnipeg in the train which left
Union Station at 11 p.m. It was a cold flight arid the 
train was crowded with people going home for 
Christmas.
Among the passengers was an elderly little 
r clergyman with snow white hair. He had the top bunk 
mine and; as he was having difficulty getting 
inhn it T cnrroActpH Vip tnFp TTiinpTTiH thatt tak6 His. Hei-
time they were surly and even robbed and murdered 
settlers.
! ‘‘We saw enormbus herds of buffalo and in the tall
great flocks of geese and ducks flew over us or came .
into it,
accepted most charmingly and very shortly .we went to
In the morning we had breakfast together and , 
during it he told me this .story.
He was born in 1874 in Cornwall, Ontario, where 
his father was a clergyman, but in 1880, when he was 
six years old, his father came; to believe that he had a 
call from God to minister to the Indians living on the 
distant prairies.
And so, in the spring of 1881, his father gave up his 
living in Gorriwallj and, together with his wife arid
“For a child it was enchanting but for my mother 
and father it was a very hard time — he working 
outside gathering hay and she working from early 
morning to evening feeding us and making the house 
comfortable.
“One afternoon several Indian men came to our
, . : Permit 
; values,;
Permit values; for the ; 
town of Sidney are way up 
for ; November over The 
same; month last wear ,
$1W22,150 : compared; to 
i982’s figure of $473,835. ;: 
Values todate this year total - : 
$7,664,189,: also ^far;higher 
than last year’s: $2,718,417.;; 
New developmerits;includes ; ; 
Kipot Construction’s 
shopping mall at Beacon: ; 
and 7th, residential homes 
and commercial
You; “auto” know we’d wish 
you a smooth-runriing, hi- 
octane Christmas! Hearty 
greetings from ail of; us to all:
improvements.
‘■I--.:
They arrived in Winnipeg some two weeks later and 
there the family "rested for some days while his; father 
gathered such information as he could about the 
country and the Indians further west.
But Winnipeg was in a turmoil. The Canadian 
Pacific Railway line was being constructed across the;; 
prairie and little was known about the country and the 
; indiaris who lived there. ;
“My father t here fore decided to push on into this 
little kriown country to the west; and north of the 
railway, arid for this purpose he bought a small wagon 
and two horses, taking with us lumber to build a 
shelter and provisions for several months.
“For us children it was an exciting adventure going ! 
out into what was then a land known cinly to hunters 
and afcw'^scttlcrsV''
“So one day we set off travelling alongside the 
railway tracks for;some,80 miles. :We then struck north
until wc came to a place with sombircc.s and a stream 
which ran northward towards wliat 1 later came to 
;i<nbw as Lake Maidioba. And therg westopped.^
“Our first home Wits partly luade.of the lumber we 
had ; brouglti with ;us and partly; of turf, but that 
suntmcr ;wc children thought ItTiriiie wohtlcrful,;T^tc 
sun shone and the prairiclrtnihd its whs’ strewn with; 
. npwersi yv'c also had neighbours; and my father held. 
;services forth Sunthty,
“There were also Several liidiaiv bands not very far
away, I think Crees, and it \vtis said that;frpmTirhetp
they wanted my mother to go with them to their en­
campment as a women there was in labour and having 
a difficult time.
“My mother was little and brave and dark and 
gentle and had been a nurse in Montreal. She was able 
to help the Indian woman have her baby and even 
^afterwards the Indians used to come and help my 
Tather and sometimes they brought buffalo meat and 
fishforus.
passed iind lhe fall came and later the; ; 
winter with its cold and snows. We children wrapped ; 
up Avarmly and often played outside with a little sledge 
my father had ;made. : As Ghristmasdrewnearwe;:- 
;: began to: look forward to the presents wc Would get 
/arid ihy father made arrangements; to go to yyinnipeg ,
V early in Dceember.
Snows continued to fall until they were
very deep; almost up to the windpvy pi our little house,
and it became impossible for my lather to leave.
no new tbys and wc were sad. But as the sun was 
setting in the west and the vyholc world whs clad in its :, 
golden radiance wc saw in thc disfance a sledge pulled 
, by two reindeer comingtowards us.
“in it was a little man clad in a red cloack and when 
he came nearer wc saw that he had a vvhitc beard and a 
Tcd wool hcliitct iuid that Mr. Schwartzcnbcrgcr,
the government stirvCyor,vvhp had helped my I at her; in
; the springwhcn.hc took up land.
‘‘As he drove up at the little lionsc he shouted
“MciTy ChristinasT.; lie had a largo sack wlnch lie;^^;;,
brought iitto thc hou.se and opened it. It contained, h 
; -seemed, hundreds .of, little parcids; done up^^ I 
: VGhristirias paper and he gaveits each a parcel to he put; ;;; 
tthder the little irec ihy nipthcf had put in thc whidowL;;
Chrisitnas cake and a small drink of rye he went on his 
way to tlte next little lonely house.
of Ihcihappicst Christ masscstii^ 




Wc saul diiringhiunicipal ;
open to the public, Aid. Cy 
Relph told Sidney council
when he i ;
I': proposed:;'':';; ;cpuncil'-;;;;: and,,
; y regular commit tec meetings ,
. he,'',y';advcdised, ;;;;"Gouncif ';;;S 
;,;Tcjcctcd ;"ihe ";,“g.ge‘aion,it"'; 
should;';:' spend'; 'm0ney:;_T'd“;, 
';;y':'“crtising';;'meetingS;T h'-'local v: : 
’ Tvew'spapers htu decided to
carry the ntessage onpubhe 
‘ notice and Saatiich
;Cahkvi',ioh, channeltO
Our general oftlces will be 
closed on the tol 1 owing days: ; y
Monday, December 26 th 
Tuesday; December 27 th; 
Monday, .January 2nd
^Seaso'n’s'Gfeetirtgy',;:::;:;:;:;;;,;





Children visiting parents this Christmas who live 
alone should take particular note of their cir­
cumstances and whether the parent is functioning well 
enough in the home with everything up to par, says
' By the time you read this Christmas will be almost 
yipon us, and as usual, everyone is in a mad rush, so 1 
won’t keep you long.
Tell-tale signs might be a drop in standards in the 
home — a grubby fridge might show an elderly person 
is not able to cope, she says.
Storrier wants people to know help is available for 
anyone who needs it and specifically applies to those 
who want to remain in their homes and stay out of 
hospitals.
Homemaker services provide someone who will 
prepare meals in the home, do bathing, laundry, 
shopping, help with any cleaning the person is unable 
to do themselves and “just contact and surveillance.’’
Some homemakers have either nursing experience or 
worked in nursing homes and have access to medical 
advice which could prove helpful.
The service is available regardless of financial 
circumstances and Storrier stresses it’s “not charity’’ 
but a necessary service which enables people -— with a 
little help — to stay in their homes, freeing up hospital 
beds for acute care patients.
The service is also there to prevent “burnout” of 
relatives who look after the elderly. It gives them some 
relief and it’s a real load off a child’s mind to know a 
parent is being seen regularly and taken care of, 
Storrier says.
If you have a mother or grandmother, relative or 
know of a friend who needs this service, call 
homemakers at the PCA office at 656-0134.
Your Lung Assocation
N0RM FRIKStN
extends the best of the 
Season to his friends 
and customers,
; Today is one of those wonderful days that is sunny 
and warm, far more like spring that I like to see it. Keep 
hoping for some realty hard frost to help control the bug 
and slug populations, though when I think about it I’ve 
bever had the revolting pleasure of seeing a frozen slug.
f Actually found a snowdrop in bud this morning, the 
iilly Tittle beauty. The frost we had earlier has done 
some danlage through, in the vegetable garden . . . the 
Winter cauliflowers hadn’t had their leaves tied up Over 
the top of the head since there certainly didn’t seem to 
be enough sunshine to make “blanching” the heads 
necessary . The trouble was that the heads were fully ripe
There is enough left to salvage a meal or two, but
and soft and may
' The broccoli are fine; and the sprouts and the 
Cabbages look great arid very tempting hut the tops of 
the parsnips are down; and if we have iriore real cold 
then I think we will pull out; the turnips and store theni^^^^; 
in damp sand. Seems to me we lost them to cold a 
fduple of; years ago.} I just hiUed ;the parsnips up with 
Soil, and will dig them as we hunger for one.
T Now; lovely as it is outside, let’s come back indoors 
and take a look at the houseplants; We talked about 
^ watering them a couple of weeks ago, so no need to go 
into that, but one thing that might be worth mentioning 
; is that you should turn them every week or so. This 
I keeps them growing evenly, otherwise one day you 
i realize that your whole plant has turned toward the 
window and is leaning so hard it’s in grave danger of 
falling right out of its pot. . . which not only shocks the
Daily - cards, billiards, 
library, morning coffee, 
lunch afternoon tea.
Monday - 9 am.
ceramics; 9:30 Tjeginner’s 
French; 10 a.m. quilting; 
11:45 a.m. lunch; 12:30 
p.m. ceramics; T:30 p.m. 
swim club, 7 p.m. games 
night and duplicate bridge.
Tuesday - 9 a.m. Spanish, 
painting; 10 a.m. 
Serenaders; 11:45 a.m. 
lunch, 1 p.m. lapidary,
whist, beginner’s bridge; 
7:30 p.m. bingo 
Wednesday - 9:30 a.m. 
advanced French, novelties; 
11:45 a.m. hot lunch; 1 
p.m. discussion group, 
silversmithing; 2 p.m. 
concert. Film 1 p.m. last 
Wednesday of each month; 
7 p.m:duplicate bridge.
Thursday - 9:30 a.m. 
-lapidary, weaving; 10 a.m. 
carpet bowling; 11:45 a.m. 
lunch; 1 p^m. bridge, tai
chi, 1:30 p.m. dressmaking; 
7-9 p.m. crib.
Friday - 9 a.m. Spanish; 
9:30 a.m. quilting, keep fit; 
10 a.m". ceramics; 11:45 
a m. lunch; 1:30 p.m. bells, 
chess. Jack o; 6:45 p.m. 
contract bridge and whist.
Saturday and Sunday - 1 
p.m; to 4 p.m. open for 
drop-ins. Stamp Club first 
and third Saturday.
December 31 - New
Year’s Eve Dance 8:30 p.m.'
ig!'' - vacuurh and do a large clean-rup just before the guests
I ■- arrive for dirinefv:
Just a word on
be given, .or be giving. If it is cold do cover your plants' J 
' whlleTrangpdiTmg" them 'between the car and .the hohse ' * 
.'. . 'one 'freezing' blast will render a begonia 
unconscious, make an azalea lose its flowers and turn a 
cactus to mush. So do take care!
;For:a:lAP^:;IICILID AY ;SE^0N
T154 W. SAAN86H RD. SREN
Hollday^Fully 'Grade.A Frozen GradeiA'Bi^f Grad^^AsFr^eii
Once you have accomplished that perilous mission,
. make sure your plant isn’t set where it receives ^Jrigid a_-
blast every time the door is opened, nor set'above a heat ™
I register — they’re fussy things. Most .plants will 
5 appreciate at least some decent light, bjit resent being 
put on a windowsill where the drapes are pulled across 
in front of them at night.
It’s not that they can’t .see what’s going on and shrivel 
up and die out of pure spite, it’s that by closing the 
;drapes you have put them into a small refrigerator Oiie 
I plant that wouldn’t mind is the cyclamen—- it
. Christmas peppers also don’t mind a chilly evening, 
bin gloxinias, azaleas, and poinsettias are all lovers of 
evenly-warrn rooms. No need to fertilize any new 
plants — it’s been done for you — wait about a month.
Water these plants with tepid water. I like to water 
from the bbttohi because things like Reiger begonias
Don’t let plants stand in water longer Than half an 
hour after bei ng soaked . Most ‘mums will heed to he 
\y®tcred;every day, also cineraria and azaleas. Keep the 
others evenly moist but not soggy; and relax and enjoy 
them air V , ; it would be ^
flowering for months; but since this is unlikely (even in 























When they gel sickly-looking, and don’t respond to 
simple things likc ’extfa watering, don’t feel badly —■ it 













freeze, ; Il ls always easier to throw put h dead plarit> than 
one that is,si ill struggling.
; On that Scrooge-like note let me leave you for thc 
Itoliday. May yours he happy and bright, and “himself” 
' joins me in saying‘‘Merry Clirisimns’’ to aU P0OUF T
to See
20is an unpleasant within 48 hours t 
;chfliinTetieTmakingTtS'''Wy.*-i'>cople.
TtiPund .jhc peninsula backwards
Wlflle the RCMP have heard and must be held up to a 
nothing about it, a minor to be read,^ 
spokesman said they would On resident wiio received 
like ti copy if anyone has one but didn’t fulfill the
knowledge of it, rcqulrcmcnis met with
The leiier asks for no terrible luck, the letter
money but claims to bring states, while another had
bad luck If noi passed on the,opposite experience;
Mirnclo Whip ';;'"Wostvalo Westvale" Island Farms Realcmon Rcconsititiitod Alpha (j
SALAD BRUSSEL BABY s LEMON creamed «
DRESSING SPROUTS CARROTS NOG JUICE HONEY a
1 litre





j Ctn» 1 « » » 1 » 1 f * t f wwii ;675niL'';.;.,", tub/',;'.:;:.:.'...".',
Pnrkay T:'"" ;■ Oelnor' "'vMn:.'Gnilth’s';^V island Farms , Philadelphia Soft Gohicn Grove (S
Marg- V GREEN " MINCEMEAT :/ICE/:';:" ': CREAM APPLE^^^
:;;;f'PEAS- PIES CHEESE JUICE S
;pkg.MW ; ;'pkg. /.. .V,'.,,. ; , 'TACH ;';pall vV;;;,
VihT 7C|«;
ctn.:.
-vAriliiKinii B.C. /'Golden Valley^ Uncle'Bens' '.Admiriil ■ :.:Upto'n*8;//:'T'; :'/:/.•.
CRANBERRY “STUFFN ONION SOUP, ,. • ^ ,jiF,




398 ail . . . . . . W
.« 99'
.;Pkg,.,. . . . .,W,
///":'/-■:':/":■:.
'"'■T:-Purina"'''' ■' ''Carnation'^' '•' --:'=TAIcnn Mrii i Filslwty; Creicent or Bul1»r llshe
DINNERDOG EVAPORATED '-/-•'TINY:;/'/::-:
;'':;';:-'.MILK'';;;k:'■ SHRIMP::. : , ' ' "' ROLLS-!'"
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The more hazardous winter driving conditions become, 
i the greater the threat of vehicle collisions and the danger of 
being stranded.
According to BCAA, many accidents occur because few 
drivers know that skidding on ice and snow is more likely 
when the temperature is near the freezing point than when 
it is well below.
When ice is wet or melting because of rising tempertures, 
it can take twice as long to stop as when the surface is 
frozen hard. Reduce your speed by half or more when 
driving in these conditions.
Also remember that it takes nearly 10 times as far to stop 
on ice as it does on dry concrete, so slow down before 
reaching icy intersections, hills or curves.
BCAA also strongly recommends checking for frozen 
slush-ice trapped under the fenders, particularly after the 
car has been sitting overnight. Trapped sluch can prevent 
the front wheels from turning, making it impossible to 
steer.;' ■ ■
“ All wheels should be kept free of frozen slush and snow 
for better steering and braking,” says Robin Weld, 
BCAA’s emergency road service administrative assistant. 
“By keeping the wheel wells clean, you’ll also avoid 
problems with the wheel assembly.”
For motorists not familiar with driving in ice and snow, 
BCAA recommends that following winter driving tips:
Start gently and keep going
Install snow tires before the first snowfall and chains 
when the going is extra difficult. On loosely packed snow, 
snow tires increase traction 50 per cent and chains 
quadruple traction.
Start out with an easy foot on the accelerator, and avoid 
spinning the wheels. Traction is greatest just before the 
■',,;Wheels.spin.'
If the wheels do start to spin, try rocking the care back- 
wards and forwards, keeping the wheels pointed straight 
ahead if possible. When this fails, dig a trench around the 
wheels and use sand or traction mats to get the vehicle out.
to keep going. When approaching a 
hill, keep far enough behind the vehicle ahead sp you won’t 
have to stop or slow down to much. A little extra speed at 
the bottom Of a hill will give extra momentum to help carry 
ypu over the top. If wheels start to spin, release the ac­
celerator slightly.
. While travelling uphill, it is often better to use a higher > 
gear than normal because over-revving can cause the 
wheels to spin or lose traction. On downhill sections, lower 
gears are preferable to using the brakes. “So many ac­
cidents happen on hills because people apply their brakes 
— the result is a toboggan ride right to the bottom,” says 
Weld.
In winter weather conditions, leave ample room when 
parking. On a downhill slope, leave enough space in front 
' so you can puli out without backing up. Avoid parking on 
an upgrade unless there is ample room behind you.
Steering and stopping
When entering a curve, turn the steering wheel gradually 
arid no further than necessary.
If the rear of the car starts skidding, release the ac­
celerator and steer the front of the car in the direction the 
I , rear is skidding. As spon as the car begins to straighten
front wheels. A.void oversteering. V
Winter conditions require special braking technique. 
When stopping, pump the brakes (rapid application and 
release of the brake pedal). This gives maximum steering 
control while brakes are off arid rriaximum braking while 
brakes are'on."'.
■\:"Studded'tires-;';'
Studded tires are permitted in B.C. for extra traction 










North Saanich council 
has agreed to proclaim Feb. 
20 to 25 as Camosun 
College Week in 
recognition of the college’s 
service to learning needs of 
adults through its 
upgrading, academic, 
technical and trades 
training programs.
The college serves more 
than 20,000 regional 
residents each year and has 
established a reputation for 
quality education and 












applicable toward our 
SERWCE
h'
Meet Cy Relph, haU-owner of Sidney Natural Foods. Cy is active in the Royal^^C^
Force Association, the Saanich Peninsula chamber of commerce and is an alderman on Sidney 
couhcUvCy and his family have lived here for some five years and they love every bit (f it. 
couldhaveahvltimat^vacatibnitwouldconsist of working his
restaurant fin France and Germany. No: doubt a tour of some of Europe's finest restaurants wiU
_ ^^fhere's no free lunch."
We wish our friends and patrons a very Merry Christmas and 
may your Holidays ring with good cheer!
from tit® Jianageinent & Staff
IiimIemowS:
OOLF mmi
' i: By:Marjorie Dehrothe ;^;.
Tinsel is being hung and 
little ones are counting the 
hours till Santa arrives. 
Thanks to this wonderful 
community and so many 
caring ■ people-, ' -the 
Christmas season will be 
brighter than expected for 
many who felt there wou Id 
be little to be happy about.
What marvellous support 
was given the Lions and 
kiwanis as they fill (ham-; 
pers, laden with (food and 
toys! The ‘ ‘ goods’^ literally 
poured into the old Radio 
Shack^^^^ ^ ^ ^
; churches, individuals. The 
Review office, staff at 
Ocean Sciences eitc. plus a 
load of apples from a local 
/::Orchard.
It seems everyone got 
into the act, and it will 
mean a much brighter 
Christmas for hundreds of 
people on the peninsula.
You will be pleased to 
know that whatever 
remains at the close of 
hamper time is kept as an 
eniergericy fbbd bank which 
is called upon quite often 
during the year. The Lions 
are to be commended for 
their on-going contribution
in: rnairitaining this servicer 
to the community.
As it is only a few days 
until Christmas, all of us at 
the Peninsula .Community 
Association wish everyone a 
Merry Christmas and all the 
best of the season. These 
wishes come from a caring 
staff who are always ready; 
to assist (just call 656-0134) 
and from the hundreds of 
volunteers who keep the 
Peninsula Community 
Association operating. -
11; has been a; great year 
for PGA \vith support and 
: awareness at an all-time 
high: We thank you! .
5, studs must
be mottrited on all four wheels.
• OnTear-whceled-drivers, studs are required only on the 
drive-wheels. (However, studs may be mounted on all four 
v/ifdesired.
One final reminder from BCAA: It is imperative that 
= snow tires, studded or not, be properly infiaied. If not, the 
( iifes: do riot provide maxiinutn traction on slippery sur-
;;::'faces'.■ :r''Vx’/'v.':
Yow choose the entree . . . 
everthing else is included!
SHRlklP GOGKTAIL A generous senung of tender 
East Coast Shrimp served with our own Cocktail Sauce.
SALAD BAR/BOAT: Our excellent Salad Bar consists 
of over 40 items — a meal in itself.
FRESH HOME-BAKED SCONE BREAD: Our Special f
frpsB hbnw’baked Scone Bread served warni with Butter, y I y
all ENTREES WCLUDB^^^ W
POTATO dr RICB^^ INCLUDES
complete DINNER.
Alt 8-oz, Sirldn Steak, broiled to perfection ciccoihpanied hyjopfyf
quality Ctihah Lahsler or Butterflied Prawns sauteed in Butter, Garlic ' M 
Herbs: Seived with '
BUTTERFLIED PRAWNS
Tim AuBtrafiiviPraions, bulieffiled ff/id sMiderri in/res/i/y groipif/ Grtrlir ; .
: nnd Herbs, seived on a bed of mixed long grain and wild Rices -- Serv­
ed xi’ithmelted Butlei: , ' *'''*'*®
l.oial B,C. Coho Salmon baked goldeii-browii, topped with an hast 
mast Shrimp Sauce
CHICKEN CORDON BLEU
; Homemade dhicken Cordon Bleu using 8-oz, honSless Chlckep Rrmts, :
carefully stuffed with Canddlah Mozwella ^ JWL:
\ ^ Bacon and lopped wdli opr owir M^^
'-NEW'YORK STEAK; „
W-ozs, of Prime Aged Alberta Beef, flame broiled to 
your "
A Time of Jubilation, Reflection, Peace.
A time when all men am joined toBothof in brotherhoofl . y
MAYOR, ALDERMEN a STAhF of the
TERIYAKl STEAK
:An 8-oz. Sirhn that melts in yauKnioulh, rnprlnated in pur aUm Speclaf 
%lend of Sof Sauce, Ginger. CiMic, Brawn $ugar and Hei'bsP^^
"■■"^^'DESSERTt'Mnd'PiP onr own hniiie-niade Pie ^
made with Swiss Mocha Ice Cream on a Chocolate Crumb 
>;vCrust.,: topped,wiih florfadgfM^^ Crmii.'auilA
ff ':f:,.yTcn: or Coffee
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WE ALSO HAVE GLASS TABLES 
PERSONALISED GLASS ETCHING AVAILABLE!
IN THE SEABOARD PLAZA
ANYTHING IN GLASS 





























Holly Wreaths & Sprays 
Poinsettias
The Holiday Glow® Bouquet 
from your FTD®! Florist.
BESIDE THE BRENTWOOD FERRY DOCK
■:,:::.652-5S14;'t^
■.:::'v OPERATED.'BY"'"''"'L,/.L;L.'^'.tT
BRENTWOOD BAY SPORTING GOODS LTD.
7060W. SAANICH RD. Box 252
BRENTWOOD BAY, B.C. VOS 1A0
:: HERMAN VENDENBELT >




Send your thoughts with special care?









WITH CEDAR, HOLLY 








Brentwood Gift & Crafts
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from i/ie staff at
Qomo out for our
Boxing Day ^lunk Dive^ at 
11 A M* DEC.
SCUBACLASSES















THE ‘mm^rsHoroN the I^emnsula
i:,;,:;; 656*63,13:
TRADEiWELCOME - TERMS TO SUIT O.fl.CT 
FREE DEIIVERT^^^^^^^^^^
p:i
BEAUTY - QUALITY - VALUE
ISLAND FURNITURE MART
2513 BEACON AVE., SIDNEY t 656-3724













SMALL ANIMALS -TROPICAL FISH 
PET & HORSE SUPPLIES








7 DAYS a WEEK
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By Wendy Lding
reading/writing/arithmatic and P.E. cross-country runs. 
Great resolutions were made in September only to be 
restated next month. “I’m going to get organized ... ’’ 
This past year has followed in the wake of the many 
others. Sports teams have practiced with great dedication 
to reach their goals and present their skills. Essential
Snap! That was 1983 — world, are you ready to tackle 
’84? The years are as slipper)' as banana peels, but as 
enjoyable as ice cream sundaes.
Parkland Panthers have roared through yet another 12- 
month rotation and have again survived
club members, and staff and students alike have ended, 
and once again begun, the cycle of ^ school year during 
:i983. ;'■ . , /. '■
Eleven months ago, January opened with a quiet dread, 
as will this year. Although the prospects of a new year may 
be exciting, the first month represents final exams for 
Parkland. Soon spring pushed winter aside with fresh, 
revitalizing strength.
With the lovely weather of the spring came the 
popularity of outside sports — there certainly is not a lack
of sports enthusiasts at our secondary. Theatre and dance 
programs thrived as the year wore on, and academics 
suddenly became very important, especially for scholarship 
students.
The closer June became, the greater/graduates’ an­
ticipation rose. The final school year wind-up is always a 
great finale for all departments of the school — 1983 was 
no exception.
Then came the arrival of summer — a most welcome 
season — after our best wishes to the 1983 graduating class 
and the complementary excitement.
In no time, the evenings began to cool off and shopping 
for school clothes was the trend. Another year for the 
black Panther commenced.
Now we are suddenly in the spirit of Christmas and ’83 is 
in its final stage. These last four months will certainly be 
ones to. remember. But, through the commotion and
uncertainty, organization, learning and enjoyment were 
very apparent. There is no doubt that Parkland will' 
continue the fine academic/social equilibrum in the New ; 
Year. ;
1984 has a special meaning for myself and the class. This: 
is it — the end of the 12-year line, to the first portion of 
life. Yes, it will be a big stepping stone this June, but it is 
only a warm-up to those larger ones that will follow in the 
years to come.
On January third, 800 Cats will return to a productive 
school year already in progress. They will all be sucessful in 
their own ways and hopefully live life to its potential.
This should be a goal for all of us and if you find 
yourself slipping, do as a friend recently suggested to me: 
dream high above in the clouds.
Merry Christmas to all and revel in a happy, healthy and 
safe 1984.
of phone books and Black Forest Hams. Each of these . 
items should be received by you soon. Stelly’s own Jackson 
F/ve winners of the airband contest have made it to the big 
time. They performed on Thursday at the Westwind and 





The students had left with a bang and a shout, with their
These thoughts were soon crowded with seasonal things
I think you get the picture?
The Christmas dance held on Dec. 8 got the holiday 
seasion uhderway;at Stelly’s. It was a very successful dance.
senior
On Dec. 8, Bastion Theatre performed -the play 
SM/iervv/jee/ for grade 11 and 12 students. It was very well
Though for the Week.
At Christmas time the situation of needy families is 
greatly emphasized. The season is one which brings out 
fellowship of man, good cheer, and caring of others. Many 
people see Christmas evolving through expensive gifts, 
parties and abundant food. These are the ones I am 
directing this thought to. I believe these people should try 
to th’nk of how Christmas would be without all of the 
luxu and they would become more aware of the needy.
W f^fOdav’s economic hardships the needy are growing 
’'■^rs and it’s up to us to try and help them, 
like the Mustard Seed, Salvation Army, St.. 
, :rit d d, to name a few, are doing a exceptional 
j th aidi. 1, t^ese people. So this Christmas instead of 
purchasing that expensive gift, buy a smaller one and put 
the difference towards a donation of some kind. It will
budget plea
Well, the last week of school before the holidays saw 
Stelly’s bustling in the spirit of the season. Christmas 
hampers were filled with donations from each homeroom 
and will be distributed to needy families in the peninsula as 
well as toys collected from the recent dance.
On Tuesday a competition was held for the best-dressed 
locker; Decorations ranged from gift-wrapping to sigiis 
and ornaments. The winners received money prizes and
Merry Christmas
February will be Heart 
Month in North Saanich, 
council declared at Monday 
night’s meeting of council.
Permission was given to 
the British Columbia Heart 
Foundation to canvass 
North Saanich from Feb. 12 
-26.; .
A letter from the 
Peninsula Community 
Association asked council 
to remember the PCA 
programs when it was 
budgeting for 1984. The 
municipality made a grant 




May you have the spirit of 
ChrlstmaSf
which Is Peace f \
The gladuess of Christmas^ 
which Is HopOf 
The heart of Christmas^ 
which Is Love:
Serving the Saanich Peninsula
Dear Friends,
On behalf of various groups and residents on the Saanich Peninsula who recognize that 
this may be a particularly different Christmas for you and your family, we are inviting you to 
partake in any or all of the following:
SIDNEY REVIEW/SIDNEY LIONS CLUB: provides Christmas hampers and food certificates.
KIWANIS CLUB; provides gifts for children — toys, books, games.
PENINSULA OLD AND NEW SHOP: provides gift certificates redeemable for merchandise only 
at the PON Shop, 9781 - 2nd St., Sidney.
/Road-plan^
(as well as a few staff and students) were deiightedi by an 
amazing feast - a Christmas buffet put on by Mr. Martin’s 
cooking specialty and cafeteria: classes. There was an
the only thing that was stuffed.
On Thursday Santa made his rounds early and just
happened to stop in at Stelly’s to bear good tidings and
candy canes to all (thanks to Mrs: Frache’s foods and 
- • • ’ ” ------- . -----------^
; ; North ;> Siaanich council 
has V received Titers from ; 
two consulting engineering 
vfirrns offering services for;a ; 
community road plan 
, design.
letters from the firms 
Thomson and Associates 
Ltd. and Associated 
Engineering Services Ltd. 
S' were refer red to' committeeV:;
Please complete the form below and mail or return to;
Peninsula Community Association 
978$-2ndSt.,
■ ,,,"',>::::vSidney, B.C.S:V8L SYS;:
Mail now to avoid disappointment. We look forward to bearing' from you!
Please put an X in the boxes which interest you;
□ Review/Lion’s Club; Food Hamper
□ Kiwanis Club: Toys V ^
□ P. 0; N'Voucher
©n’
Name:
a carolling concert evolved during the senior band’s 
performance. That’s the Christmas spirit!
' ■ On Friday the staff Christmas performance was revived
With numerous skits. The teachers did a superb job and 
everyone left in good cheer.
The grads are busy fundraising lately with the delivering
Art show
A group show of selected: 
works will be' held at 
Winchester Galleries in 
Victoria, 1545 Fort, from 
now through Dec. 24.
Let the: glad tidings of the season ring out as we,rejoice in the ^ 
Christmas Holiday. The best of wishes to all of our fine 
customks. We are grateful.for your patronage.
Nick, John, Richard, Peter, Deke & Gary
Re^haveh Drive and H^bdutRbad : 656-5033:
Y FAIVIILY
r RESTAURANT^^ r 
OPEN DAILY 11 AM lor 
Fine Canadian & Chinese Food
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT
812 Vordlcr Av«.y Brentwood Bny
, 652-3622,:.::^:':i’'T/'v
aMHM»
steak th unowder Rouse
V : | '■0(i;Tti« Wal«r nmniwoml Bay";:,
: : Try OMf fanlaallr
40 Item $nfad toar i u'in'ititfuiiyi',:,
Breakfast, lunch & Dinner Daily 
Sunday Brunch ll!30*l!30 i 
7172 Brentwood Drive 
Phono 652-2413 or 652-9515
\.j;'CiilMc'frun^uhc
OPEN FROM 5 P.M.
7 DAYS A
Wi.'Sl SfUmich Hd, by 




‘ FISH & CHIPS 
WITH A DIFFERENCE
Mon.-Thiirs. B iinv- 7 pni 
FrI.-Sal, 8 am-8 pm
2470 Beacon Avo., Sldnoy; 656-4944
Ucaniail
FpiLYIDINING:




Spoclalizing In : ^ 
Chinoso & Canadian Food
OPtN Moii/.f Thiiii; 4:S0 ».11:00 
Fni, »BAT, 4:30O;30i.m :5: ; : Suii: 4 l(i 8;3Dp.nii: 
,: :,D4llvitv with iwnimum
2493 Beacon Avo,7 686-3944
FAMOUS CHARBBOILED
" ... Enjoy our 24-110111 Salad Bar ;
rAKC-Oin ORDERS
i IN THE BEACON PLAZA MALL
2321 Beacon Avo. Sidney
STEAK, PIZZA & SPAGHEni HOUSE 
Evening Dining In 
Fine Mediterranean Tradition
= midninhl: , :i
Til; Alai. 11 i.m.'v,,
"/.'oeiHroniumc« ,
TAKE OUTS B5B-8596 ■ 7 









Ciniu p IUJlU,IAV!s ^ fl0u()A*(i
6S61621
ini. Mil 81., IIDHU
. :(irMii||) till, I'opr otfit t
nr'!',"
IlcstaHranJ
at FAMItY PRICES I
Mon/To^F • 9 iiim 
Sal.9am-10pm; Sim.9aiii-9 pm' 
656-4115 2359 Beacon Avcl
10%'Senior. CltiroiVUiSCOUnlA'rlHY OUR.MUNDAY.-':-': ;v:«.
2 p,nu> 7 p.m. dally . , BUNOAY BURGER
;7 ■ DAYS'" A';WEEK: :'!7; a .'m7,.'"t" T
than anyoRc! Ut'tss help yw plan an appropriate
advertising menu, cill today for assistance.
IbOWNtOWN iPHONL;! bn, |ffTonMf\tiON




Surely it couldn’t have escaped your attention when 
Labor Minister Bob McClelland announced that the 
controversial new Human Rights Act will be scrapped 
and replaced with something a little more acceptable in 
the next sitting of the B.C. Legislature.
What’s more, the minister said he wouldn’t blunder 
into revising the Labor Code without getting some 
advice from the experts.
The only thing that puzzles me is why it took the 
government so long to admit that the way in which it 
had done away with the Human Rights Branch was 
perhaps somewhat less than smart.
In my humble view it was a foregone conclusion that 
the government wouldn’t get away with its high­
handed actions. Too many groups had joined forces in 
denouncing the premier and his cabinet for trying to 
ride roughshod over human rights.
And while at no time did 1 subscribe to the hysterical 
views of some government opponents who said the 
Socreds were trying to turn British Columbia into a 
latter-day Chile, I did recognize an explosive situation 
when I saw one. And that was more than could be said 
for the government, until McClelland made his 
announcement.
The fact that Bill 27 will now be withdrawn and 
replaced with a new bill when the legislature meets 
again is more momentous than many people may 
realize.
Not only has the premier shown us that he is capable 
of taking that proverbial second look, something his 
father was well known for, but it is an admission that
no government in a democratic society can exercise 
absolute rule, regardless of its electoral majority and 
good intentions.
That’s a lesson this government appeared to be so 
unwilling to learn. Time and again, the premier 
pointed to what he called the government’s 
“mandate,” saying that the voters wanted the 
government to take whatever stringent and unpopular 
measures to curb public spending and bring about 
economic recovery.
The premier rejected the notion that a government 
must act within established guidelines and exercise 
self-restraint, regardless of how many seats it holds.
It is, of course, understood that a government with a 
large majority can act more self-assured in the exercise 
of power than a minority government, but the Socreds 
had gone too far, particularly in view of the fact that a 
whopping 45 per cent of the electorate had not voted 
for them on May 5.
And that is essentially the lesson this government 
has now learned. At long last, the premier has realized 
that he must take into consideration the views of those 
who didn’t vote for his party.
Had he acted within those constraints from the 
start, he could have saved himself and all of us a lot of 
trouble. Operation Solidarity would never have come 
about There would probably not have been a strike by 
the province’s public servants.
And we certainly wouldn’t have been pushed so 
precariously close to the brink of a general strike as we 
were a few weeks back.
With his comfortable majority, the premier could
have had the full support of not just half the i;:; 
population, but nearly everybody, if only he had S 
shown a little diplomacy. ij;:
Diplomacy, however, is something our premier is j;:: 
not too well versed in. He is fully convinced, or rather 
was until now, that a government is something like a iji: 
board of directors which plots company strategy and j:;: 
then issues the orders to implement that strategy. _ ii;':
Fortunately, it’s never too late to learn. And 1 think iij: 
we can .safely assume that the premier and his cabinet ix 
have learned something. McClelland’s outline of how 
the government will arrive at a better Human Rights 
Act is encouraging. ;i;:
A panel of experts will advise him on what the new ij;: 
human rights legislation should be like. He made it ii:; 
clear that there will be no public hearings, and 1 don’t j:;: 
blame him. If every Tom, Dick and Harry were to iiij 
have an opportunity to tell the government just what j;;: 
legislation it should introduce, we would never have a 
bill before the legislature.
The key words are advice and experts, both valuable j:':: 
in the art of governing. ^ ii
And I’m elated to have heard the labor minister say g 
that any amendments to the labor code will also be :i:| 
arrived at through consultation with industry arid 
labor movement experts. ./ < :i:i
It is the only way to avoid confrontations of,the sort . j:-.: 
we have seen in the past few months. , ; - > S
Full marks to Premier Bennett for being .big enough\ • g 
to admit that he was wrong, although he probably / 
wouldn’t put it in exactly those words. g
Victoria radio station C- 
FAX 1070 has announced 
the establishment of a new 
help line for listeners and 
the appointment of Charles 
Barber as its first director.
The service will help 
listeners gain instant access 
to advice and agencies in 
the community, to a net­
work of private and public 
community services.
The line will operate 24 
hours a day using a phone- 
recorder system to take 
details of a listener’s 
problems. The solutions to 
these problems will be 
broadcast Monday through 
Friday with a live on air 
Saturday morning program 
in addition, taking calls 
directly from listeners.
Barber, 34, was founder 
of numerous community 
service agencies and served 
as a MLA for Victoria from 
1975 to 1983 when he 





i Mf you drive while impaired, you are 19 times more likely 
i to become involved in an accident. And, besides the safety 
t risk you pose to yourself and others, the law provides for 
I criminal penalties which, each yearv become ihofe severe.
[ The driver who drinksmay face one or more of three 
serious criminal offences. In this articlewe’ll look at the 
offence of impaired driving.
ability to drive is
impaired through the use of alcohol or drugs or a com­
bination of both. When the police stop a driver, they will 
look for sighs of impairment such as slurred speech, red 
! eyes or the odor of alcohol.
' Often they will slyly ask the driver to walk over to the . 
. police car to retrieve his or her license and observe the way
Sometimes the police ask drivers to perform physical 
J tests, such as walking heel-to-toe or picking a coin up from
■ the ground. You are not legally required to perform these
■ tests and you may politely refuse to do so. Refusal to 
cooperate, however^ may only confirm an officer’s
I suspicion that you are impaired.
i .A driver is only required by iavv to provide h
•’flicense, insurance card, name and address. Ace Hen- 
: I derson, a B.C. lawyer who often defends impaired driyers, 
says, “You don’t have to say anything but, if you don’t.
impairment.rveseenthishappenmanytimes.”
If the officer has a reasonable belief thait you are im­
paired, he or she may demand that you submit to a 
breathalyzer test. It is a criminal Offence to refuse to 
provide a breath sample unless you have a reasonable 
excuse for doing so - we’ll look at this offence in more^ 
detail in the next article in this series. ?
The police may also ask you to perform some physical 
tests in front of a video camera. The videotape may then be 
used in court as evidence. According to the police, many 
accused people simply plead guilty to avoid s the em- 
barassment in court of seeing themselves drunk on screen.
Henderson says, “There is no legal impediment to the 
police filming a person who is under arrest whether or not
that person wishes to be filmed.’’ But, he says, you are not
legally required to perform any tests in front of the camera 
it and may politely refuse to do so.
If the police charge you with impaired driving, the 
prosecutor must prove beyond a reasonable doubt only 
that your ability to drive was impaired. It is important to 
note that you do not necessarily have to be in the act of 
I driving tef be liablb to this chargef if the jiqliceifind y^u 
sitting in a parked car in an impaired state, they rhay decide
that you: intend tO; drive; They may charge you with thq 
[ offence of being impaired vvhile in the ant/cont/xi/ o 
an automobile.
[ At your trial, thefpoHbe will usu 
regarding your
you: They may testify, for example, that you were driving 
erratically, had a " ■ 
i/ietC.;::;::V':^
For your part, . 
order To explain your behavior. You -may also call your 
own witnesses for that purpose.
The penalties if you are found guilty are tough and 
getting tougher; according to Henderson,“Judges are 
giving heavier sentences each year, particularly around 
Christmas.”
If you are found guilty of a first offence, you are liable
Catherine Ebbs- 
Canavan, 33, of 371-B Kerr 
Ave., Victoria, was fined 
$400 Dec. 14 in Sidney 
provincial court after she 
was found guilty of im­
paired driving.
On Dec. 13, Lisa Anne 
Robert, 17, of 9310 Ard­
more Ave., was fined $50 
after she was found guilty 
of minor possession of 
liquor and Jeffery William 
Harrison, 19, of :9589 
LopAving PI,, Sidney, vyas 
fined $50; aftier pleading 
guilty to: operating c a 
defective motor vehicle, j ::
vWe areTinging with Joy Jhis ;; 
holiday season as we. 
extend our best wishes to 
allot our friends tor a 
. happy Christmas.
to a fine of $50 to $2,000. The average fine is between $400
and • l n . nrlrlitlnh vnnr:;dri v s hC’$700. In addition, your driver’s license will be 
suspended for at least six months. (The federal government 
is considering a proposal which would result in a life-time
2495 Beacon Ave. 656-48? 8, ,
The penalties rise sharply for repeat offences. If you are 
found guilty of a second offence after an official warning-, 
the judge must send you to jail for a minimum of 14 days. 
Likewise, for a third offence, the judge must imprison you ■ 
for at least three months.
Keith Hamilton of the B.C. Branch of the Canadian Bar 
Association says, “If you are charged, I strongly 
recommend that you at least talk to a lawyer and get some 
initial advice. Then you can decide whether you want to 
hire a lawyer to represent you in court.”
Next: refusal to give breath samples
FRUITS ANP 
VEeltABLiS
H b l id a y s I mean
: ' gatherings — of friends: of
., , family, and whether you are 
: i a host; or a guest at a 
j * holiday party, you are 
• : i probably going to be faced 
' 1 with the problem of 
" drinking arid driving; 
j For years the best known 
I rule has been “if you drink,
, . don’t drive; if you drive,
• : don’t drink.”
It is a good rule — the
• "f very best rule but people. 
; l who drink, do drive; people
■ I who drive, do drink, ‘ 
■■'v':.'i:;':itjsBsad;truth'.;^;:T■■;
^: W : you are visiting 
friends this holiday season 
—- slop — and think of the 
changes that might take 
place in; your [life if you 
drink and driyc and are 
apprehended in a road 
'"block;
Let*s not dwell on the 
fact that it was your first 
cbriviction and you received 
a finch an automatic six- 
.tTiohth driving susperision' 
and now Itayeha criminal 
record.
Six months without a;
licence is a long time and 
poses many problems such 
as not being able to visit 
friends over the holidays, 
riot being able to drive to 
work; not being able to 
drive the children to early 
morning sporting events, 
riot being able to actively 
participate in car pooling, 
not being able to drive to 
the shopping centre, not; 
being able to take that 
skiing :holiday,h unless you 
have someone else To take 














Honourable Hugh Curtis, MIA 
Saanich and the Islands,
1 wish to extend my thanks to;all 
constituents for their confidence 
arid^
the constitijency in,the: New Year





















May Peace be with you this Joyous 
Holiday season aRwb celebrate the Birth 
:of''Chri9t^;the;Prihce df'Peace;'T*he:b(ifit;;,, 
of the season to everyone.
from ...
the MAYOR, COUNCIL: 
STAFF and PEOPLE of
PARMER'S rViARKET
Cflrnbrf At Bay UlRkwAy & Ulaml Vi#w Roirl
atiiUa'iluaUM
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reco APA promotes job opportunities
i’ , ‘ 1
The Sidney group of the 
Save The Children Fund 
holds regular meetings at 2 
p.m., St. Andrew’s Church 
Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, on 
the second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month. 
New members or visitors 
warmly welcomed.
Discovery Toastmistress 
Club meets the second and 
fourth Thursdays at 8 p.m. 
in Shady Creek United 
Church Hall, 7184 East 
Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Sidney Stroke Club will 
be meeting the second and 
fourth 1 Wednesday each 
month, 11 a;m. to 2 p.m. in 
Margaret Vaughan Birch 
Hall. All “strokers
traditional songs are sung. 
Men and women of all 
voices are welcome — if 
you like to sing please join 
the group. For more in­
formation call 656-5301.
Sidney Teen Activity 
Group (STAG) located at 
2304 Oakville St., behind 
Sanscha Hall grounds, is 
open to Saanich Peninsula 
youth aged 13-18 years. 
Clubhouse winter hours are 
7-9:30 p.m. Tuesday, 
Wednesday, Thursday and 
7-11 p.m. Saturdays.
STAG floor hockey 
nights at Sidney elementary 
school gym are held every 
Monday, 7-9 p.m.
STAG also offers pool, 
foozball and ping-pong, as 
welcome. For more in- well as many other special 
formation call co-ordinator events and cornmunity 
Ruth Snow at 656-2101. projects. All activities are 
V , . free and no registration is
g You can help, the required. Parent and teen 
Salvation ^Army _^needs ,,5^, welcome. For
c othmg, .household ar- information call the
tides, appliances and 
furniture Tor its
UUXl
,The Ability Personnel 
Association project, created 
to promote employment 
opportunities for men and 
women over 45, is located
at 1800 Blanshard, Vic­
toria. The office assists 
these people in finding job 
opportunities and works
with them to determine 
skills and capabilities and 
help them present them­
selves in saleable terms.
r
Saanich Peninsla 
Hospital Auxiliary met at 
Brentwood United Church 
Hall Dec. 13, with 56 
members present. Two new 
members, Pat Sutton and 
Audrey Harpell, were 
welcomed.
Bessie Snider reported 
she is progressing with 
compiling a history of the 
auxiliary. She asked 
members to contribute any 
anecdotes concerning the 
auxiliary they might recall. 
This is what makes history, 
she said.
Raffle chairman Roni 
Naldrett, thanked members 
who had helped make this
project such a success. 
Winners are Pam Wooley, 
Kamloops, afghan; Pat 
Cutts, West Saanich Road, 
vest and purse; Pierre 
Aumonier, Norris Road, 
smocked dress.
Jean Wilson said the 
crafts group would hold its 
next meeting Jan. 5 at the 
Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital.
Doris Downward, ways 
and means, told members 
the auxiliary had 
participated at the 
Christmas Fair at Sanscha 
Hall, Dec. 3, with great 
success.
Following the conclusion 
of the business meeting a
splendid luncheon was held. 
Doris Downward, Marg 
Tangye’ Melissa Hernblad, 
Joan Nicholls and Velma 
Ryder were responsible for 
this party.
Guest Rev. Stephen 
Swift, minister at 
Brentwood United and 
Shady Creek churches, gave 
the blessing and expressed 
his regrets that the auxiliary 
would no longer be meeting 
at the Church Hall.
The next monthly 
meeting will be held Jan. 
10, at the clinical lecture 
room, Saanich Peninsula 







Call 727-2293 for pickup:
tCan we help you? Call 
the Community Coun­
selling Centre, 9788-2th St., 
Sidney, V8L 3Y8 24-hour 
answering service. Call 656-
PCA office at 656-0134 or 
drop by and pick up a 
rehabilitation _Prograin. 9788-2nd St.
A b i 1 i t y P e rs o n n el
Association is a project 
created to promote em­
ployment opportunities for 
rrien and women aged over 
1047 45 years. The office will
assist people in finding job 
..Women’s Support opportunities, working with 
Group. A discussion group them to determine their 
for women dealing with skills and capabilities and 
their current needs, helping them to present 
Newcomers welcome themselves in saleable 
Thursday afternoons at terms. For more in- 
1:00 p.m. in the Com- formation phone 385-5000. 
munity Counselling Service, t f n
9788-2th Street, Sidney V8L
T- -c .• Sidney 676 luttyhawk
::i!>r-,.s>:,call..656-1247. Thursday at 6:30 p.m. to 
Grandparents — are your 8:30 p.m. at the Air Cadet 
grandchildren far away? A Hall on Canora Rd. Come 
young mothers non-profit and see what we have to 
. support group (Capital offer for those aged 13
The Capital Region 
^ „ . Association for the
1 Victoria Housing h4entally. Handicapped
Registiy, 1923 Femwood Christmas store is now open 
Road. Free matching rentai 3, Springwood and Sen- 
semces. Landiords 381- tinel. Products made by the 
Ichants 381-1205, handicapped. Location is in 
Monday to Friday 11a.m.- ,|,j Trafalgar Square 
5 p m. Help with housing shopping centre, Brent- 
problenis. wood Bay. Store hours are
I Attention ladies; all voice 9 a.m.-12 p.m. and 1 p.m.-4
mnp -^e want you to sing p ^ Monday to Friday. 6- 
barbershop-style. It’s a fun 5 | 
time! Most Monday nights 
7:45 vrp.m:5jat7: the;;;;LegionV;; 
Hall, Mills Rd; For more 
information call 652-3030 
01-656-1906.
Central Saanich senior 
citizens have moved to their 
new centre at 1229 Clark 
iRd. ^ Breritvyood Bay. (652- 
4611), New members 
welcome. A calendar of 
activities is available at the
Pregnant and wondering^ 
what the future holds for 
you? Sidney Community 
Health Service offices of 
the Capital Regional 
District can help you. Join 
us and other couples in a 
comfortable atmosphere of 
learning through films, 
slides; discussions and 
exercises. Register now, In 
Sidney call 656-1188centre, which is open daily 
' 10 a,rii; - 4 p.m. week day’s Sidney Twlrlcrs and
and 1-4 p.m. Sundays. Drum Corps take lessons at
Saanich and the Islands Sidney elementary school 
Ladies (SAILS) for Social froin 6 p.m. Thursdays. For , 
Credit meet the third more information call 656- 
Wednesday of each month. 6098,
For further Information The Peninsula Dlsar- 
please call 656-6232. mnment Group meets
Save The Children Fund regularly. To help us, join 
Christmas cards arc on sale us or just for information 
now at Jumping Mouse call 656-4842, ■
Book Store on Beacon Ave. Sidney Activity Centre, 
All proceeds from the sale sponsored by CMHA and 
of cards go to the children’s thc ^ i commitni
8-51 Mondays 10 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
Speak French and want in Mttrgaret Vaughan Birch 
to keep conversational Hall, Handicrafts, games, 
skills? Toastmasters Cn films, recreailoh, light
lunch and an opportunity to
evenings 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. Thcet others, For more 
For more information call information call 652-1483 
598-3729 or 598-1316. after 6 p.m, or 658-5414 
All ages welcome to table weekdays, 
tennis at Brentwood The Saanich Pcnlnsiiilo 
elementary school, 7:30 - Toastmasters Club now 
9:30 p.rn, Mondays^ More meets at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday 
information 652-4580 or cveningspt Central Saanich 
652-1531. Mount
Is ovcreuilng creotlrig Newton. 
problems in yoiir life? Volunleers arc needed to 
Ovcreaiers Anonymous can staff the Ttick Shop at 
help. No dues, no waigltlng^ Tillicum Lodge, 4^
ore at 8 p.m., Tntcrurban, For more
Mondays, 9751 - 3nd Siree(, ini'ormaiion call Margeaux 
Sidney. Call 6.52-9931. Finlayson at 479-7101, local
Peninsula Singers meet 239.
, : tvci> Tuv...J.o ?.30 9,30 ' Akutmlics Anunyikunis
p.m. at the Royal Canadian — 10 groups meet every
Legion Hall on Mills Rd. week, on the Saanich
Ncwjimember8;^and,v.visitor!|,:'-;,,Peninsula,?,"K;For,£,mqrtt,''vin*^ 
I welcome. Well known hits lormaiion or h^ 
[i7fy4'77i,'ffom': miwicalswell'"^ ^ 0415 tfn
